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PREFACE 
The inception of the present investigation began when the ·writer 
was briefly introduced into the subject of eclipsing binaries in a 
course given by Dr. MormanW. Storer. The apprehension that intricate 
relationships exist between the multifarious parameters necessary to 
describe eclipsing systems, even in tbe elementary stages of analysis, 
stimulated the wr:tter to str1ve toward their comprehension, -vrlth the 
intent of elucidating the rudimenta!"'J aspects of the subject to the 
best of his ability• Consequently 1 the subsequent discussion embodies, 
predominantly,. a presentation and interpretaticm _of many of the theo-
retical concepts ru;1d practical procedures requisite f'or determining 
the pralirninar.r elements for aclipaing binary ~.1~ cams:• In the 
discussion an attempt has been made to a·void i:,he ·terse and succinct 
qualities so characteristic of current research publications. 
Originality has not bee11 possible, of course, except in a few special 
cases. Some or the derivations and methods have be~rn. formulated 
independently,. but a.re not original in the true sense. The o~ new 
technique is that presented £or partial eclipsing systems which move 
in eccentric orbits, although the formulation of much of the sQction 
on eccentric orbits was independent. The procedure for rectification 
by subtraction was also an indenendent formulation. Tho writer 
accepts full responsibility for the interpretations presented, except 
in·:cnses where e:-:plicit references are stated. If errors should exist 
i~1 ,.rie wrl ter' s interpre·tations he can only beg condonation from the 
masters of the subject whose ad~~itness may be jeopardized by such 
statements. 
The subject or eclipsing binaries encompasses such a vast realm 
that no single work should b~11 regarded a.s the ultimate. Therefore, 
this treatment of the subject should merely complement others existing 
at present and serve as a guide to the original investigations. Two 
publications which are virtually indespensible for the serious practi-
cal investigator of eclipsing binaey systems ·are rtThe Determination 
of Elements of 'Eolipsing Bit'..ariean, Contr. Princeton U. Obs., 1.Jo. 261 
1952, ·written by H. I~. Russell and J .• E. 1'1arrill,. and it The 
Computation of Elements of Eclipsing Binacy Systa~sn, Harvard Obs. Mon., 
No. 8, 1950, written by z. Kopa.1. The former publication is concerned 
pri:ma.1'1.ly with the ear~ stages of analysis and contains many valuable 
precepts £or the computer-. The latter treats the more ndvanced pro-
cedures for computlng orbits of eclipsing binaries.. Some notable 
omissions of salient :methods are made. One of these which merits 
special mention is J. E. Merrill's method of, nomogrHphic solutions. 
This is ad.111irabJ.\y' treated in Oontr. Princeton U. Obs., No. 2h, 1953. · 
The selection of topics in the present work is not completely 
arbitrary, but depends essentially on material which was deemed 
necessary to comprehend and vindica.te certain si111pl.:iJ~ying assumptions 
· underlying the current methods of analysis. Tht.f:arrangernent of 
topics was c.h,osen purposely to indicate that comp} .. t;x dynamical con-
siderations definitely have a place in elem~mtary di~cussio1.1s. 
Originally, the writer hoped. to abstain from discussing such topics, 
bat shortly discovered. that a rather thorough presentation or them 
was the only solution. Subsequently, the writer feels that this is 
perhaps the most prudent course to follow aeywey, since it offers 
one a.n opportunity to develop a sound physical basis for the 1najority 
of the considerations and lends naturally to more advanced stages of 
analysis. 
Unfortunately, the vexing problem of attaining a consistent 
notation has not been resolved. It was found advantageous to depart 
from the wanton notation adopted by some investigators and to adhere 
to that of others. The superscripts "ocn and 0 tr0 refer to an occul-
tation and a transit, :respectively. The letter nun is used to repre-
sent the limb-de.rken.tng coefficient rather than nxn J which is often 
used 1 to avoid con.fusing it with x tVhen used as a variable • 
SimilarlyJ ~ is employed to denote the coefficient of gravity-
darkening rather than uyu .. 
Precise photometric quantities have been introduced with the 
purpose of eliminating the va.gua a!ld equivocal. terminology so often 
employed in the literature. Only two of the customary vague terms 
are retained, but they are given particular significance. The term .· 
ttlight11 refers specifically to the flux density of radiation, and 
0brightness" denotes the specific intensity or radiation. 
The vn·t·ter is indebted to Dr.. Henry G. Horak tor his advice and 
encouragement throughout the course of inv<~stigation. Also he wishes 
to thank Dr. Uorman w. Storer for pointing out th<~ need o! a complete 
treatment of the rudimentary aspects of eclipsing binaries and reading 
·the entire manuscript; Dr. R. Stanley Alexander tor several helpful 
and stimulating discussions; and Dr. Max Dresden for kindly consent-
ing to read sections of the thesis • llinally, he would like to express 
his appreciation to P.i.rs, Kenneth C. :raliey for typing a large p~rtion 
of the·material. 
INTRODUCTION 
Acy d~:::scription of an eclipsing binaey system is complete only 
if the methods of reducing the photometric data are such as to educe 
all information which the lilnits of observatio11al error will per:mit. 
At its best.the description can only be tentative,· because as 
o'bserv::tional accuracy increases additional parameters ·will be 
required to describe the syste1n. The determination of theoe parrune-
ters, or· elements as they are usually called, requires a different 
approach than an analogous }lroblem in the c~mputatL on of the orbit · 
or an asteroid or comet. In the form.er instance the.low accuracy of 
the observations makes it necessary ·to use tna.t\V observations which 
are well distributed over the period. In the latter oase1 however, 
the observational data is quite accurate and the problem is to fi'b 
three or four observations exactly. The analysis of an eclipsing 
binar.1 S"T.f Stem is considerably more complex than the problem. in 
classical celestial mechanics, because more quantities arc neC$Ss~icy 
to def3oriba the system eompletel,y and because the relationships 
between the para:meters them.selves are more complicated. 
The seven pa.ramet,.ors needed to define the relative orbit a.ra: 
P1 the period; 
t 0 , the time of primary minimum; 
i 1 the inclination o.r the orbital plane to the plarie of 
the sky; 
a, the semi m.ajor axis of the relative orbit, which is 
taken as the unit of lengthJ 
.a, the position angle of the node; 
e, the eccentricity of the relative orbit; and 
are: 
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CJ, the longitude of periastron, measured from the ascending 
node in the direo·tion of motion of the primary component 
and in the plane of the orbit. The ascending node is 
that node at which the primary component is moving a'tvey 
from the obsel:"V'er. 
Six more quantities are required to describe the eclipses, which 
r 8 , rg, tha radii of the smaller and larger (greater) star; 
L5 , Lg, the luminosities of the smaller and larger star; and 
'Ugj.. Ug~ the coefficients of limb-darkening or the sma.ller and 
larger sta.r. 
For close ecJ.ir~sing binary 6ystems the following si..-x: quantities 
are also needed; 
s• g1 the coefficients of gravity-darkening of the smaller 
and larger star; 
a the COef fiCient 0£ equatorial elliptici t'tT Of the •e1 ., 
components; 
6m, the coefficient of meridional ellipticity of the 
components; 
tl r. \ ,,~ ~ 
,,~iE1,,,,.t,_El1 the light visible from the smaller and larger star 
a.t,any phase -due to the reflection effect. 
The para.meters for luminosity, reflection, limb-darkening, and 
gravity-darkening of each component will vary with wavo length. 
!:Io ganora.11 direct solution for these nineteen 1.lllknowns has been 
found·. Hence, the procedure adopted herein is to consider restricted 
models wl:tich can be extended to the actual physical model by means of 
successive approximations. At present t_!1ese is no eclipsing binary 
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known whose components can be separated,, either by telescope or 
interferometer.. This means that the longitude of the node,.n, must 
remain unknown. Unless the parallax of' the system in question is 
known, the luminosities can ~ot be deterrnined absolutely. However, 
the fractional luminosities of the components can be found by express-
ing the total luminosity as unity. The actual length of the semi ... 
major a.xis, a, can on:cy be found from radial velocity measures. '.rhus 
it is usua~ adopted as unity and other dis·tai~ces expressed ln terms 
of a.. . This reduces the total ntL"llber of tmkno,ms to sixteen at P. 
maximum. 
The f ollowlng terird.no,logy vill. be ttsed: 
primary minimum! the deeper minimum of the Jj~ght curve, 
,secondary· lninimum; the shallm..rer minimum of the light curve, 
primar;r component; the component of greater surface brlghtness, 
secondary component; the component of lesser surface brightness, 
occultation; an eclipse of the smaller stat-- by the largor one, 
transit; an eclipse of the larger star by the smaller oneJ 
total eclipse; the geometrical con£iguration at which time the · 
· lig~·t, f.rom one star is completely obscured from the 
obsi::lr'\!"er by the interposition of the other star .. 
annular eclipse; the geometrical configuration at Ttlhich time 
the entire smaller star·is. seen projected on the larger 
complete eolipsa1 the geometrical orientation which permits 
total and annular eclipses to occur alternately. 
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pa:rtiul eclipse; the ·geometrical orientation ·which rermits one 
t;1-tar to be only partiall..v obscured from the observer lJ'.f 
the other star at the minimun1 of light. 
Emission Of Radiation 
Radiation is said to come from, impinge on, or pass through 
a surface element, but not a point, or an emitting body. Each 
surface element of a star is pierced by rays propagated outward in 
all directions. Consider two surface elements do; and do-,, separated 
by a distance /:,. • Let d~ be an element on an extended source and 
d~2 be the receiving element. The amount of energy-radiated per 
unit time in the frequency interval 11, v+dv through dc:r, in a direction 
i;taking an angle r, wl th its outward normal and confined to an element 
of solid angle d"'i = cos lg d<r1. is called the .q.ux dF. 1C'J1). This t:J2 
£lux is given b:r 
clF(11) d:da; ·cos r, · de11 · dJ> = da, · cos r. d<11 cos 7;. dv .. u , f;l'I. 
Figure _l 
Introducing the proportionality constant Iv this becomes 
( l ) ~,.Cv): I,, do; cos 1, d(T', cos i! d v , 
[j,2 
where Iv is called the specific intensity of the emitting surface. 
In tho following pages the subscripts of and integration over J) 
will be dropped and specific note will be made as to whether the 
quantities are monochromatic or integrated.· 
Thus { l ) becomes 
dF12. : I dC1', cos 'Y. da :1. cos 1'i 
/l 2. 
The flux density J--either monochromatic or integrated --
is defined as the energy crossing a unit area normal to the 
incident bea:in in a unit or time. Therefore the flux density dJ 
at doa. due to the ele:m.ent dcr, is given by 
dJ : dF1,. = I da1 cos '11 cos Ya. 
do-,. AL 
The total flux density received from the body is 
J = f1 eos J; cos hda; , 
A ll~ 
'Where the integral is taken ovr-:r the visible surface A of the 
source. Let R be the distance of da, from soma arbitrary origin 
within a star. Then if the observational equipment is located so 
that a » R and it is arranged so that 
~ = o, 
J :: .LlI cos l; dcr. . 
. /),"-
~ 
If the main interest is only in· ·the :relative fl~ density of the 
star taken on some arb:ttra.r"'.f scale,and the distance /J. remains 
sensibly constant, the above equation reduces to 
J : f I cos r d CT , 
A 
where t.he subscripts n1n may be dropped without confusion. This 
is 'the type of expression which is used in discussing the light 
received from eclipsing binary systems. 
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PRELIHINAHY J~LEM:~NTS 
At this stage or analysis the objective is to determine the 
type or eclipse, i.e., an occultation or a transit, which produces 
the observed primary and secondary minimum, to decide whether the 
eclipse is total., annul.a.r or partial, and to derive a set of elements 
which satisfy reasonably well the photometric observations. 
The solution of a light curve for these preliminary elements 
may be based on either of two idealized models; a spherical model 
or an el.lipsoidal model. The choice of which model to use rests 
solely 1dth the light variations outside eclipse. In order to be. 
able to base a solution on either model the following must ensue: 
1. The observations must cover the entire light curve and be 
at least of moderate aocuraoy. 
2. The period must be accurately determined and, in the first 
instance, must be constant over the interval .covered by the obser-
t . 1 va ions. 
The spherical mod.el may be used if the light between minima is 
essentially constant; the ellipsoidal modal, if the light between 
minima varies appreciably. 
1 Variations in period seem to be .frequent. In N. L. Pierce •s 
Finding List, Contr. Princeton U., Obs., No. 22, 19h7, about, one-
fif·th of the tabulated stars have variable periods., The cause of 
most observed changes in period is unknown, but a few such changes 
have bet~n explainf.?d as being due to the varJing light ·cime across 
the orbit . 0£ the eclipsing pair a.bout a third body. 
Spherical Model 
T'.ae spherical model consists of two widely separated spherical 
components revolving about a common center of mass in a relative 
orbit which may be circular or eocentrlc. For this system the 
effects of reflection, ellipticity and gravity-darkening are 
negligible. 
Before considering the details of computing an orbit, it is 
informative to develop formulae which express the light received 
from a spherical model at ruiy phase of eclipse.1 By means of. these 
formulae, tables may be constructed, Such tables2. facili ta.te 
making solutions to the extent that tl:teJ should be considered a.a a 
necessary tool to have at hand before begim1ing eclipsing binary 
work. 
If thE~ apparent distance between the ce..11tera of the projected 
componenta becomes less than the SUl'l1 of their radii, eclipses will 
occur. The loss of light durl.ng eclipses may be expressed by 
{ 2) 6J :: f I( I") cos i'da 
A 
subject to the aforesaid restrictions of thia formula, where I ( 7) 
denotes the specific intensity at any point of the star undergoing 
eclipse, I iS the angle between the normal to the surface eleme.11 t do'" 
I These i'orrnulae will also hold for the ellipsoidal model if 
certain coordinate transformations are made and certain restrictions 
placed on tho gravity ... da:rkening. 
2 The following two tables a.re probably the best in existance 
at 'th~~ present time. . 
a.) J. E. Merrill, Contr. Princeton u. Obs., 23, 1950. 
b) V. Zessivitch, Bull. Astr. Inst. oi' trie'u:S.s.R. 
Acacl.Sci., No. 45, 1939 and No. 50,·19ho. 
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and the line joining du with the observer, and A is the range of 
integration taken over the eclipsed area. This integral eqµation 
( 2·: __ ) has not yet been solved directly for the case when both I ( 1") 
and the geometrical elements are treated as unknowns. Hwever, the 
difficulty may be circumva.1.ted by employing the .following law of 
limb•darkeni.ng 
{ 3) I( 7) = .. I 0 {l - u + u. eos 'i'} , 
where 10 is the intensity at the center of the disc, u is the co-
efflcient of limb-da.rkening and 7 is defined .above. 
Although this law is onJ.¥ approx:imate it is found to agree. with 
the specific intensity distribution of the solar disc. In the follow-
ing analysis, this law w.i.11 be assumed to hold for stars or other 
spectral. types as well. More complex laws would only further compli-
_ cate the solution of a light curve and would probabl¥ not augment 
the value of such a solution. 
In order to obtain an eArplicit e,r.pression for the lons of light 
in terms of the goometr.r of the eclipser;; a11d the assumed law of 
llmb-dark~~ing consider an eclipse of a star (a) by ai."lother star (b). 
The loss of light becomes 
(4) iJ = 10 { (1 - u) (cos Y da + u ( cos•l'da-} 
J~ ~ ~ 
where I 0 = I(O) • The tot.al light of star (a) is (see figure 2) 
.2.1T X'a 
(5) Ja = ~~!0 (1 - u + u cos 7) r dr d~ 
0 0 .~ . . 
(6) Ja: 2ITI0 f(1-u+uj1-(fJ'}rdr=11r;r~1-j}" 
. 0 . 
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The fraction r of the total light from the eclipsed star ·which is 
lost is given by 'OJ/ Ja o~ 
(7) nr~ f • 3(1 - u) fcos rd<T + 3u, fc os Ydo;~ .. 
3-u}A )-u1A · 
In order to integx-ate these expressions, transform to rectangular 
co-ordinates x y in a plane perpendicular to the line of sight. Take 
the origin at the center of star (a) being eclipsed, and the positive 
x-a."{is in the direction of the projected center or the eclipsing star (b). 
(see figure 3). 
The equation of the boundary of disc (a) is given by 
(8) t. 2. 2. ra = x + y , 
and that of the boundary of disc (b} 
(9) rb°=(S-x),.+y"-, 
·where S = 00 1 is the apparent distance between centers of the two 
stars, which for computational purposes is always positive. 
':J 
Figure 2 Figure 3 
Ir S $ r.a 't' r b , the two circles defined by ( 8 .) and { 9 ) 
intersect at the points P,{s, +Ir:- s~), P (s, -ir;- s~), where 
s= OP and 
( 10) s 
From equation· ( 7 ) 
11 
(11) rr r; £ = 3{ I - u.) J dbdy + ~ f" ra' - x..l. -y~ dx dy. 
"3 - "' A 3 - tA A r1 
If 0r represents the fractional loss of light during partial 
phase or partial eulipae of. discs unH'orm1y illuminated ( u = 0), 
equation · ( 11) gi vas 
"°'o +4 rai"L- xi. 
( 12) n r: 0{ = J J d'J dx 
S ·/ fi'"-Xl 
when~~ ra + rl\ and the eclipsed star 
s +-/ r'*'a._ cs-xP 
+ J J dy dx, 
i-~b -lrh'l._ (6-lt) 2 
(a) may be the larger. or the . 
smaller or the pair. 1'.his equation also applies to total eclipse 
when star (a) is the smaller and S ~ r., • ra • For discs completely 
darkened at the limb (u :: 1) equation ( 11) yields tor partial phase 
or partial eclipse 
( 13) 
whore r is the fractional loss of light. 
~ -+- fr.b~ - u~x)'lL 
+ f f'r•' • "' -~~ d,dx , 
6-rb .,./r.,'& - C6->')~ 
This holds when 6( ra. + rb 
and when the eclipsed star is the smaller or la.tger of the palr .. 
When the eclipsed star (a) is the larger and ~ < r a - 'X\ the 





s+r11 +Jrb"-- 0-1')2 
\ rr r]1 = f f Jr.~ - x•- ~· d~di< , 
s-r~ -Jrb ~- u- ~l' 
respectively. 
For a disc· with limb-darkening u the fractional loss f of 
light dur-i ng any phase of the eclipse is 
(16) r = ht. '£ 3- u. • 
E..xpressions ( 12 ) and ( 14) are s:bnple to integrate. If the 
eclipse is partial, equation ( 12 > gives 
(17 ) 
Where 
0 1. [ • l n r; f : ~ Cf', - Sln9i 
_, 
'P. :. 2. c.o s .j.. ' "'a 
-I 
<p ... = i cos s-s . 
~ 
If the eclipse is annular, equation ( 14) gives 
( 18 ) TH'!0 £ = rrr~ , 
1 
which :ts the result one expects. Kopal has shown that for a disc 
completely darkened at the limb during partial eclipse 
( 19) l\£ fT ~I : 
+ !h ('f [ 7r~.i-4r: +Si. ](ie-F) 
3 v~ 
--rr{fJ 5 &~r~ + 3(ra2 - r~)' - 3 6r/) F , 
where F = F(t;, ~) and E = 'S(!t, 1<) represent the Legendre· complete :;r.. 
elliptic integrals of the first and second kind, wlth the modulus 
( 20) •<''=t{l - ~-s}, 
rb . 
i z. Kopal, Harvard Obs. Mon., 2_, 27, 1946. 
12 
13 
and where F( c/>1 K') and E(•, K') denote the Legendre incomplete elliptic 
integrals of the first and second kind w! th a complementaiy modulus 




M.1 = ( l - J{'- ) Z: . 
When such an eclipse is annular equation (15) gives 
{23} n r:i 'r = 2r: [ (E -F)F{4>, ><') - FB(<P, x')] 
+ ; [ 7r~~ - 4r;," ~ 'O' JI 2.5{rb - Ii t-S) E 
+ l fc~1-r.b'")2.-~2(2r~ -r.a) +'Sr3] F . 
; a ~ b a V2f>{rb-s ... s) 
Where the modulus of 'the complete elliptic integrals is l/K and ·the 
amplitude of the incomplete in·teg.rals is 
¢ = sin-1 /r a + !» - b • 
V ra i- rt> + & 
(24) 
In order to be able to appl.v the £-!'unctions to the solut:ion of 
problems it is deaireabla to tabulate them in terms of certain para-
meters. The functions 0r and tf. can be made to depend on ~/rg a..11d 
rsfrg, itself, depends on the ratio of the radii, k, of the two 
stars, where the dimensionless quantity k is def•ined by 
(25) k - r6/r - \ gt 
and is restricted to the values k ~ l. Because or expressions which 
will arise later it is convenient to define m1o·ther dimensionless 
parameter; p, the geometrical depth of the eclipSf.31 by the rrJlation 
l The slight change in notation a.t this point is quite stra.ight-
f oraward, because in the previous sections either r a or r 1o could 
be the larger or smaller depending on the circumstances of eclipse .. 
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{26_) 
and let f be expressed in terms of u,k, and p as f(u,k,p). This 
definition or p holds whether the eclipse is an occultation or a 
transi·h• An eclipse will be complete, partial or absent according 
as p < -1, l>tp>·.ll., p">l~ Regardless of u, p = +l and f{u,k,l) :0 at 
thtl time of first contact. At internal tangency p = -1 and two 
possibilities arise far r: for a~ occultation f 8 (u8 ,k,-l) = l; 
and for a transit, when annular phase ·b~gins ,1 
(27) 
where 
{ 28 ) <p(k) = _.q -{sin -•v'k + l.(4 k·- 3)(zt( + l)~k<l'-1<)}. 
3rrJca , 3 
The funotions :f.(u,k,p) are more a~table for tabulation if they 
a.re expressed in terms of fl.l.nctions 'Which var;1 from. zero at first 
a. , contact to unity at internal tangency.· Therefore set 
(29) f {u,k,p) : «(u.,k,p) /3 (u,k) 
where G'( is the ratio of light lost ·at any phase of the eclipse to that 
lost at internal tangency, and /3 is the ratio. of light lost at internal 
l Cf. z. Kopal, Harvard Obs. Mon~, 61 291 l9}.i6. 
2 Both l~elations (3 and cp(k) are introduced not because they are 
unique but bec.:msa both aP,pear in the 11 terature and knowing their 
interconnection permits an investigator to use tables 0£ 'f2 or q:>(k) 
whichever is at hand irrespective of the notation employcn during tha 
remainder of analysis. The development o:t .formulae could proceed if' 
onl.y one of , the two qua.nti ties were introduced • , V. Zeasevi tch 
tabulates <f (k) to six aignifica..rit figures from k = 0.20 to 1.:60 at 
intervals of 0.01, in Bull.·, P .. str. Inst. of the u.s.s.R. Acad~ Sci. t 
No. 5o, 19hO. , . - ·. . ·· r1 K. F'errari _tabulates r{k) to f~ur decimals for argumel_!ts ink of, O.o_,, 
in Sitzungsb. d Wien Aknd. d. ''Jiss. 7 Abt. IIa, lh8, 2.a, 1939. 
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tangency to the total light of the star in question. From the preced-. 
ing it is evident that for an occultation 
( 30} roc.(u8 ,k) : f 8 {USJk1-l) : l I 
and for a. transit Ptr < 1 (li."lless k = 1) and fg = o/'·.,. ~b. In genem. i 
one finds for rtr the expression 
{31) t< Ug.k) = (1- zh) •pt.r(k) + z.tr ptr(k) 
where ztr:: 2 "a • At the time or internal tangency 
3-v.i 
( 32) ort"(k) : k 1 
·~tr(k) = tk2.cp<k> 
Thus, e.xplioi tly, the normalized fractional loss or light or- . of the 
smaller star is · 
( 33) ot'(u8 ,k,p) = i\:;(uS'k,p) 
f 8 (u8 ,k,-l) 
if the eclipse is an occultation, and 
( 3 4) oc( ). (l .- z~c) • <X6c.( k, p) oc. lAs r k,·r : 
cc. 
where z • = 2ua • 
J - Us 
Simila:rly, 
(35·) <i'"(ug,k,p) = fg(!:g,k1p) 
fg(ug,k,-1) 
if the eclipse is a transit, and 
( 36) 
tr 
where 7.'' = 
«tr(Ug,1<,p) = (1- z.~t) 0 at'"(k,p) -r z1t 'cxt.-{k,p) 
lAg <p(k) • 
1 - Ui + Ug <p(I-<) 
These new <X.-functions will vary from 0 to 1 as p varies from 
+l to-11 independent of k or u. In the preceding equations 
0 
o(
0 c(k,p) :: 0 ttt"(k,p ), so that a single table for 0oc tney be used. 
No such simple relation exists between 1 oe°"{k,p) and 'cl,.(k,p) 
(unless· k :: l), and separate tables are required for occultations 
and transits. 
Written in terms of the «-functions the fractional loss of 
light of the smaller star during occultation is 
( ) ,Lt ( Ot. ) o oc:. ( k ) OG I °' ) . 3 7 J, S : 1 - z I D(. 1 p + Z I (X. ( kJ p t 
and the loss of the larger star du.ring transit becomes 
(38) fg = (1 - z~") 0 CX'c.r (k,p) 0~tr{k) 1" z~'(' '«t'"{k,p) f lr(k) 
·where again z r' = .. 2 \As and z•tr :: 
. '3 - \ls 
Before the fractional loss of llg..lJ.t f can have practical 
meaning, a unit of total light of each star must be adopted. The 
light between ~ninima is taken as the unit and the fractional 
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lights L8 · and Lg of the sm~.l.ller and larger coniponents are :restricted 
by 
( 3 9) Ls + Lg : l • 
During an occultation the fraction,J,or light of the system received 
by the observer is 
and during a transit 
. ( 41) 1.t .. = (1- f ,) L8 + Ls =- 1 - fg L, . 
These expressions may be ·written in terms of the (A-functions giving 
(42) .J.0 c = ] - L
5 
ot0 c(u\,k,p) , . 
(43) ,l' = l - L& at.Cu,, k, p) lr (Ug,k) • 
Add eq11ations (40) a.ud (41) to give 
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Now from equations (37) and (38) a new function q is defined vmich is 
particularly u..seful in treating partial eclipses, 
(45) 
The function q(u8 ug 1k,p) i.s the ratio of the fractional l:tght 
loss of the large s·car at any phase of the transit to the fractional 
light loss of the smaller star at the same geometrical phase during 
occultation. The definition applies to complete as well as partial 
eclipses. 
Therefore, at any phase 0£ eclipse 
(46) r: l - Ls cx,.ot. , 
(47} J°;; l - Lg oc:oe 'f 
and 
04 ;" .. (48) 0, 1 -f.+ (1 ·- ) {)(.. = 
q 
For mid-ecllpse,where,p0 is the maximum. geometrical depth of the 
. cr>C tr . /J 
eclipse and ~ , X are the values of ,..(; , ( 48) becomes 
(49) r;t.:'° :: «ac.l u.5 , k, f 0 ) • I - A + ( I - A tr) ,, 
<Je> 
whereoc.C:is the maximlli~ obscuration attained during occultation. 
If the eclipse is complete .x°~d At,_.denote the rrar!t1.ona.l intensities 
during total and a11nular eclipses, respectively~ Then {49) yields 
( b -t"'Jo tr tr tr l t 'f' ) 50) ci,c=<i('-',,~,k,pJ = 1- A = (1- Z' B (\c.} -t z• 'oc. (k,p0 ) ~ (k 
>.o~ r . / 
for Po '-l. If the larger star is uniformly illuminated 
(51) k~ = l ... )\t"'. 
)t.oC.. 
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The ratio of the normalized light losses at different phases or 
the same eclipse can also be found directly from the observations • 
Form the ratios, using equations (42) and {43 ), 
OC. OC OC:. ( k ) l - /) •C 
l'\ = ~ = 0( u,, ,p = ~ , 
oc tlC oc. ( ) 1 - \ 0, 
o Q'o I.ls, k, p. " 
or dropping the superscripts , 
(53) ex -1-1-n ..... ..... . ... 
O:o 1 - >.. 
where>.. is the light; observed at rrar..inium obscuration cxo. When an 
eclipse is complete oc.= l during occultation. .F'urtherin.ore, when the 
larger star is uniformJ.¥ illuminated a0 • l during annular eclipse. 
From the equations (46) and (47) the ratio of the light of the two 
stars is 
(54) 
Define the ratio of the mean surface brightness by 
(55) h= k1 b_ . 
Lg I~ 
Then 
(56) 1. = 1 }tr) k (1 - ;' 
Is q c1 - :CJ 
::. k 2. C 1 - At') 
qo ( 1 _ ,\oc) 
Finally the ratio of central intensities is given by 
(57) 
(-=£-.I ) . • 
~I, o 
Circular Orbit 
The following additional requirement must be satisfied if the . 
spherical model is to be used to represent a system ~1. th a circular 
orbit. The ptlma.r,y and secondary minima. must be symmetric about their 
mid-points, must be of equal duration, and must be separated by hill 
the period. Assuming that this condition is satisfied and that tables 
calculated using the previous formula are at hand, their use in de-
termin.i.ng a set of elements ·will now be discussed. 
Plot the light curve and decide which of the f ollowlng cases 
apply: 
a) 1rhe light shows a constant phase in one or both minima; such 
an eclipse is complete. When the larger star is darkened at the limb, 
the light will vary during annular phase making this minimum easy to 
distinguish. Should the larger component be of uniform surface bright-
ness both minima will exhibit a constant phase. 
b) The light shows no constant phase in either minimum; such 
, 0 
eclipses a1"e partial, except for the special ca.se k ~ 1, i !::: 90 • 
c) On:ly one minimum is observed, end ·it ;3hows a constant phase; 
this eclipse may be eomplete1. Whether the m:lnimum corresponds to a 
total or annular eclipse must be determined :from the results of 
2. analysis. 
i In this case one must decide whether the spherical model ma;r 
hold from symmetr.r of the minimum alone. If. the minimum is asymmetric 
· the spherical :model wLU not hold, but the converse does not neaes-. 
sarily mean that this model must apply, because the secondary minimum 
may even be partial if the orbit is eccentric. 
2 A useful computing trick is given by R. G. Aitken, The Binary 
Stars, 2nd ed. (New York, 1935), P• 193. 
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d) Only one minimum is observed, and it shows no constant phase; 
the solution for this situation is generally indeterminate by any method 
at the present time! 
Since the period P and the time or primary mlnimmn ta can be 
determined £rom the observations quite independent of the other ele-
ments, the remaining u.."lknowns for the spherical model are rs,rg,1 1 
L5 (or Lg), Us and Ug• The coefficients or limb-darkening for each 
component m~at be assumed from the spectral class, surface brightness, 
or intUi tion at this point o.f analysis. ,J. K. Merrill i suggests that 
the choice of limb-darkening coefficients for components whose spectral 
types are known should be approdmately a.s follows for obseriations 
with effective wave lengths of ll500 A to 5000 !u3 
Spectral Type BO - Al A2 - F4 
u o.6 0.4 




When only the spectral type of a single component is known he suggests 
choosing its appropriate value of u, , and a. coefficien·li of u = 0 .o or 
one of magnitude 0.2 greater than u, ·for the second star, depending on 
differences in eclipse depths. If neither spectral type is known, an 
assumed value u = O .6 should suffice for a first approximation. In some 
casea, if the accuracy of observations perrni ts, the correctness of the 
assumed values of limb-darkening oa.n be tested in subsequent stages. 
l rrhe restriction ia placed by limits of observational accuracy 
rather than by undeveloped methods of analysis, as is shown biJ z. Kopal, 
Harvard Obs. Mon •. , 8, 55, 1950. . 
- 2 J. ~. Merri!l, Contr. Princeton u. Obs., 23, 195.3. 
3 In a later publication,, Contr.,. Princeton U: Obs., 23 1 1953. 
Table x = l.O notes that n darkening coafficia.'1.ts appropriate to the 
range in wave length of lP21 photocells Used ~d thout i'il ters, seem to 
be turning out slightly smaller than suggested ••• (above] H·• 
partic:mlar~v for the hotter .stars." 
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Take the center of the component being eclipsed as the origin o£ 
co-ordinates and let e be. the mean anomaly or the second comp'onent, e 
being measured in the plane of the orbit .from ini'erior conjunction to 
the' second star.· The apparent dist'.:1.nce & between centers ot the two 
stars at a:ey- 'bi.me· t.. is {refer to figure 4- on page 35) 
( 58) ). ~ t. 1 i ~ = R (cos i + sin i sin B ) , 
where 
'( 59 ) e = 2rr (t .. t')' 
T 
i is the,inclination of the orbital plane to the plane of the sky, 
R is the actual radius vaotpr or the relative orbit, ani t• is some 
arbitrary epoch. In a circular orbit R is constant,, and is taken ns 
unity.· in the ease considered here, but in an ec.centria orbit R depends 
on the true anomaly. The combinat:i.on or equations (25), (26) and (58) 
gives the first fundamental equation., 
In this equation p :: p{u,k, <X) is ob"t~ained by. numerical inversion 
of the function « = oc(u,k,p)' and ·t;he values of' e are £~und from the 
photometric obseritations. 
Complete Eclipses 
Asswne that situation a) holds for the light curve. /malysis 
w~ll first be made of the minimum produced by total eclipse! if that 
is distinct, or of the primary minimum where t' • t 0 if two constant 
minima a.re manifest. The unknown parameters in this case are r 51rv 
and i. Three equations of type ( 6 0) are theoretically sufficient to 
determine thas_e unknowns, but since the namber of observations must 
compensate for the low observational accuracy, the practical determi-
nation of r 81rg1 ai1d i must depend on points distributed over the. 
whole light ctirve. 
Russell original)¥ eliminated rg and i in order to solve for k 
in the £ollo·wir1g way., For three values of B j and «j (from which p j 
follow) where j • ·1,2,3, eq_uation {6o) gives 
(61) s1rffe1 - sin161 : r: csc
1 i .· [<1 + ~l - (1 + 11p/] 
and then 
sina.9, - sin2.9 2 = 
sin" 92 - sin193 
Two point.s ( 82, «2) and ( 63 , « 3 ) may be assigned and ( 9, , «. ) left 
a.rbi trary., The definition of the new £unction t then becomes 
(62 ) sin"e ~· stn,.Ba. '''( k ) 
i i = ., u, ~ cX • · s Lla0:1. - sin 63 
---1-~nt"""u_s_s-el"""'1-... and Merrill g:tve a:nalytioul procedures based on tha 
minimu.rn produced by annular eclipses in Contr. Princeton U. Obs • , 26, 
13, 19.52, but certain difficulties and disactvantages tend to make -
this method inferior to one· based on the above minima. In certain 
cases when the total eclipse is poorly observed end annular eclipse of 
a limb-darkened star gives rise to the primary minimurn,such an analysis 
as given by Russell and Merrill is necess~J to obtain a solution. , 
11.'his mothod is discussed on page 2.8~ 
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l 
The vaJ.ues of Y, are different fol'· occultationa and transits, but the 
1 
de£ini tion applies in ea.ch case. Now put 
A = s1nie1 , 
to obtain 
Here A and B each ha.Ve different values for a transit and an occul-
ta ti on for the aa1n.e pail• of stars unless u = 0., Then at e:ic.ternal and 
internal tangency, denoted by superscripts e and i respectiva:cy-, 
2. e oe oc. oc. \t iY' -l" 
Sin e = A i" a"' (u.,,k,O) = A ... B 1/r (u.,,k,0) 
. 1 & oe OtC...i,. 0(..( ) tr t•\/,. tr( ) sine =-·A + s., \li,k,l =A + B r u.g,k,l. 
1«.,rom equation ( 60) 
,Y'~(l+ k}'-csc'-i.= e~i:ti -t A+ Bl/r{u.,k>o) 
v-g(l-k)\sc~i: co\2.\ 1" A+ Bl/r(u.>k,l). 
Therefore,, 
J.t., -A+ ·r:s C.Olr l = J;J 
ti (u..k) 
(64} 
i B 2,. \"g = sm 1 , 
4, (u.>k) 
(65) 
where i2.(u,k) and ci,{u,k) a.re given by 
(66) 
(l- k)2.Y,(v.,k~ol - (l + k)1 Vr(u...k, l) • 
ik 
( 67) +,(tA, l<) = 4 k 
JV (u., l<,O) - lfr(u., k., 1) 
1 Extensive tables have been computed adopting CXz.: o.6 and 
0(3 = 0. 9. Contr.. Princeton U. Obs., 23, 1953. Tables of ,V cc:. 
are given f'rom · otoc.= 0 to l, while those "'Tor f'include values of 
«g greater than 1. 
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The i- functions have been tabulated by Merrill for both occultations 
and transits~dth various degrees of darkening as well as for uniform 
discs. 
Summa:ry ot the Procedure for obtaining a Solution Using Russell's 
Method. 
l) Determine the period P and the time of' primary minimum t 0 from 
the observations. 
2) Plot the ".)bservations on a suitable scale id th intensity J vs. 
phase () • Draw a. smooth £'rae hand curve through the points. ·Determine 
the intensities of light ~. , ~ 2 at mid-prLirnary and secondary minimum. 
Let ~,: Lg , and then L8 = l - Lg • Such an. asswnption of a total 
eolipse at primary minimum alwa,ys leads to a physically possible 
. . l 
solution •. 
3) CaleuL<:J.te i·ror selected values of oc~ such as 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 1 
. oc. 
o.4, o .. ~, o .. 6, 0.1, 0.75, o.8, 0.9, 0,.95, o.98.t tron1 1;;; l - Ls 11C 0J 
/) oc. ec. oc Or choose certain values of. .,,x. and calculate « from ~= 1 - f . 
1 - )\, 
4) Read va.lues of 6 , corresponding to the calculated or chosen J, 
from the free hand curve. 
5} Compute A,B from, ..... t9 A : Sift 2. , · cxa.= o.6 
oc. "e B :A.;.sm 3 , «a= 0 .. 9. 
These values are the same regardless of the coefficlent u5 • 
6) Compute yl{us,k, «) for each 9 from 
-.Aot.• 
l On the other hand 7 a.n assumption of an annular eclipse at primat"J 
:minimum gives an acceptable solution only if l - ~. < k2 ; otherwise 
the calculafa~d light from the smaller star would be negative. 
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. "' ,J,.o<. 7) Knowing oc, ,, and assuming u5 , interpolate in the appropriate 
table to find k. If the free hand and theoretical curve are appro:xi-
:mate]\r the sa1ne aha.pa, these values o! k ·will be nearly equal., If 
not, vary A andB until the.mean k denlved from P?.rts of. the curve 
for which 9 < o.6, o.6<6~0-9,.D-9< 6 are tho same., In extreme oases change 
u8 and/ or give double weight -t,o values of k derived from Ol between 
0~2 and O~b and between 0.:95 and 0.99. Thus find a mea.ri 'Value of k. 
8) Using the mean k and a; take 7/1' from the appropriate table and 
compute 6 and 1 from 
and 
9) Plot i against B ill order to obt.ain the theoretical light 
curve. If this ourve agrees with the observations adopt the value of 
k~ Before calculating i and rg apply the~- !'unction ct"1.terion., Since 
cot1 i cannot be negative for a real value of k, this implies th.~t for 
a real i, ~.i ~ B/A. 
10) Use equations (6 4) and ( 65) to compute i and rg• If cot 2. i 
turns out to be negative obtain the best possible fib for cos?.i • o. 
See Ap .J., ~ 252-251~, 1912. 
11) Determine whether the minimum analyzed ·was an occultation 
or a transit. Difficulty arises only when the larger star is uni-
formly illuminated and k?. == (l - Atr) / >..°' • This expression gives 
two values for l<: depending on whether ~~ ~,., or X2 • One such k 
should be close to the value obtailled by analysis, and t.t'1e corres-
ponding type of eolipsa is irnmediately apparent. However, when ~,: >.a 
this method fails and one must resort to apectroscopi.c analysis in 
order to eA."tract the type of eclipse• 
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The selection of the two fixed points, (oci.,oc3) is of no coneern 
thaoretica.l:cy-. For practical reasons, though, Russell adopted two 
points where the fractional loss of light « reaches 0 .6 and O. 9. The 
light curv-e is relatively steep for these and other large values or «, 
which facilitates reading 9 £rom the calculated _,l .. 
Russell's method has two main disadvantages: 
a) Values of A and B read from the free-hand light curve are 
subject to appreciable error. Small changes in A or B radically affect 
the determiJ:led value or k. Thus the magnitude of k calculated from 
values or A and B which are subject to error tnay itself be in consider-
able error. 
b) Values of: k determined from the f'rce hand curve vary greatly. 
Since the darlvative ~>lr(u,k, «) is variable; the problem. arises a.s 
··~ 
how best to £ind a weighted mean of the k•s. The method suggested by 
Russell and su.trm1.arized in step 7, is often unconsoling; to a computer. 
Kopal.1 suggested ail elegant graphical method for obtaining k 
l'thich eliminates these diff"ioulties and simultaneously determines 
oot2.i and (eoa1 i )/r!. The essentials or his procedure a.re as follows: 
b 
In equation (~o) set2 
and X(u,k, « ) = (1 + kp )~ 
This gives 
(68) 
1 Z I<opa.1, Ap.J., 94, 145, 19hl. 
2 A similar procedure holds if Y = sini6 and Z = lf' (u,k, d.) in 
Russell's original notation; although it is probably less convenient 
than Kopnl's treatment •. 
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As a result of r~ and i being constant, equation (68) should 
. 0 
represent a ·straight line in the XY pla..."'le. However, X a.ll.d Y are not 
independent but are related by 
sin2 9 ·= h ( <t ) = j (k1p), 
and points given by (X,Y) niust lie on the light curve. The problem 
becomes that of finding the value of k -which makes equation ($8) a 
straight linf3. . The :i.ntercepts of such a line on the X and Y a.xes are, 
respectively, - cot~ i and (cos2.i )/r~. In using this method take 
the steps noted b,~low. 
l) Find P, t0 ~ and La as in Russell ts analysis. Then determine 9 
and cc. for ever.J individual observation or normal point, .from 
6 = ~ (t -t 0 ) . ' · G( = l.=.J. • 
p I - ~ 
2) ~"ind a provisional value of k from 1~2 = (1 - >..,) /'>.2 • 
3) Use the approximate k and .appropriate tables of p (u,k, o<. } to 
calculate the values of X and Y, 1+tl1ere 
X. • (l + kp t" , Y = sina. Q • 
Plot the points (I,Y}. The/ will generally lie along a_ curve, whose 
curvature depends upon k.. In order to .sa\re 'time use on1¥ tabular 
values of k. Only 'tat·he..11 plots show opposite curvature is interpolation 
for k and p(u,lc,«) nocessar"/•, 
4) Continue this method until all observations plotted lie as 
close as possible to a straight line. Obviously, for any real value 
of i the intercept of the Y a.Xis must be negative., If this intercept 
is positive, probably .the incorrect coefficient of limb-darkening,u5 , 
was used. From the intercepts, i and rg may be found. 
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Kopal's method·utilizea actual observations rather than a free 
hand curve. The erro~ in k can be estimated by plotting additional 
points with slightly di.fforent values 0£ k. 1rhe computation for:this 
latter scheme is a.pt to be greater and it is doubtf.ul if the increased 
reliability of the results would compermate £or the extra effort .. 
In view of tho possibility that the total eclipse may be poor:cy-
observed, or the annular eclipse of a limb-darkened star gives rise 
to the primary minimum, or the an..'lular eclipse must be utilized to 
obtain certain· necessary information as 1 for extmrpla 1 in deal.i.ng with 
eccentric orbits, the analytical procedure based on ·the minima pro-
duced by annular eolipses:m.ust be considered. The following procodura 
1 was developed by Russell and Merrill .. 
During an annular eclipse «tll~ and at the middle of annular 
li tr" ec pse ex. > 1. fu order to make a solution ox1e must determine cx.0t"'. 
tr 
This is possible if. an estimate of· the light at internal tangency ii 
can be made. P"rom equation (52) 
,., tr 
""'o :: 
tr" . where ex= lat internal tangency. Using equation (53) one then finds 
at any other phase 
Difficulty may 
1 _ J.1ir 
l - .i.tri • 
l 
tr . • t•. ·t• ,, arise in es ima ing -c1 , but usUr3.lly this can be 
done ·Hith fair accuracy if uis not close to unity, and ii' the annular 
1 H. n. Russell and J. ·E. Merrill, Contr. Princeton U. Obs., 26 
13-14, 1952. . . . . 
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phase is long. In unfavorable circumstances when 11 is close to unity 
and annular· phase is short, the estimate will be weak a.lld will become 
.l 2. ,t.. tr 
impossible if u : l. Momographs may help to get Ai and •o. After a 
tr 
reasonably accurate value of J.; is obtained, values ot 9 corresponding 
tf' to assigned values of 0(. may be read from the light curve, and a. 
solution made as before using. 
Since the computed curve is adjusted to pass through three points 
. Atr 
of the observed light curve, an error in the estimate of x;"Will not 
greatly affect the agreement of this part of the curves. The most 
sensitive region is during the annular phase.. An import.ant equation 
can easily be obtained from equation ( 63) by noting that at mid-
eclipse 9 =O:an.d o<=«o· Therefore, 
lV ( U 1 k, CX 0 ) = - ,A B 
Hera Bis alW"ays positive and A is negative if cxo<0.6, (using 
Russell• a definition of 'Ir ) • This equation should be applied early 
in the calculation. ObViously, comparison of the computed light curve 
wl th the observat:tona is quite important here. 
Partial Eclipses 
Let the light curve now rome under category b) on page 1q for 
partial eclipses. In this case this mromurn obscuration doof the eclipsed 
star is not unity and becomes an. unkn.mm along with r::u rg and i.. A 
solution for· these four para.meters is usually possible using the depths 
I H. N. Russell and H. Shapley, Ap.J.~ 36, 385-386, 1912. 
2 The nomographs are graphs from ~ch graph:lcal solutions may be. 
obtained quite readily. Their importance is not to be overlooked, 
particularl;y at this point. For a complete treatment of nomographs see 
H. M. Russell and J. s. Merrill, Contr .. Princeton U. Obs., 26, 19-3$, 
1952; a:rid J. I!!. Merrill, Contr. Princeton U. Obs., .fili, 1953:-
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of the two minima and the shape of the deeper. 
Let A 1 and i\ 1 be the values of light observed at mid-primary 
· and 1n.id-secondary minimum., respectively. Equation ( 53) · ·with >-=A,' 
and the light curve define a relation between 9 and n. Any value 0£ 
9tn) may be read directly .from the light curve. At mid-primary minimum 
f) :0 and n = 1. Equation (-60) gives 
(69) eos1 i + sin '2. i •sin 1 6(n} : r~ [1 + l<p(u,k,n <Xo)], 
'(70) 2. • cos l. 
from which 
( 71) sin19(n) = r; csc1 i { [ 1 + kp(u,k,n or.) J'"- [1 + kp(u,lc, cx.>11}-
Dividing equation ( 71) by a similar one expressed. for a fixed value 
of n such as n = n,yields the deflnition of Russell's X - function. 
(72) xcu,k, <Xo,n) = sin2B n) = fl + kp(u k n aot -' 1 + kp{u k oc.) 2. 
+ kp u,k,n1 «. 2 - (1 + kp u,k, 0(0 2 
or 
(73) 
If values of u and n are gt ven, ;t m8\Y ba tabulated in terms of k and oc 0 • 
Separate tables of X are required for occultations and transits. 
In order to define a relation between k and CX.o, assume a 
value of the li$-darkening coefficient. u, choose a single va.lue of 
n whioh is an argument in the X tables, compute J. from n • (1 -£)/(1 - X,J, 
and read the corresponding 9(n) £rom the light curve. conlpute 
,X(u,k, «o,n) us.ing equation {73). Enter the appropriate table m th X 
and interpolate to find the value of ~ocorresponding to tabular values 
1 H. N. Russell, Jtp •• 1. 35, 315 , 1912. 
2 :mxcellent tables of hive been tabulated by J. E. Merrill in 
Contr. Princeton U. Obs., .£i, 1950, based on n = 0.:5. 
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of k, or ~ versa.. gaeh interpolation gives a point (k, O(o). 
Plot these points on a suitable scale to obtain a shape curve. Since 
the investigator has no means of deciding ba.f orehand whether an occul-
.c. 
tation or a transit gives rise.to the primary minimum, both the 'X. and 
v~ . Y 
· "' tables roust be entere<:l ·with tv • Therefore two shape curves wil1 
0' tt be obtained; one relating k a.nd «01 the other relating k and <Xo • 
Inquiry should be made into both assumptions because both may lead to 
solutions for the same light curve. 
It seems reasonable to suppose that for two different values of n 
· the corresponding k- a0 ourvas obtained from J. might intersect, giving 
. 1 
unique values of k ancl <X0 • Russell discovered, howavar, that such n 
solution was virtually- indeterminate. All pairs (k, 0t0) which give a. 
fixed v~lua of X(u,k,«0 .,n) give rise t> values of XCu,k:,ao,.aj 1 £or 
any other n,,, which are nearly the same. 'rhere!'ore, the shape curve 
gives only one usable relation between le and a0 -. 
A second correlation of k and «o may ba obtained from the depth 
of the minima by means of the q-function defined by equation { 4 5' ) • 
For partial eclipses p •' p(u8 ,k1 o-.
0c.); consequently, q = q(u6 ,ug,k.t cc0 '). 
In practice the·q-function is more useful when it is· inverted to give 
(74) 
This function is tabulated for various values of u8 and Ug, with ~ 
At the :moment 0£ mid-eclipse equation ( 49) applies 
ct;' = 1 - >t· -t ( l - A tr) . 
'to 
Again denote the light at znid-prima:cy and mid-secondary minimum by }.. 1 
l H, N. Hussoll, Ap.J., Ji, 327, 1912. 
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and ~~ • Adopt tabular values of «;'- 1 compute q0 i':ro...ra (49), and find 
k from tables constructed for ( 74). If an occultation gives rise to 
the priniary minimum ">.. oc.:: >.., 1 and k, oc;(. are round directly. These values 
a.re then plotted on the same diagram as the shape curve for an occul-
oc. oc. 
tation. ·i~hen a. transit produces the primar-.:r minimu.'f!l, )\ = ~2 , and k, a.. 
are again found. In this instance r:x';"ref·ers to the secondary minimum 
and rx:r is needed before a plot oan be carried out. Tables or 
l t~ 
k(u9 ,ug,'lo, cx:c:) constructed by Merrill give tabular values of '«o · corres-
oc. 
ponding to each k. Thus when the table ia entered with o£0 and 'lo values· 
f tr d • · t t d o <Xo an K may oe ex rac e . • Plot these values on the same diagram 
as the shape curve for a tran$it.-
On each diagram the t¥10 curves ·will intersect and unique values 
or k and cx0 are found. The remaindat"" of the elements may then be 
found. Zi~her the X or the 'f -functions yield rs,rg and i. with the 
X -functions use 
( 75) S\n 1 Se.-= sin' 6(0.0) = s\na.9Cn,>°X(u,~,oc..,O.O), 
( 76) rt=-g C1+kl1 
.• 9e. 51n - (1 + k pC u., k, «0)] 2 cos ~ee ' 
(77) r. = s k r8 f 
(78) cos l = [ l ... k p ( U, k, «o)} "r ~ 
1 Tabies of k(u8 ,,u 1 q0 , ·~:i are given for different degrees of 
limb-darkening of each star and are denoted, in the notation here, by 
.\.tg·.:1.!Jktii ~ ·See J·. E. Merrill's uAuxiliary Tablesn. Contr. Princeton u • 
. Obs., 23, 1953. . 
With the JO: functions use 
• 2. ee C3tft· = sin 1. G(ttJh(u..,1-cJ ~0 , o.o) ' 
(79) 
Q 
B ~ Stn2. Q 
Jf(u.,k,o) - ~ (l.L, k, <Xo) 
(80) A = - B f ( u.,.k> ex.) ' 
C<' l~ i = -A + 8 
4>2. (u., k) 
r"'- ,- e sira 4 i ' g ci, ( u.,k) 
Y', c. kt'g 
. p • • p (.u.,k, cxJ :. c.os i - r,, rs 
IC tr To compute a light curve 1¥hen the known data is k,rg1 i 1 txo, ~o, 
>r, and xt.r' assume values of Gt0 c.and «t.,. and compute 1 from 
.J. -. ~ I - ( l - A~ ) oe0~ 
«."' 
anc\ ,eir. 1 - (1 - x-lY') ().tr • 
o}"' 
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To find the corresponding mean anomaly 9 calculate A and B for each 
. minimum frorn 
A" r Boe 
<f2(Mi,\<) 
t :I • - co 1 
Then for the assumed oc.0'a.~d <X·h 
) 





~,(lAg)<} . \"~ c. ~c. l 
. Btt- i'. - co l 
f~{itg,k) 
Eccentric Orbit 
An eclipsing system whose light curve satisfies the conditions 
stated may be represented by a spherical model with a.n eccentric 
orbit if". the primary and secondary minima are sym.."Tletric about their 
mid-poir.rt.s, and a.re of unequal duration or are of unequal spacing, 
or both. It will facilitate comparlng photometric and spectrogra.phic 
results if the prima.rf component is considered to move about the .............. . . ~ ' ....................... -~ ..._._.. 
secondary. Let e represent the eccentricity of the relat:i.ve orbit, 
and co the longitude or periastron measured from the ascending node 
in the direction of motion. As in spectroscopic binaries, the ascend-
ing node is taken as the node at which the star is receding from the 
observer. Let v denote the true anomaly measured from periastron in 
the direction of motion.. Let <t> represent the true- a.notnnly measured 
i'rom superior conjunction in the direction of motion to the primary com-, 
ponent. As before let G denote the tnet1..n anon1aly measured from mid-
eclipse. The actual distance R between the centers of the two stn.rs 
is given by 
< 8 JJ R : a Ci - e.2 ) , l i" e..c..os v 
'11here a is the semi-major axis of the relative orbit. It is customary 
for the discussion of eccentrio orbits to express .all dis·tances in 
terms of a. 
The general :treatment 0£ eccentric orbits is considerably more 
complex than ·that of e ircular orbits because tho minima f,nil to 
coincide with the conju..'l'lctions. As a result the areas of each component 
eclipsed at the respective m:lnirna ·will g1anerally be unequal. For 
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spherical stars the nrtnima will occur when the apparent distance S 
between star centers is a minimum. The expression for 6 can be 
found by considering the f:tgure belo"itl: 
Fie,1A.re 4 
( 82) 2. 2., z. "' z.2. :l. 2. b • R (cos 1 + sin i cos2.+) • (1 - e ) {l .... sin i cos cf' ) 
(l + e cos v 'f 
Substitute v • 900 + cf> ... w to obtain 
(83) 'Z. {l ~ {'"(l • ~ • 2.,,. ~ = - e , . - Sl.n J. cos ..,. 
l - e sin, <I - w 2 
In order to obtain the maxirna and :minima for ~ , set d 1i = 0; thus 
def' 
l - 0 sin (er - w ) =' 0' 
( 84) [l - e sin{4'-w)] sin:a.i sin 2cp tr 2a cos(cp-<V)(l - sin~i cos~]= e .. 
'fnc first equation gives a singular solution and is of' no practical 
importance 1 since it gives a reul solution only if e ~ l or if w • o0 
or 160°. When i::90° is introduced into the second equation, the 
roots giving min:bMt are found to be o0 and 180°. For inclined orbits 
where i ; 90°, the roots of equ.ation ( 84) near o0 and 180° must be 
investigated. Equation ( 8 4) reduces to .the exact fourth order equations 
which follows 
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where x = cos ~ , or 
(86) { srn4 i) y" + (2. e <!oS. w sin?i co~2 i) y3 
where y :: sin ; • 
The values of sin• will be very small so an approximate solution 
' may be obtained by setting sin + = 1 a11d cos cp = l - ~ 1 and neglect-2 




cf'.>1 :: -ecosw c.of
2 i·(l - e sine..) csc.zi) +···· 
'Ii-= n + e cos w c..o{\ lt - e. sin w c !ac.t.i) t .. · 
t 
For most oases encountert;d in practlce these approx:i:matio11 formulas 
are sufficient to give :,mswers to ·che number of significant figures 
justified by tha values or i,e and fiJ. Howev~1r_, if greafa:?r accuracy 
seerns warranted the approximate values found may be corrected using 
the exact expressions. 
It is apparent that the ·true anomaly reckoned from periastron 
passage at the moment t, is given by 
( 89) v = 90° - (4) + ct> • 
Since the angular momentum, and hence the areal velocity, is constant 
for a two body central force orbit, the time interval t2 - t1 , 
between prin1ary and secondary minima, expressed in terms of the 




U ( tJ. - ~. ) : ( 1- e2- )3'1.f .......... d ...... v__ _ 
P ~ ( l + e c:.o s v p: 
"' 
(90) 
The series eJ;:pansion for this integral is to be a.voided if one seeks 
u solution in closed form. A transformation of variable 
(91) tat\ f. =/l·e lany 
2.. l-t-e z 
where E is called the eccentric anomaly, permits one to perform 




dv = 1 - ·e'- d·E 
__ l ___ 'C 
l+ec.osv 
1- e c:.o; E 
l - e co" E 
(l - e2-) 
Therefore the displacement becomes 
J
Et IEL 
nlti. -t.)= (1- eco&E)d£ = E - e sin f 
E E, I 
where n = 2 n /P. Or 
( 94) n(~2 - ~) = Han-'.p- e ( 1 + sin ( ~ - w)) 
l + e cos f 41 -w) 
-11. ta~-'/1 -e ( 1 1- sin <ca - w)l 
l +e cos(~, -t.&>) 7 
.,.. e { 1 - e2[ co:> lt; -w )' _ 
1 - e s '" ( ~ -w) 
cos (4>. - ce> ] . 
1- e Slr> lcl>z. - uJ) 
This is the exact solution. 
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In order to complete the ::L"lalyais, the duration of the ascending 
and descending branches ~11st ba investigated; tor this purpose intro-
duce the quantities . 
I t, 1 1 the time of £irst oontaot of the primacy (subscript l} I 
,, 
t , t. ; the time of 1'-'l't cont.act or thu primary and aecondar-f 
' 
{ 95) 'f',:t : l::l - tla2. ' 
( 96) "( :, 2. : t.,,i, - t ',,,. ' 
( 97) 
nnd 
( 98} , 
,, 
whore R is "ivt1n by equ~ition ( 81 ) 1 and ~~and ~2. by 
{ 99) ./1 -. s'1nti c.o' i. f,:l. = ~ [l ±. e Sh'l (w + *'~ )] > 
(100) f 1 - s i vi"- i. cos~ ~: . = . h [ 1 !. e s ir1 { w - ?11,;')) ' 
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utilizing equ.a.tlon ( 81 ) ' wher~ h # rs + rd' ' a.."ld rs,. rg are the radii . 1 ~ Q Q 
Of th!Jl COtr~:tOnent~ expreaoed in ttnii.iS Of t.he Semi-nm.jor md.S • 3:·:act 
0::.q')ressiona .r.roll'S which solutions ma;.r be made are 
(101) f[sir'1 2i - h 'le'\os 2.wt° 't 4 Ji'le\:os~w ~·1n 2(,A:)} xcf 
+ ['I h 2e. s iri w [ sit?t i - h -a.e.2. co$ ·z""] +eh 1e 3 si11 w c..os'w} x 3 
+{ 'i i/1e2.. 4- 2.(s'in'"i - h \2.c:.ostwJ[~2(1 + e2..c.os'lw) - 1) - .(fh1 e"" sina.w c:os~<.c:> J xl-
.. { 1 h4e s1'n"" [h ~(I .. e 2.cos2 °') - l] - 8 h 4 e3 sin w cos~"" J X 
+ {(~-z (LTE4 cos 2w)- li° - 4h"e,.cos2 £U} =o , 
.,1,.'l' ·where x = cos r, • l&lso one £inds 
(102) \CsiV\-ii-'11e'1.cos2.eol 2 -t cJt,cfe'f casz.c..u sir>'w}yi 
- l <f '11 e. shiw [si.nz.i - h 2 e~c.os 2.c.o) t'CSh~e3 s&riw c.o~h.v 1~3 
-+ { '1h41e1 + 2.(sin'2.i - h2e2 cos 2w].[ h'l.( l + ei cos2w) - 1) -<th 'lei sin~ cos~"' 1.Y t 
- f 4 h \~ -s ,'n w[l.. 1 ( 1 + e.,,_c.os~w) -1] - 8h <J e3 gin w cosl..w )y 
+flh'2(1 +e2-c..os:l.w) - 1] 2 - 4J./1e~ c.as'wJ :::o , 
. . I I/ . . . . . . 
wher€l if • co@ ~' • b"'1"otu. the £or-~ of these equations .it is apparont 
that the l"Oota of ,onf~ equntiou atto 'the negative roots of +..he other, 
the tnngrd tude of the asym .. 11otries of the minima. E..~aot e.xpr~lssions 
.tor the durations of the danoending and ascending b1 .. anohaa or the 
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m:tnima enn b~ obta.inoo from equations (97) and ( 98) 
... qi/ 1- e 2 f cos(w - cl>c.z) -
[l t- e. 'Si.t n lw- cJ:: .1) I 
- e J l- e 2 r cos (w - ;z: ) - cos ( w - P, ,) ] I l 11' esin(w-Jc~') l -t- es\\'\ lw-' P,,J 
1 II 
1', T ~ 
I ,.,,11 
1"2 t '2.. ' 
I 11 
1', - r; and I ,...u T', - ':l • 
Tho precadlng equaM.ons should reveal tht:at tho durat.ioM are equal 
when ~ = o.0 or ie.o0 .ri.;."ld the ,a,sy~Jmatriea vaJlish only if t.J> = 90'' or 270°. 
n1ent. l~hiti menns, th~t ht m:o.st ?Jl. .. acti~al. etiseo the e:s:r.mtr~tri~la will 
be too U11!All to be detected. by obs~:i:-vatiou! l~·on1 t.1:\e at~nd i1oint ot 
it op~mo up. a pos~;ibility· of~ d.atrs~rll'tl.ning the t1'*UO: f1ler."tianttJ 0£ eollpsing 
syat~::m.s with eccfmtri.c orbits rathet• easily· in certain cases, 
Dof*ora. outlining tho oom:putational procedure it is adVantagoous 
to note the explicit f olins -which some of the previous formula.a iast1wtta 
I z. i<op"al, H~l:rvard Obs. Mon., 2, 103, 194~. 
f.or the special eases i • 900. lls wu.s mentioned before, pri1tm~~ and 





cp, ::. 0° • v, ::. 90° - w • 
•1.· u~o·, v .. -= 2. 70• - w , 
n( t'lo. -t1} = - Z. \aYo. -•LJ ... 
C2C.OS (..t) 
_, 
• TI + 2. i.a t\. gt:Os '" ./i..- e>-
0 :: tr + 2.. -tat\_, c. cos 1+2 
i1 - e 2. 
(105) ti tli. -t,) = D - S:a~ 0. 
+ 2. 42 6:-:;L AAS W 
l - e1 s(n2 uJ 
' 
1tquat:J1on ( bJ a pa..rtiaU.lQ.r case oi~ i~epl1.:r'a ei'.luation_. which 
l may be sol1tad j.n <: .. variety ot dif't~~re:nt w~i·ys. One oan usa th'ls 
equation to obtn;in ·hhe qufmtity' e cosw • knollling th1J displaeeme:nt v l. - t,2. 
of thtJ tnlnima. \fnen this quan.t:Lty ls axps.miarl in a series there results 
. '1.~ 
( 10 7 ) n ,,,· >- ~ l r 1f dv 
. I ~2.11 - e2.. J ,/,,..1 
Va,.t - ra,1. 
~ · qec.~. a-••. ~.·.~ t ~ 1 l ~ { ~ } L ........ ~ ';;I r.S: ., w. M. :3m!!:lr ' ve eatit:~ hechantca' rft>ndon, 19:;.3 , 
p. 19-20. - . ----------
and 
(108) It n-r,~. , 










n alu t = l's +.c l"'.g , 
,, ,, 
n sin ~ = r 8 + rg , 
If ,, 
sin ~2. ::. h { l ! e sin (w - ~2.)} , 




= h_ { l + hec..osc.u ±. e sin w { \Ji!'hT1 } , 
l yt. 
U -i = ( 1 + h 2. e ~ .. 2. h e CC6 w) 
v").. = (l + h2.at. + 2.he cos w) 
,/ 
-l { r--;" t lJr, It. } c 1tan ~ an 1:'1 . 
l ±E. ( s'tt11 w-. co&~ tan ~~) 
I 
i.{1- e 2 { eeos(cu-t 'ka >. - ecos w } , 
l 't. e. 9lt'\ (w .,_V,:~) 1 t. e Sll'l cu 
: tta~t'{~· tan t;: , } 
1 !. ~ (sil'\w - c.os wt~~ E.~) 
' ~ 
:;: 11- e1 { ecas (w- w:2 - .icosw 1 · 
l: et1>\"(u.>-~;) l ± esinw 
t:I 'l':'' 
2. .,. 2 ' 
I (I 1i. 'I'!' 'Ya. • 
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1';.q'.llatiotts (115) nnd {116) reveal· that the du.1·atiJma iu"u equal on:cy 
tthen w u o0 or l.8001 and 1-.aa.oh a 11laxlmura difference td:. ~ = 90°01" 270°. 
On the other band, tho- aS"ftlrM11t1,.1.ea v~niah oul.y if UJ ;: 900 or 270° 
and reach a maxi:mtltn wh4t1n w =· oo o~ l.Bo0 .. fl4)nca, the di.f'ft?:r.enocs in 
simultaneously. 
The :magnitudes of ir.:~ and r,,: are l'*elatad .as .tollows i 
I II 
~ " 'f"l . ,, 
t, > t. and 
minim.um is found to ba the: st~eper of the- two.· 
( - 90 ° < w (. 9 o" ) , 
( 90°<w<t10°). 
Th~ solution of tbe inverse problem, that i.$ of .finding elexnents 
liiht eur-V"ea ot,. occm1t%•ic $Jr~te~'*1ff a:ro ve~ry naar.l;f ~~:mnetr:ioal, 111·a-
lim.in3ry ttc.irf.mlru;;~1 ~lcmm~nts mtizy' be tound by treatin~: eaoh tllni:mum 
}.S T. 
It is d.eairea.ble for tha formulae to be simple and easy ot 
application: ; a:nd since the reaultitig approxir~ate vdues of 
th~ ·true orbital eleme:nta should prob.ably nltiTnys be tasted 
and if neeeaaary ~roved by the exact equation , [( ta3)j, it 
is pemis~:;ible to sacri.tioa soma a.acuracy in order to gain 
simplicity. 
Ru.naall1 gives suab aqua.t:tona which tJ:ra practical to uoe only 
when the ecctmtrlei'l:~y doss not exceed about 0.2 • MetrfJ accurate 
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of th~ :trua 11alues fc):?-" eoe~nt:r:ioitiea Up to ~\00\.it 0.5, az·~ given by 
2. 3 
St~~rne ~ttld ar:f* pr~aented 1ie:re. 
in principle be ohtdned from eacb. minimum irnl6Pcr1dentl;y. Upon 
, regn.rli!ng the minima as symmetrical one acrtually aserumea tha.t the 
variation of R or dv within each 1nnimum may be it;?lored. lli1t t.hia 
di 




· ~ :: a < l - e~ ) 
L -r e. sin w 
2. t 11 a1 ./...1 - e' R~= dt p 
<iY = n(l-t-e~\f\w)2 dt (1- e i)3/2 
' 
r H. "N. nuaaell, Ap. J., 36, Sb, 1912 
2 'f. r~. StE~rne, Proo. ~f ~~t :-Ao~id. ::;01 iJ I 26, 36' 19h0 
3 other t.rfa$\tm~~ttl ol~ e'oo~)ntx"ieayitoms for innall eccentricities 
inolude 
A. f1f.tnnekoek a~:l E. Van D'len1 B.tL.jl., B, lhl, 19.37 • 
A. B. \~yse, Ltek Eull • , No. 496, 19397 
cp= v +w-90° 
Ul).d tbe mean. 9.nomal\( fl"O!tl mid•f.11."imS.:r",f' idtl.itmm! b-j' e' • 
To a t•irat appro1:imat1on &Uppose that pri~~rJ" nt'i.numm and supt1rior 
(119) 4> = ()' (1 -+ E..Sfr\ u,,)2. 
( L - e4 ) 31~ 
The eecentr:tci ty e it~ usually GmJl:ll unless the at.a.rs are widel:y 
separated, ~ind then (J' is am.all during eolipa.e. TnereJ~,o:ra replacing 
tb+.1' angleeJ by their ainar;; one find.a 
{120) 
Subs't,t tu'tfion of tbia in equation ( 83) gives 
(121) sin'Li( (1- e~)3 cot2 i + sinis') =- i<1 -ez.) (l+kp)2• 
\(1+e.su1w)4J · (l-test'nw}2 
"'~ • /1 -ez Y'g 
1 + e.sin w ' 
c..ol ~· = ( l - ca-z.f~2 c.c~ i. 
(1 + e s\n <.u) 2 
then 
i t. a n l. r # l. 
a:lna.'i t.t 
(122) 1. '' • L ,1 • J ~· I 2. ( )2 . cos l + Stn l. ~ m v ::. r & l + kp , 
(123) r ~ : f 1 - e :a. Y' g 
1 -f" e sin w 
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(124) 
Circ1ll!ir elements at. i11f.erior conju.netion (.aeoondary minimum) 
are given by the ahova.£ormu1..aa when wis increa:Jed by 180°. Hence, 
(125) 2 ... • •If t..l'l• •'( )2. CO& l -+ Stn2 l. S't\ C7 ::. t"' 1-t- kp , 
(126) -{ 1 -e' rg 
(1- e..sinw) 
(127) cot. i.:1 c. coti . 
(l-esinw) 2 
Ana~ing ea.eh minimum using th0 methods outli:nad in tho esrlier 
seotioo. on emtplete eclipses ~till yield a value 01~ k, thr;) ratio of 
the radii 1 aoourat,,e to the ord-eu" ot api}roxitnation xnade in aaau.ndng 
awJ both poa~ibilitie·s must be inve:mtigated. Superlor conju.notion 
valtlf.1!$ of it 1 r g and in, rg will be obtained, f'rom 'Wien the corres-
ponding t~..ie value~ may ba found. 
1t and dv avernk;(~d OVfJ<r the eclipsea. Equations based on an.ch ~vQr~igo 
aI 
vrilues are thci a~tnm !~,s t,,hoa13 g.iven itl i'his ;;action 01~oept that e uin w 
in aqi.u~~t:Lona (122)c - (127) shou.ld bre 1~oplacod ey ,a, elnw • With 
su.f flcientf approxi:mt:ition 1 
(128) 
wha:re 6; and 6e are the me~m anomal1eo at the begim1tng and e:ad of the 
'! If .. U. Uus:~~all, AP•.~•!> ~- $6, 1912 .. 
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respective eclipse. , ~li;11en e :ts largo the eclipses will usually be 
" 
narrow, ~.nd "'\ \dll 'bg close to unity regardl.ess of atrJmmetry. In such 
circumstances the equat~ons as given without yt should ba sufficient~ 
accurate to give reasonably good values for tho true orbitnl el~.mants. 
Tho true elr;:m1ants m~y now be found by a proper oombL"1o.tion or 
the oth~lr l(nown quantities. One obtains the so-callod radial C·::>m-
pommt oi"' eccantrio:l ty from e:tt.her Of the ratios 
rJ : (l .... e sin w , 
~ ~+eainw 
2 cot, it = (l ..... o a:in w) • 
cot i 11 (l -t- a sin w)z. 
Probiib\y greater :accuracy will be obtainGd using the l~:d;ter ratio. 
l 
If " • ~ or (cot i '\11 then .f 01• the aorx•esponding f ormul.a 
rg cot i 0} · 
{129) e ain w = 1 - g • 
l+x 
For consistency one mast have 
(130) ( r~Jl. =(r*).l.: cot i 1 r 0 ? oot i" a g 
The tangential eo.mpone11t of eooantrici ty, a cos w , umy be obtninod 
from tlquatlon (105') as a first approximation. This rallltion 
n(t :t - t ,) = D - sin n, 
wher<a D = '); oos w is eJ>taot for i = 900·1 and ls very naa:::•Jy true for 
1 -ea. 
the inclinations enoountsred in Pl"'aotioe. Usina these two relations, 
detorntl.no e and "" • ~iext c~lcula.te the true i, l~€P and i+s fron1 
oquations(l23) ... (127). Adopt ao f.i.nal values tha means or weighted 
manna or th~1 true olaments obtninad f1"om each mi.nimwn. 
l~a a first cheuk on the elHm~nts comput,e the displacement Qf the 
secondary minimum using eq~'l.tion ( 9 4) and +, and ¢
4 
found using the· 
h8 
approxil'.lw.tion tormulne (87) and (88 ). It this :ts not the !~am~ as 
the observetl displ.a.cemcnt, .mnk~e minor cbm1ges in e, w, and i, whilo 
finding tho mean &--ior~ia.]3, p1•ovided 1 is m1&m·entad bJl ¢, or cl>~ • 
'It nou becomes important ·to plot tho ea.uplete light curve from 
the prelimina:ry $letnenta • Thia is tho £ina1 teat a.a to 'irrltether or not 
the elements ot the adopt~d model I"epresent the ob!iletved light curvo. 
The final stages or analy1'i& at the preli.minary level lie in adjust.-
ing the alemanta and coercing thmi to repre!11ent the observations 
l 
}. Than enter the iX{u,k,p) - table.a witJ1 p1 lc, and th& nssumad 
u, ancl extract o<. •. Cotnput~ the m@an anotm~~Y fr01µ {94) 'With ~ t1$ken 
aa '/:> , ~"ld t:z. as t. Correspondlng to aaoh cf.', plot tho light P , using 
~ . . ~ 
(42) and {4J)~where (3 (u6, k) must bfl fQund £1~ tables, w.zainst tha 
respective (). 
at tl1e limb 1 bect:lu~e it may not be evider.tt ;y;hether the variable light 
within annular eolip~e is due to limb~darlcening or to a partitlaolipse. 
In the first imltanoe, if thr:i type ot eclipse is unknown, it: is pro-
bably wise to con$idex~ the variable light ne due to limb-darkenli1g 
and tollow the preoeding.outline; then, if vtluen or tha olemants 
deriv~~d from ~he- i:wo minim.a vary videly indicating th~t n :partial 
i . For a:i'.ample, the tt Au:dlirztt"'..f Tjabli9s u, Co11tr-. Princeton U • Obs., 
!!~ 19$). 
2 Again the n,r:J,u.."(illa17 foolaan, -m.:n ba .found. to h~;) useful. 
u9 
eclipse is likely, treat the p'roblem from the stand point of. partial 
eclipses given next. 
Partial Eclipses 
Partial eclipses produced by t\sO limb-darkened sphericnl st~1rn 
complex problems in acl1 ... psing bi nar.r ~/'Ork. Pa1--tieula:rl.v this is true 
it tbf;} aeeentricity is hrgVJ and ths inell.nat.ion o! tho orbit is of 
au.eh mngn.1 tu.de that '\lhile th~ mi.n.imlli-a ne~r peri~~tron is visible the 
one noar ~1pastron in non-exist~nt.. lie Kopal say!.1 ~ na, solution £or tha 
a:pproxl.ma.tiona, b.asad on the general properties of the problom. o.t two 
bodies, •• • t• •· The analysis to be developed here, will apply only to 
c,:atH':S whore both minima are visible. Even in thitJ case one obtains 
a solution only ·with the e,;<:panditure of a great amount or labor. 
qui res that each minimum be *Solved independently J7or tho elem0nts. 
eel:lpsoa a.x•e parti~.tl ia not im1nadit:rte~v obvioi,;:is, since in u aolution 
i~or n circular orbit both !td.nint&. ware ooirliined to de·tr.~m.ino the ::na.u-
mu,.'n normnliied fraci:,ionnl lost)) of light ct0 • The di£t1culty arises 
bee::ause for a relative otbi t which ia eccentric the mmdmum geomatdcal 
· dapth p0 at tha bottom ot both minima :ts rot th~;, same, ... hile :tn a 
! i.Kopnl, Harvard Oba. Mon., a, 115, l9SO. -
so 
circular orbit it is. 
First investigate the information which may be obtained fn>m the 
shape of each minimwn. Lat the maximum normalized fractional loss of 
light at superior and inferior conjunctions be cc:'and ol,"' respective~, 
Q 
Equation (52) still defines the following 
t"' tr- l 1Jtr . 1- 110" ., ::. ex = - ..t' noc.:. of' =- ~ 
----r- ., '~ , 
<X ~r l - >. ir <X :' 1 - ~ 
where as before ~rand >:'~are the observed values of light at mid-
minimum corresponding to a transit and an occultation. 
As in the case of partial eclipses .for circular orbits the shape 
or A - fund ti on may be defined : by ( 7 2), but now is defined in terms 
or the fictitious inclination and radius of the larger star. li'rom (122) 
and ( 125)· 
(131) 
where the superscript f denotes the fictitious elements, and m1 
denotes the true mean anomaly measured. from the mid-point of the par-
ticular minimu.~ in question. At mid-minimurn 8= 0 and n = 1, so that 
{132) GOS a i ~ ::. t" t L [ l + k P ( '-l, ~ <X°o) ] • 
The X ... function now becomes 
2 . )2 
(133) X(u., k,«o, n) = sir.2 Oen) = [1 + kp ( 1.t,k, n()(,)] - (l + k p < Lt,k,«o l :r=. 
5in11.G't.,,l [l,.. kp(u,k,n,~)Y-[l i-kp(u.,k,or:o>] 
To meet the objective of using the 'X.-function to obtain a 
relation between k and 0(0 ; assume a value of u, choose a single value 
of n which is an argument :1.n the X - tables, and compute J. from 
1-=- l - n {I - A) 




Using this v~:tluo of J. , rasd th~) c,n·respondix1s B f'ron:t tho light curve 
a.rd compute X(u,k1n, r:i0 ) f'rom equ:ati1;,n ( 133) for prim'.?~r:f minimum. 
Enter tha appropriat.a X°~nd xtr tableB 'With x and interpol:.i.te to find OCo 
ccrrrenponding to th~ tabular v.nluer;; ot k, or vice vo:.--$a .. If p~ ru.1.d P! 
~ are the values_ of p n.t inferior and st1perior conjunction, th~') OCo 5 ex-
~cr tr. ·tra.eted for primary minimum will be CX\U;s 1k,p:) and oc(ug,k1p;). :?lot 
these points to give two curves; one t'(il.ating k and Cto0'-, and another 
rP.llating k a.nd oc;r. 
Investi~ tion of the depths of the tw minima yields other use-
(134) 
(135) 
l - ~c.: 
1 - ~ir = 
.The q-function is stlll dt;;fint.ld as the ratio or tba frsctiom.l.l 
light loss fg of. the larger star at any phase of transit.to the 
fract•ional light lose t 8 of. the smaller star at the same geometrical 
phase during occu.ltation. For eccentric systems, hovevet,., tM.a flmetion 
ia usable· only in the appro.rJ.mnts sense and only at roid-m.i.nima where 
the geotinatrieal phase .is knowi1 to be tha aamrt.. Since thoro a:r.a two 
values of p 1 ~., p0\ and P! , a varied ~llSthemutical dafini M.on of q 
ruust bo uaod. I:C the eclipse v1hlch oocu.ra ~:i.t primary minimum. is an 
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where tr •' z• ~ and z• = 2.ug If lt is a transit 
3 - U5 3 - IA.g 
(137) ct •qfr(«,.ita.k, r:.p:) =- £, ~ .,/r(lt.:,k.p.,S) l (i<c,k} 
f,, ~(u.5, k, fJ) 
= ~l-......;...z_'-~+J_o~«t_r~(~kM-'ls-'--lo~~-~~k~)~+;;.....;;;;z_•f_r_•=«t_t~(~k~t.-4~~ 
( 1 - zf' 0 ococ(I<, p.1) + zP" '~0' (1~ pl} 
the z•s being the same as above. 
and 
Figure 6. Primary minimum is an occultation. 
I 
\ 
\ ' ,/ '...... .; -- -
--..... --.............. ----.......... 
Figure 7 • Primary minimum is a transit. 
Assu.'lling pri1nary minimum to be ·an occultation one fi nda 
l - ~. Ls «o' (Us, I<, fos)' 
) ( L tr .. , tr ) l - Az.=- L€>1Xoc.(u 5,l<,p; cf' u~ 1u1 ,k,p!,pJ)= gel (u~ 1 l<,p!JF l\(g,k, 
(138) 
q;c. 
Then r or secondary minimum I;( ir(u&· '" ril (c"',W becomes 
< 139) Dl.!r(u1• i.. pj) f trc u.8, k) = 'l.:'(1->.,) -t ( i - .\2 ) • 
Assuming primary minimum to be a transit one hap 
l - A1. = Ls ot0 c. (\.ts, l<, pD , · 
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l - \ c Le, IX .. ( u,., k, ri> q•·c~11.g,I<. ri, r~) = Lg°'tr("r,. k, f-)t'<11c. kl. 
and 
( 140) ot·c u,, 1<, rJ) = 1- \.. -t ( 1 - A • ) • 
q!Y' 
For secondary minimU)Jl, Of.tr( v.g,k,p!} fir("~k) becomes 
(141) oet.r(iAg,\(,f!) ptr(u&Jk) • q
0
tr(l- ~~) .. (1->.,) . 
One must analyze primacy minimum. using both assumptions, 
because a p1•iorl one does not know which minimum is an oocultation 
and which is a transit. 
If' pr"ima.ry minimum is asswned to be an occultation, adopt 
tabular values of o(1us:, k,p!) and for a selected u5 compute q~c 
.f"rom ( 138). Sinea q :c is not a convenient quantity to tabulate, 
no tables of it are available. Hence,one must resort to using the 
tabulated q ts in a particular way. The q-.function which is 
tabulated is defined by 
(142) 9.~{u,," 1 ,k, fn = o<tr ("c· k. rol) pt~Cug,k) 
O(.bC ( l.\.sakJ pJ) 
Using equations {136) and (142) one finds 
&. ~~ [ oc. ( k s) 1 q0 = <J.. . <i. oc IA.St •Po. • 
. Ol (Lls 1 k,p;) 
(143) 
Thus far only th.a dt1pth and shape relations have been used. Im 
additional relation is needed to determine the ratio o<oc(t.t,. k,pJ) •C 
l Oloc (us' k1 pJ ) 
but such a relation is not known at present. Therefore, this ratio 
must be estimated, the values of k and the tYots found,, and the light 
1 .. If the shape curves from both minima are available it may be 
possible to relax this statement. 
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curve plotted •. If the computed light curve agrees closely with the 
observed curve, this indicates, ; t,hough not necessarily, that the 
adopted ratio is the c.orrest one. The estimation of' this ratio 
" ~ serves the purpose of entimn:ting thf~ ratio of geometrical depths Po /p •• 
(ICl • ) ' oc., k 5) U6tr;.g the ostirr1ate, compute ct (u,,k,f! und 90 for eo.ch assumod °' '-~s. 1f0 • 
'dith the vi;,ri::.us of'("t,l<,p~\ r.md q!, enta1"' the tnblea of k{u8 ,u~,q~1 <X:1 
and ext1"act. k. Plot k against c¥'(u.,, k, yJ) on the corresponding shape 
curve to obt::dn G. unique value of k .and d(tt5, k, p~) at tho i..'ltarsoctio:i 
"\ 
of the two curves. now compute or{14).,k, ~}, g;i:-and, q! for these unique 
V&luas or k and ol'tu.,,1<,p!). Then ent.er the k(us,us,q~, J!) tables with 
the particular q~ and ~'(u,,k, f! ), and find r(t.lg, \<, p! ) • Alternately, 
l oc. ' • . i:r \. 
one could enter the tables ·with o: (lJ.s1 kJ Po" ) and k, and obtain et { ":, k, p. ) , 
thus aUminating the maoes f1i ty of calculating o*°tic. and t~. 
The light curve within minima. must now be drawn to ascertain 
whether or not tha assumed ratio is the correct one. From tho observed 
light curve read 9(n= ~ ), where nC!ic.: o<°' and ntr• sl::. for primary and 
c1•c. ,..,ty. o ~, e 
secondary minimut"'n1 respectiv:aly. Compute the tl"ue mean anomaly O~ a~ 




(147) ClC. A= 
• 2 l'\oc. t2 
San rl 
' 
! This statement re.fers specifically to J. e. Merrill's tables. 
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and (148) B -bt-= sirf-6i:r ~ 
-f~'b-'.:--(1.tg----, k'"""', .._O)""'---jll' .......... t' ,_r(,_Lt_g....,, f,....<.,-PCQ-.'t"""P(-~_,,~-J 
(149) A\r - - 0-lt°' Ji"i:"(u.tJ i'., oc:\'cyJ>) • 
n4 
In orde:r to obtain the light). and. the true mean anomaly (} from mid-
eclipse use the formulae 
(150) • .? ,f' M A oc. aoc ,). oc. ) sl.n tJ = + 'r ( 4s, le., ()(.cc. (primary minimwn), 
(151) (secondary minimum), 
~~ ::. 1- (1->.,) £'-· 
«.ex ( Ust I<., p;) ' 
and. (152) 
(153) ~tr= 1 - (l-~) Jr- , 
fr( . ) f.X. '-<,,k,pJ 
and choose different tabular values of the ()(..'s~ Plot the values (1.,B) 
and obtain the light curve within minima-. If this curve is not in 
agreement with the obse1~ve.tions, an adjustment of the ratio c will be 
necesaar.y. 
Repeat the above procedure of successive upproximations until a 
satisf'acto:ry tit is procured, if this is possible using the a.sswnption 
that primary minimum is an occultation. 
Alternately one may begin,aasuraing primary minimum to be a transit. 
A similar procedure is to be followed, except tha. t one changes the 
Q(. I 
order of operations slightly• The adopted values are ~ ( U.cs , k, pol ) for 
an assumed u8 • ;_q!ris computed using (140)• The q-function to be used 
is 
{154) 
1 · This can bo done if Merrill ts tables are used. 
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and qg , and extract k tmd tX1r( ug, k,p~ ) • Plot k against Jr( ug, k ,p~) 
on the corresponding shape curve to find uniquo vci.lues of k and att"(ug,k,p~). 
Enter the k(~8 , u5,~, ~~) table.s wl th these values and obtain Jtu8 ,k,p~). 
Then calculate cl\u8,k,p~). The remainder of the method is the same 
if the names 11primaryn and rrsecondn.ryn in parentheses are interchanged, 
and the ()(. dependence on p is interchanged., i.e., interchange p~ and p~. 
After a aatls.factoey rep1"esentation of both minima is atts.ined, 
fictitious elements may be calculated according to equations (75)-(78) 
using the fictitious rg and i for each millimiim_. or with the equati. ons 
iltilia.ing the Jb'. -functions . as listed below. . Since Am and Bm are known 
for the particular miriimurn ·in question, the formulae become 
(156) 
(157) l"'f -s - k1 , 
(158) Ls - 1 -~c. , -
(){ OOfl. 
(1.59) L"' = Q 1 - Ls • 
Using 'these equat:tons rJ,rg,i' and r~,rg.,1u are determined. Knowing 
theso1 compute the true elements .in the same manner as for complete 
eclipses produced by spherical stars 1aoving in eccentric orbits. The 
final stages of analysis here should also include a plot of the exact 
light curve as before, with subsequent modifications of the elements 
if necessary to at't,ain a. good representation of the observations. 
Ellipsoidal Model 
Often one must consider aclips:tng systems for· which the observed 
light bptweon minima does not remin constant._ The rigorous analysis 
or such systems, including all observable effects, is s~ill one or 
the problems or contemporary ast,rophysica.1 research, although mu.eh 
progress hes been made on this problem in recent years.. Eclipsing 
binaries of this type occur whenever the components are separated by 
less than about eight or ten radii• In such systems the stars are 
distort~d by rotational and tidal effects, and exhibit variations in 
intensity over their surfaces as a result of differences in the value 
of local surface gravity and of the heating of the surface of each 
component by the radiation from the other. Exact representation or 
the eritire light curve ·with acy si.'!'ffi',le model is hopeless. 
l 
Russell found, however, that light curves of these proximate 
eclipsing syi~rte:ins could be represented 1 "td th a suf ficie11t degree of 
approxL-nation to serve as a basis f.or a more refined solution, by a 
m.odal1 ··inter.mediate in complex! ty between the spllerica.l and the actual 
physical model, consisting of a pair of similar prolate ellipsoids. 
This ellipsoidal model embodies the practical advru1tages of the 
spherical one, ainca it incorporates the use or the same functions. 
Furthermore, the procedure is large*y the same after the actual light 
curve is 0 reetifiedtt by transforming the observed light and phases 
into a curve which corresponds to that produced by a pair of spherical 
1 H. N. Russell, Ap.J., J§_, 5li, 1912. 
l 
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Rectificati~n for flux density was introduced early and was 
systematized by Rusself in 1912. Rectification for phase was develop-
ed much later by Merrill! Upon utili~ing the iraportant contribution 
of phase rectification all the equationr-;
4 of the spherical model 
become applicable~ while rectification i'or l:i.ght alone gbres trans-
formed values to which nost of the equations of the spherical model 
apply. Most of 'the constants necessary for the rectification are 
obtainable from the light variations outside minima. Fr0m the spheri-
c~l elen1ents derived from the rec:t.ified curve, those of the ellip-
soidal model follow Gui te readi.ly ~ For the purpose of simplicity, 
the combined rectification procedure will be developed here. 
Be.fore doing this it is quite beneficial to consider distorted 
sta.rs and some of their properties, in order to grasp the complox:l ty 
of this problem and, hopefu1J¥, an understanding of the theoretical 
ideas ·on which redtification is based. Such an excursio11 should give 
one fluency with the ideas concerning proxima:t.e systems to the extent 
that more advanced stages of analysis could be undarlaken without 
undue effort. The writer found that familiarity with the material 
was also necessary bt-)fore an estimate of the "'lalidi "t-3 of the approx!-
ma.tions involved could be made. 
l z. Kopal has shmrm1 in Proa. American 'Phil. Soc., §i, 399, 19h2, 
that rectification can only ba performe,d with B.mi~,.,.."\l !itOCuracy w1:lihin 
ruininm., because the terms neglected from the treatment 0£ distorted 
system.9 in the process are apprecih.ble.~.lm siz_e compa:red to the terms 
·which are retained.· · .. 
2 H. N. Russell, Ap·.J., 1§_; :61J., 1S?l2. 
J Sea H-. M. R~.ftaal!iS paper; Ap .J., 108, 389, 1948. 
4 Thia procedure 1.ncluding rectifii::z:t::J:!'.t fo~ phase is presented 
in a form inapplioa.ble to systems which show appreciable eccentricity. 
Most close systems hava orbits tha.t are nearly circtila.r, ·which at least 
partially justifies this restri.ction.. 1ro deal 'With orbits with larza 
eccent1 .. icity it appenrs nocessa1:;r, at present., .to use Russell's 
method wh:tch we.G d~:tveloped in 1912 a.nd noted above. 
DISTORTED STARS 
In view of. the preceding idealized models which have been u..c;ed 
to represent the components of eclipsing binary systems, one may 
legitimately ask "'What physical models •are .used' to represent eclipsilig. 
binary components, and how do they differ from the idealized models 11 ? 
A complete answer to this question would lead beyond the intended 
scope of this investigation. However, the geometrical aspects of 
·physical stellar models in proximate binar.y systems to:i 11 be considered. 
-At the outset one would expect rotational and tidal fore es that 
are present in binatY systems to distort the components from spherical 
form, unless the stars vere rigid. Since the stars are known to be 
gaseous, it is highly unlikely that they ean be regarded as rigid 
bodies. The consideration of rotationally and tidally distorted 
components make it necessary to determine the geometrl.cal aspects of 
each component as a function of its size, distribution of matter, rate 
or rotation, mass and separation from the other component. ·Therefore, 
a more general type of analysis than is applicable in cases of rigid 
bodies is required. l The clasr:iical type of analysis which '!izl.11 be 
followed was initiated by Claira.ut and perfected by Legendre, L:iplace 
and Rad.au. The procedure is quite general as long as the distortion 
is small_. and it applies to all stellar models; for large distortions 
the analysis is not practical a.rid should be superseded by a. different 
method. In most eclipsing binary problems the method is quite adequate. 
1 For a general discussion see F.Tissera.nd, Traite de Macha.nique 
Celeste (Paris, 1891), II, Ch .. XVIII; H.Poincare, Lecons sur les 
Figures d•Equ:Uibre (Paris, 1903), Ch. IV; or H.Jeffreys, 1rhe garth 
\Cambridge, 1924), Ch. XIII. 
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'l'he important recognition to be made is that observed ellip-
ticities and apsidal motions of eclipsing binaries must depend on the 
density distribution of miltter in the components. ~,or acy given density 
distribution it is desireable to be able to com..nute the correspond-
ing ellipticities and apsidal motions in order to verify or disprove 
the distributions indicated by theories of stellar interiors. One 
aspect to be considered here is the theo.ry of apsidal Inotion for 
binary stars composed of oomp:ressible fluids, in.the limiting co.se 
where the stellar dis:iio .. :tion is periodic in the orbital perio:.i, and 
is given at each instant by ·~ha equilibrium theoey or the tides. The 
derived results should be applicable except in very close S".fst.t~ms 
and in ca.ses where the resonance of partial tides, which are gGnerated 
by motion in an eccentric orbit, become salient. Apparently ·t,he latter 
is _not likely to occur! The procedure developed herein was initiated 
by Sterne~and is patterned after the earlier investigation of Russell!' 
It surpasses the accuracy of Ruasell•s_, and l~ter Oowling 1 s~ treatment 
of the problem and is presented in a form applicable to all stellar 
models. 
It is significant to note that a more general perturbation theory 
describing stellar configurations distorted by tidal and centrifugal 
.forces has b$en advanced by Krogdclll.! Th:ts method is a generalization, 
again applic~le to aey stellar inodel, of the idea.a presented earlier 
! ' 'J:+,. E. Sterne, M.i,L., 22,.. 452, 1939. 
2 T., E. Sterne, f.1.1-1., 99, !~:;1, 1939. 
3 H. N. Russell1~N.,ti8t 641, 1928. 4 T. G. Cowling, M:'ff., W., 734, 1938. 
5 W. Krogdahl, Ap.J ., § 124, 1942. 
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l 4 ~ 
on polytropes by Milne, von Zeipel, and Chandrasekhar. Certainly it 
does not transcend the difficulties encountered with partial tides, 
or achieve a greater accuracy than the classical. analysis. Krogdahl •s 
theory treats the equilibrium of rotationally and tidally distorted 
compressible fluid configurations characterized by an arbitrary 
pressure-density relation as a perturbation problem of an initally 
undistorted. configuration, whereas the emphasis of the Olairaut theory 
is on the var~iations in the forms of the surfaces of constant pressure 
or density throughout the star. In practice the approach of Krogdahl 
yields information about static stars. On the other hand, the Clairaut 
approach ultimately gives information .about the actual density dis-
tribution in the components of binary systems. It is in this sense, 
primarily, that one theory di ff era from the other. Chandrasekhar and 
Krogdahl4have shown th~ formal equivalence of the two approaches. 
Figure and Density Distribution 
Sta.rs .are lmo1.m to be gaseous with very low Viscosity 1 and may 
theref ~ ra be regarded as almost perfect}Jr fluid. A fundantental 
property of a perfect fluid is that it cannot be in a state of 
stress which is such that the mutua.l action befan~en tvo adjacent 
parts is oblique to the'., comrnon su.rface. S" 
l E. A. Nilne, Jltl.N., 83, 118, 1923 
2 H. von Zeipel, ii,},n.;-84, 665, 6a4, 192li 
3 s. Chandrasekhar, H.l\17; 93, 390, i..i49, 462, 539, 19.33. 
4 S. Chandrasekhar an.tlf~~. Krogdahl, Ap .j., 2£, 151, 1942 • 
. 5 One must keep in mind that hydrostatic derivations may not 
always be appl:tca.ble in ca.sea of astrophyalcal interest. See e.g. 
z. Kopal, Proc. Nnt. Acad. Sci., gr, 364, 1941. 
Oonsider the fluid of volume v, 'Within a cloaed surface s, 
mov.ing with the fluid and containing the same particles, a."'ld thus 
the same mass. Let dv be a volume element of this enclosed region 
also moving vi th the fluid and containing the same particles and 
having a. constant mass p dv, where f is the fluid density. If v is 
the velocity, and dv the acceleration of the element, the rate of 
Cit .... 
increase of momentum of the ele~m t is ~ f dv. If F is the impressed 
.dt . 
force per unit mass act:lng on the.fluid at time t, the force on this 
-element is Ff dv. The force on s· surface element dA of surface S 
. ~ ,~ 
due to the pressure p of the surrounding fluid is -pn.dA, where n :J.s 
the outwara unit,.normal at dA. Equating the rate of increase of 
momentum of the entire fluid to the total force acting on the fluid, 
one finds 
fdvpdv = dt {rFdv f/dA 
·f fF '-Vp)dv. 
v 
Since this equality must hold' for the region bounded by any closed . 
surface in the fluid, the integrands must be equal, or 
(166) 
This vector equation immediately gives Euler's three scalar equations 
or motion for the fluid. 
It the impressed forces are conservative then F may be in-1. tten 
in t(~rms of a potentiHl function V, :J.....a.. F = "\] V. Then 
or 
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The primary and secondary stars will be assumed to rotate with 
direct l constant angular valoci ties w, and ~about axes norrna.1 to the 
orbital plane. BecaruH~ there is no certainty as to how actual stars 
rotate, these assumptions are probably ,justifiable on grounds of 
simplicity. The problem based on theassumption that wdoes not vary 
m th depth is the simplest, although the more general problem with 
varying (A.) has been tackled by Kopal! Kopal concludes that the 
postulate of uniform wis valid at least to a first approximation. 
Additional complications arising from inclined axes o.f rotation do 
not appear to be justifiable at present! 
Taking the z-axi.s as the axis of rotation or the primary one 
finds for the velocity of any fluid element 
v::::w1Vxj -~9£), 
and :it rna.d1.ly follows that -a;.o, and C"-Y'lv::O .. Equation(lbO)bec~es, 
}I" 
(162) l. Vp = vv -.l~(v-v) = V(V +~}, f 2. 




where°Yi'is the total potential, gravitational, tidal and centrifugal. 
1 Direct rotation has bean obs~rved spectroscopically. 
2 Z. Kopal, Proctc }fat. Acad. Sci., 27, 359, 191-11. 
3 Krogdahl's investigation includes-X:Otation about any axis, 
not necessarily one normal to the plane of motion; Ap.J., 2§., 124, 1942. 
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From this equation it f ollows1 that p is a function of ffe 1 and that p 
is either the same everywhere or another !'unction of 11' • Over aey 
surf ace of the star charac·&erized by equal pressure and density 
. (165) "t = constant. 
Therefore, the immediate concern is to determine the total potential lf' • 
Let m 1 and m2. denote the masses(of the primary and secondary, 
respectively. Take the center 0£ mass of the primary as the origin 
of coordinates· with the x-axis in the direction of the secondary, 
and let R be the disiance between centers of mass of the two com-
ponents a The potential f'o1· the inverse square field of a particle 1 
or a spherically sym.metric configuration, of mass ~ 2. at a point P, 
in the neighborhood of the primary and at a distance· r from o, is 
GM,. 
V =R.[1- Z(~)sini3cos}b' .+(.!:.)2]!a. ' . R 
where ~ is the angle between the z-aJd.s a."'ld line OP, and 1- :is the 
a.1Zimut.hal arigle •. Developing this in a series of Legendre functions P j 
of the first kind gives 
(166) V = ~ i (~)j'P·'(s·1W\~ co~ y,).· .. 
'R J'"• l . 
Since the secondary.is not an arbitrary shaped body, but one which, 
like the primary, is in hydrostatic equillbriu...'111 one might e"-"Pect the 
approximation or replacing the secondary by a. point mass to be useful 
for finding the distortion of the primary and the consequent disturbance 
of its extermal gravi tationa.l potential ca.used by this distortion. It 
has been sho~'\hat expression (166) ·is correct to t0rms of the order 
of 9![~( ff)', where a, is the inean radius of the secondary, when the dis-
l H. Jeffreys, The Earth (Cambridge, 1924), P• 186. 
2 s. Chandrasekhar, M.N., 93, 4h.91 1933. 
3 T. E. Sterne, M.N., 22_, ~l, 1939. 
. tortion or the sacon<far,r is taken into account. There.tore to a 
reasonable degree . of . accuracy the above approx:bna ti on. is valid. 
The first term in (16~)is conste.nt and does not give rise to 
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farces; the second term causes an acceleration Gm2. of. all elements 
RlL 
of the primary. parallel t.o the line o.f centers and towards the 
secondary! This acceleraUon is w.erezy the er:i·t,ire relative orbital 
,· 
acceleration. The remaintng terms contributing to the tidal poten-
tial, Vt, within the adopted degree of accuracy are 
4 0 I 
(167) '4" G~, }:
1 
M ry ( sh1J' co!llf-), 
where R is a function of time if the orbit is eccentric. 
Now cons.ider the potential at point P(r,~,~), which lies outside 
the primary due to a mass element drn' at an arbitrary point (J(r~J~ if}) 
of this star. 'fhe total potent~al at P will be 
( 16,B) v. " G It' ' 





~ = (fa.+ r 12. - 2.r"r' c:os ;r) Y,. 
1 
cos "Y= eos j cas :;' -+ s·,,. ;,- siva j' cofl(if - lf'J , 
rt Tr 2rr 
V, = GI i L f ~S01n ,. dr1QYd,i: ~ 
~ 
Here rt is the radius vector to the surface from the origin O at 'the 
center of mass of the primary.. Expand ! in terms of Legendre poly-
R 
nomials P j (cos if) to ob t.ain 
J J. H. Jeana, Problems of.Cosmogocy and Stellar Dynamics, 





Suppose the star is divided into strata sepax•ated by surf aces 
of equal density. Because of the completeness of the surface 
, 
sphodcal.harmonics S1 the radius vector r' to the surface of 
equal density may b6 expanded a.s 
(172) 
dbeingthe para.Pv.etar of surfaces of equal density. If the 
surfaces of equal _density were all spherical. and p a func·tiion of 
r' only;, the evalu.ation of eXprassion (171) would be trivial. In 
distorted bodies the density p will not remain constant within a 
I ./} spherical layer, but will in general depend. on ~and vr as well. 
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one considers a' to be ·the variable parameter instead of r' and lets 
I a vary from zero at the centt-::r to a,at the surface of the body, all 
the strata will be included. Leta'be chosen as the mean radius of 
a sphere having the same volu.."ne as that interior to a stratum of 
t 
equal density corresponding to a.' • Physically, a' may be regarded as 
the mean radius of .a stratum of equ .. "3.l dens Uy. To thtl first degree 
the-densitY.f will be the same at all points. lying within the leyer 
defined by the two lovel surfaces with pa.rruneters (/and d+dd. Denote the 
density within this layer by p' ,. Of course, p' 'l/irlll Va'rlJ from one 
stratum to another, indicating that it is a function of a.' alone. 
Using this result the apparent integration difficulties disappear 
because 
(173) dr- 1 ::. or' c:la' ' 
aCl.' 
and ,equation (17l)becomes 
( 174) . 
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Now substitute rt from. (l72)into (174)and neglect squar<~s and cross 
I 
prod11cts of the s1 's to obtain 1 
(175) 
{176) 
v. = JI IO.I { '+3 I J 4rr p'~ o.·J Si (a.',~ l/t) da', 2., + 1 I C)a.' J 0 
where the follm,;ring relation has been used 
j=l,2., •.•• 
= t'\o'\ I I 
n 2.tr { o, i~j r r ~(cos r) s: (d., :J~ f) si"' :/d'J d ?j.'-= 
J_o Jo _1L SJ~ (a.', j, °t"), i =-J' • 
. ~j+l 
If v' is the volume interior to the arbitrary stratum which corres-
Upon sutbtituting for r' from equation (17~ hnd again neglecting 
squares and cross products of S~ one finds 
o! 
v I '=- 4 TI f. 0 { 0. I 3 [ 1-t- '3 s~ (a', :J, ?/tin} da' 4 
'3 C>a.' 
0 
l The adopted procedure is closely approxi.ma:te if the surface 
differs but little from a sphere. 
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If, for the parameter o..' , one takes the radius of the sphere having 
the samo volume as that contained ·within this layer, 
and this requires 
o.' f. ~o: { a,3 i ca: 3, f>} da' = o!3 S,, (o.', J,f) = 0 
0 
I 
for all 0.1 • The result can only be true if 5 0 (a•)J, t) = o, which holds 
for arbitrary :i and t. 1rherefore equation (172 )may be ·writ ten 
(177) 
(178) 
Since the origin is taken at the center of mass of the primary star 
the term includ:i.ng S ,( 0. 1,J, 1/1') mu.st vanish~ Thus, 
(r·~{ r/' s:ca;J,f>} d~ = 0 , 
and the potential finally becomes 
\I - G . . G~ 41T fa',~ { ,J°t-3 s'< I q. '\'"') d I ( 179) Ve1 - _m, + l-.i ('> • 1) J+.f f 2-. Q: J- Q., 'II, 'f'I a.• 
r j=2. ~ J + t' c)a.• . 
0 
Similarly, one may calculate the potential due to a stratum of 
tha type considered previously, at a po.int interior to the layer. 
·i~quation (U.68 )still applies, but if the layer extends from r5 to rt 
where rt )rs then equation (169)}H:~i.comes 
V't Tt 1TI' . '\\," Gi J Lfr( 9inJd .. 'd!fd-P. 
v-5 o o 
., .. 
l See 1r. Tisserand, Tra.ite de Mechanique Celesta (Paris, 1891),II, 
P• 295; or T. M. McHobt)rts, Spherical Harmonics (New York, l9h8), P• 174. 
Again! may be expanded in t~nns of Legendre polynomials 
R 




Upon introducing the variable a' for r' by equation(173), and letting 
the parameters a, and a,correspond to rt and rs, respectively, one finds 
or 
(184) 
Then e~anding r 1 frorn equation (177)these give 
1 La, { 2. , , } \J. = 4TT f' 2_ Q' - J s •(a.' ::r_ "If) da' 
JI L ' l i!j()! J ) ' ' J + a.s 
(185) 
v.: = 4tr D a.· da' 
I ;~, 
~. = "; J/ Sa { s~ (il',J,1/r)}da'. 
il.s 
(186) 
Hence, V' also comes from equation (18.5 )so the ai;.pression for this 
~' 
potential bacomas 
a, r:tJ , a, 
\Jl .. 
1
,. 4nG (r·d~' + 4trGt°: ( )ff'~{a' 2 "jS~(tt':i:l,'/t}cb.'. 
Jds r=·l 2. J + l °'1 aa.• . 
(187) 
The potential at a point Q, on the level surface corresponding 
to the parameter C<. > inside the spheroidal primary star Of hete:C"O- -· 
geneous density may be found by considering the spheroid separated 
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into two parts by the level surface through Q. This potential is the 
sum of ·t,he potential Ve, due to the interior spheroid and the potential 
v. due to the snheroidal stratum outside this level surface. The ZI . " 
potential at Q becornas 
If one assu.11es that the prima.ry star is in hydrostatic equilibrium 
throughout, then 't; must be constant over all surfaces of equa.l dem~i t.y 
( 189) '1f, ::: "''-+ \le,+ Vt+- Vr -= constant ~ 
where now Vr from equation(lq3) is to be e:rrpressod in terms of spherical 
polar co-ordinates.. Substituting in equa·tion(1=.89)t.he value of rt 
given by 
(190) 
it ia apparent that 1¥, reduces to a function of d. alone. In the schetne 
of approximation adopted here, whenever r, the ·distance to a lay-er 
I 
under consideration, appears multiplied by a small quantity such as sj, 
w; or l/R?J , etc., it ~rl.11 be replaced by a,. The _above substitution 
gives 
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Now neglect constant ter~lS whtch may give rise to an expansion of 
.·the configuration as a whole, bu.t cannot distort the· body from a 
spherical shape, Hence, 
where in the last equality it is assumed that the disturbing terms 
• I 
may be developed as a series of spherical harmonics r1 Yj (~, 1") and 
Yj (J,1'-) is a surface spherical harmonic of degree j~ 
There results .for each j an equation 
, q J"' f°' '-t3 ' } (191) % ((L.J.l/r) f·a.•!l.da' + i o·~ fa.iJ S·ta:,,~;r> da.' 
· . a. (2-J· t I) a.1+1 l aa.• l J 
0 0 
Cl, 2. • I . • 
+ (),, j ( f' a { o.' -J Sj (a'1 ":,¢')J da' = __L ~·' ( S)t} , 
2. j t l j(). di 4 IT G 
where 
( 19.2) I j + 2, 3, "1 y, :. 0 ' J 
( 193) ' GRJ, 'P~( ~in'""~ if) - w ~ g l c.o ~ .9-) , Y. = 2. '3 
( 19,h) y; = Gm~ 'P3lsit1~ c.o5t) ' R4 
( 1~5) 'Y' - 6 M2. ~ (sin~ cos Jlt} . ... R!S 
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I 
Expression {19:1.)gives a separate integral equa·tion for each s1 ( j >; 1). 
How-ever, an easier expression ta th which to work may be obtained by 
multiplying both sides of the equation by a.j+i, by differentiating 
Dif..forentia.te again with rt..~spe.ct to a. to o~taLJ. 
(197) isjca),'¢'2 - J'(j+ L) sj (a.),") 'l"M [ctJS;ca,~l) +a ~·'Ca),t))=-o, 
UQ. 2 a). F(a) ao. · 
where by definition 
a. 
{19e) F (a> = '3 f. p' a'" da'. 
0, 
Now introduce the new variable 
I 
l) j ~ a JS; ( a , .J, ¥1) • 
S.' ca )J, l/t) aa 
J 
(199) 
Equation (l;.97) then becomes 
(200) 
where f is the density at distance ct from the origin. and f is the 
mean density interior to a in a spherical distribution of matter, 
not necesaari13' in equilibrium, in which the density is the same 
f'uncti. on of a. that f , in the actual distorted star; is of a 1 1• 
'2. 
At ·the centei,. of the star a = 0 and "lj = j - 2. Poincare has shown 
that 'ror arr-1 internal denai ty-distribution for -which~ is negative 
da. 
l T. g. StGrne, Proc. Wa·t. Acad. Sci., 27,, 95, 1941. 
2 H. Poincare, Lecons sur les Figures dlEqu:i.libre {Paris, 1902), 
Ch. IV. 
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J;rom ·the center to the surfa.ce, j ... 2 ~ Y\j(a.) ( j + l. Callandreau1 
proved further that if both ~. a..ud ~ are negative throughout the 
d[ d~2 
interior, 11j(a.) inoreal3es steadily from the center to the surface. 
If the entire mass is concentrated at the center of the sta.r, giving 
the Roche model, then ~j (a)= j - 1 at all points where a ;. 0. On 
the otlH~r hand, if t.l-ie entire mas~·; is conce.ntrated in a thin surface 
shell, the solution or equa.tion(200) reduces to-vi_;<a,>= -1, regardless 
of the value of j. Therefore, making no nssu.mption about the internal 
densit.y-distribution of a distorted star, one finds the absolute 
'2. 
lirolts of ltj at the surface to be -1~ '\j {a) ~ j + l. 
For aey model, equa.tion(200) mtty be solved, numerically or other-
wise, in order to find the value "lj (a,) of Y\.j at the bound·;ry a. =-Q., •3 
The equations for ·the superficial distorUon which have been derived 
may be used in the computation of the theoretical light curves wi. thin 
minima 't•hen the eclipsing systems are distorted. This problem has 
4 
been investigated in detail by Kopal and will not be discussed here. 
i Callandreau., Co5)tes Rendua, 100, l02h, 1885. 
2 z. l\opal, Har1Tard Obs. Mon.,. b,117, 19h6. 
3 Since the purpose here is to develop the general theory of. 
distorted stars, nothing specific cnn be concluded in regard to particu-
lar models. For ~pli'oations of the theory one is referred to the 
following papers: L. Motz, 11The Apsida.l Motion In Stars Built on A 
Point Source Convective-Core Model Jii th Va:rying Guillotine F'actor", 
Ap.J., 94, 253, 191..il; L. Motz, "The Apsidal Motion of Giant Binary 
Starstt, Ap .J., ,!g,, li34, 1950; and 0. Keller 1 110n The Physical 
And Chemical Gomposi tion Of fl11a Suntt, Ap.J ., 108, 347, 1948. The 
earlier pfP er by Motz is particularly significant because the equations 
of distortion and apsidnl motion are put into a form moro suitable .for 
numerical integration .. 
h Z. Kopal, Proc. i\meriean Phil. Soc•, ~, 399, 1942. 
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wban Cl.= a., , the :m.ean radius of the star, the disturbing poten-
tial intr.:)duces the terms 
where lij = . ( 2.j + i) and "Vli (a,) is the value of 11J· at the outer surface. j + l'lj ca,) ii 
The external shape of the star then becomes 
(202) 
In applications it is often desireable to separate the rotational and 




y. ·= 0 J 
(20$) Y3 = Y; : G~t Pa (~tr> j cos't) , 
(209) Yi = '£,1 -=- G Rf P-4 { sin.:T CD~dt), 
and intr<Xiucing the additional term 
(207) 
Then equation(202) becomes 
The portion of the extemal potential ·which is contributed b-1 
the distortion of the primary :Ls easily obtained. Set a: 4, in 





Ve, = 4 ~G L p'a•'Jo.' + 
0 
the second term being due to the distortion. In this expression 
(21Q) 
where the subscript j denotes the particular harmonic approrl-
mation and the second subscript, 1, denotes the primary star. 
The tidal and rotational distortions easily follow from the 
preceding results. The fractional elongation due to rotation is 
(211) 
a..11d th..!\ t due to tides is 
(212) 
For a component of a double star the total fractional distortion is 
{213) 
where,, following Ohandrasekha.r1; a- (.J ,<f ) is introduoed to racili tate 
the comptltation of ell:tpticit,ies. 
In the equatorial plane ('the xy plane), for the primary star, 
3 49' j-tl 
cJ, ( 11 , "¢') = ~ ~ w,z. a., ... m2 I A j (& \ ~ <cos if) ; 
z " G m , YV'I , j =a. RI (214) 
l s. Chandrasekhar, H.N., 21.' h68 7 1933. Pbysioally,cr {J-, lt). 
represents tho fractional deviation from a spherical volume having 
the same volume as the distorted configuration. Th.ls is innnediately 
obvious in the present analysis where t.he expansion of the rota.ting 
star as a whole has been accounted for. 
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in the principle meridian (the xz plane) through the center Qf mass 
of the seconda.r/ 
(2lq) 
The ellipticities'l. E'0~, and Ed in the equa't!orial plane, in the 




Ee. = c-,(f •0)- C7j ('lf• 11) =Hi: { tt ili ' 
. '3 
En1 ~ a; ( rr, o) - ~ ( o, o) = g_._ ( ~ ro.1 + '4J,2 ) Ill , 
J: r'Vlc 2. ~3 3G 
Ec1 = a;(~,¥) - er, (o,o) = (AJ,'a~ L\.i . 
2Gm, 
" 5' 
where quantites of the order of (i~ and(~) are neglected, so the 
configurations become ellipsoids. 
In view of a succeeding d:tacussion of gravity darkening it is 
important to realize how the surface gravity of each component depends 
on its size, rate of rotation,·distribution of density, mass, and 
distance from the other component.: 
The total potential '\f. in the neighborhood of the prirne.ry star, l, 
is 
4 4 ' ' 
. f. = Gm, + i Uj, + Z: rJ Yi +U,1 + r,,Y, , ~ J=~ J=~ {220) 
\There the last terms are contributed by .·the rotational and tidal 
l It should be noticed that usu.ally. c:r {:ii '.o) > ""(1£, TI}> a(.lJ:., ¥)) a-(o,,o) .. 
2 The term uellipticityn as used in eclipsing binary worl<: is 
analogous to the tenn noblateness", but the former is used in n more 
·general sense. Sometimes, however, ellipticity may refer to eccen-
tricity. Each case must be examined individually. 
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potenti~. The surface gravity of the primary is 
(221) 
evaluated at the surface, where dn is i11 the direction of the outward 
normal. Since t and hence the acceleration of gravlty is continuous 
at the surface 1 only the value of ip' ·outside is needed. Sterne1 
remarks that the.outward normal makes a small angle with the radius 
vector r l'1hich is ot the order of magnitude of S~ Co..),l/r} or smaller, 
thus permitting tha cosine of this anglo to differ at most from unity 
by a quant~ ty of the order of magnitude of the square or s 2. {a,, J, 1Jr ) • 
To this degree of approximation 
(222 ) g = -cit ' 
d V' 
4 
again evaluated at the surface r = ~. f 1 + Sr + l: S·} • Use e:xpressions 
J=2. J 





g - g 0 = -[ 1 +-112(a,)) S,. - L [l-+ l't .(a,)] S. 1 go j=2. J J 
~ : _Gm,. 60 a,2-
i 1.t'. E. Sterne, Proc. Na.t. Acad. Sci., g]_, 93, 1941. 
Apsida.l Motion 
The secular motion of the apse Ittl\f now be investigated on the 
basis of the preceding clevelopment11 Immediately, i'l; is S:1Jparent that 
one must be cognizant o:t the particular form which the equations of 
u1otion obtained from general classical perturbation theory S.SSUJT1S 
in order to apprehend a way to utilize the toragoing results. Con-
venience in derivation suggests the follo~:tlng approach. 
Adopt as a fundamental ~"Pothesis that an unaccelerated and 
non-rotating reference frame in Euclidean space ean be chosen. Let 
the position vectors of the primary- and secondary stars be Xi, and It:a. 
(i = l,2,3), respectively,, with respect to such a rectangular system 
which has its origin at o. Represent the total disturbing potential 
due to the primary by U 1 (X1i. - Xu) and that due to the secondary by 
4 
U ~ (Xi2. - Xa1) 1 where U1 = L UJ·1to Ur1 from equation (210) 1 and from a 
j=1 . 
similar equation for the r::teconda.ry 1It: t UJ.'Z. -t- Ul"2. • The force 
r=t 
£unction \[ for the system becomes 
' 
v :: G m,m2 + . n1?.. u, ( Xta - X.,) +m, U2CX;2- - X;,) ~· 
lX11- Xh \ 
(225) 
rrhe equations of motion become j 
M, Xi,= aY .. ~·· -xi,l-+ "" .. dUCKu.·K;,) + ... , JU.<x;ac X;,), 
(226) dXi, f X1a-Xi1ll · ~X;i ~Xit, 
(227) 
't'1here parentheses denote f'w1ctional dependence and bracktrl:.s denote 
£aoto1's. 
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Introduce center or mass coordinates ·to further simplify these 
expressions. Let x be the position vector from 0 to the oen.ter of 




Xi :. m 1 X,, + m.i.X,1 
M 1 +ma, 
i= l,2.,3 ' 
i.= l,2.,3 
be the position vect.or of the secondary with respect to the primacy. 
Then the distance R- between the centers of mass of the primacy and 
secondary components becomes R2.: zx.r :.: l:(x1._ . .;.. XJi .. Upon introduc-i i 
ing these variables V becomes a function of I._ only. The equations 
of relative. motion take the .f'orm 
1 av 
- -- J rn, axt, 
or since and 
one has 
(230) X\ ::. M 1 1" Mi. 
Y'Yl1 Mz. 
Use equation (225)and (230)to get 
or 
Xt::. m,+mz. {-Gti·MT'I~ x, + [m:i~.()(;) +rn,JU~ Cx)J}' 
VV\, t'rt 2. 1?3 ax1 a Xi · 
.X,+ )!:~; = £.. {[m,+ml.J U {Xi)+ (m.-t-m:a.lU1 (Xi.)} ) '\ - C) )(i me I vY\ ;;i. ] (231) 
where fl'-• G(m1· + mR.) and the disturbing function·.df is 
(23~) 
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From the varia.t1.on of tho· orbital elements the folloWing express-
ion emerges for the rate of apsidal motion1 
(233) + tan f 
· .Jc1 -e2) 1 ;A 
which f.or motion in a plane reduc3s to 
(234) 
.where A is the semi-major a.xis of the .relative orbit• In general 
the expression for ~ is a function of £ 1 the mean longi t1.1de at the 
epoch, of w 1 the longitude of periastron, of A, and of e, as well 
as 0:£ time. Here, since only~- is of concern, R may be taken as ae 
2. a £unction of the mean anomaly M, of a and of A. 
The total disturbing potenM.al Vt - Vr which acts on the p:rimarf is 
( G ~2 , ... ~ P,_ (9ln J°cos ~) - ~~1"1 }i (cos~)'· -1- (G~, r3~(ea;')\ + (~i. ri-t ~(cos J)) ', 
'R . 1. 2 R 1.3 R j • 4 
whe1"e the subscripts j indicate th'e JU1 order harmonic distortion. 
From eq~'!..tion { 210) the respective tenns contributed to the external 
gravt tational potential of the prlmary star are 
{235) U, =(2k2 , 1 a.;[G~1 ~(ginJcos;.) -f!:'~P2 (cos'>)) 
r-3 rr 3 . 2 . J' 
t (2.~ I a~r~2. P-a(sin' cos°/P)]) +(2t<.q ~r~l. ~(sin :lcos Vrl]~ t ' r4 R" . :1• t'' it · . 
j=-3 J~4 
l Cf. H. Q. Plummer, Dynamical As'trono1rv, (Cambridge, 1918), 
p. 147. 
2 T. E. Sterne, M.N., 22_, li.57, 1939. 
where 
(2Jfr) \<2,f = 3 - !}2. (CA 1 ) t 
4 t 2 'f\a.Ca,) 
(237) k3,I: 4 -!}~ca,> ' ' ,.. 2. l\1(a,) 
{238) k4 = 5' - !l~ ca.) . ,1 
8 + 2. ">')41 (a,,) 
The first subscript on the k's indicates the j th order harmonic 
and the second denotes the component in question; also the ytj {CA,) 's 
are the solutions of equation {209)~hen j • 2,3~4 and a• : a 1 • 
Thia potential acts on the secondar/ when J" = n , ¥! = 0 ,and 
.:i.. 
produces an acceleration of the secondary 
where the Legendre coe.fficienli-s have been evaluated uslng the ex-
pressions below. 
p2 tX) ::: ~ ( 3 ><' - l) , 
'P3 l>O = ! (5i3 - 3,..), z. 
f1 ()t) -::: ~ (:~ S )( 'f ·- 30 K 2 t 3) • 
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Since the acceleration is ~adial, the~ and Vt terms may be evaluated 
independent of r, and. doing this fixes the direction under consider-
ation. The above acceleration is directed toward the center 0£ mass 
of the primary. Corresponding to this acceleration is the pot;ential 
function 
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Similarly, the total distortion of. the secondary star 2 due to its 
rotation with angular velooi ty w'2. and to tidal effects of the primary 
gives rise to a.'11 acceleratd.on of the primary 
where s.1 is the mean radius of the secondary and 
(242) k2. 2. = 3 - lh (Gta,) ' , 4 + 2. lla.<c:t.J 
(243) ka2. = 4 - ~3 ca~> ) 
b + 2 >h(Qz) 
(244)) k.4,z. :: 5 - ~~ (az.) • 
8 + 2"Yt1(a2 ) 
The oorresponding potential !unction is 
( 4r'). U,,:(\<2,z.a~[Gm, +~w'l.]~ ,..·(k3,za! Grn) + t~ 1 Q~ G~1~ • 2 :; *" 'D& 3 3 • 'OS , ,, > Oto . -4 ' " J~2. tl J:" f) J-
The terms R-3, R-\ R-9 and R-10 appearing in equations (240)nnd (245) 
will also appear in <Jt, and must be expanded in terms of' M, e, and A. 
Upon expanding A,in a Fourier series one readily finds 1 
R' 
(246) 
where J1 (1e) is the Bessel coe£ficieo.t of order .t_ and argum.ent 1..e. 
In this expansion the rel~tion below have been errq:>loyed 
( ) ... 1 t A : 1 ~ e cos E 
R 
E - e sin g = M , 




J_l.Re) = ~ 1 c..os (..eE - Je ein E) dE 
E being the eccentric anomaly. 
Raising this expansion to the j th power ~ould . give an infinite 
series in e2. , and in addltion a set of such series ea.ch multiplied 
by ri cosine or a multiple of M. Were this entire series substituted 
in (234), the terms which were periodic would remain so and contribute 
only" periodic terms to the apsidal motion. The consideration or such 
periodic c·ontributions in the a.psidal motion of eclipsing binary 
.systems -is not feasible at present, mainly because the accuracy of 
observations is not high enough to warrant it. However, the constant 
terms, namely, the power series .in e?. , cannot be neglected as they 
make the longitude or peria.tron become a linear fU...t°lCtion Of time 11 
The longitude of periastron 'Will, therefore, increase indefinitely 
and, consequently, will cause an observable motion of the apse. Such 
motion is called secular motion, 
The series in ea. in question can most easily be obtained by maki.'lg 
a binomial expansion of. { !:;.\j, thus giving 
rt'J 
' oO 
(247) (A{:: (l- ecosE)-J = L (j+l-1)! 
\RJ 1.•1 (}-l>f ~.' 
/. 1 e. c.os E . 
Expand cos 1 E in a Fourier series in multiples of E and observe that 
terms appear \ihich are equal to 
z'[( f )]2. + (
terms involvlng even) . 
multiples of E , for n even, 
ar\d 
(
terms involving odd) 
multiples of E , fo~ n Mfdt 
l 
If one develops cos mE in a series there results 
00 
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eos ms = - t e + "" £; J JI<..,.. (keJ - JI<+ ,,,Ck el} cos lcM.(m > O), 
cos mE: 1, (m = O)· 
The expression has as its only term independent of M, l, -e , or 0 
2 
according to 't-:}hether m = o, m = 1 or m > 1. Therefore the coeffic-
ient of, e ,e in the non-periodic part of (~ i becomes 
Od 00 . . J. .t+l 
(248) lA)J = \ · + 1- l ! e - \' · ~k- i)! e , 
CT{ f.; cJ· - 1)! 2 ((2 )t 1 f.i ( j-1)f z' (' ;1)! <-tl:! 
where each term of the first sum is non-zero only if .f is even, end 
each term of the second su.rn is non-zero only when i is odd. This may 
be expanded in a more convEnien.t form to give 
(249) 
0 . 
where k only taltes on even values. The coefficient of e is unity. 
Knowing the expression for (~)) which gives rise to the secular 
terrrl!·:t in the mot~on or the apse, onr~ nay substitute equation(240) and 
(245) into (232)and thai(232)into (234)to give 
w : V~-e1{kz..1a;rma._l{A)' +~d fAP] .. ~rnLl.IA'" ... ~~(~\31} 
n E AS lM, ae R 3rl'\b "de\W AS lma aeUU 3rr\ G « m J 
" . 2. J: 
(25Q) 
..-~{ ~t!!.i a (A)8 + ~,, m, a (A 'e1 
e A., m, de R A" ml.Tel{} fj= 3 
+ ~{ ~ !!!J. ~ (A ~o .. k.,.,.aa; !1JJ :2_ {A)'o} . ' 
e Aq wa, ae Tf/ A" rn2 ae \R" j="I 
upon m;iking use of the relation n'l. l:G.(mit·m-;}=f<, where n is the mean 
motion. 'l~e tf:H'mS ff=-ii ~(A)j for the corresponding j become 
e ~e R 
l ct. w. M. Sm.art, Celest~ial M~chanics, (Mew Yorl<, 1953), P. 39. 
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(251) 
' ./Eef" L fA \ = 15( L + .!l·e 2 -t .!.SL e" + ~'-6-f"'.·-·} = 15" £.eel e Je \lfl · i i s 
8 . rr::e- ~ (~A\ :::. 2. 'B(l ~ 43 ez. + Mq e4 + 12Q4/ e6 _,. •.. )= 2fb ~Le), 
e.. ae R1 4 s 64 
~ .L f.A..\1°: 45'{1 + tbel + ~ ei + ~ebt-.. ):i 4S~(e), 
e ~e \ra 4 '" . 
u,rhere these expressions define the functions f ~md g. These express-
ions converge for all e <. L Sternl has given closed expressions for 
these series t-ihich are more convenient to use. They are 
(252) 
-s f1 < e) = l 1- e~) ( l -t ~ea.+ 1.e"") . a,, 8 
-? 
f3{e) == (1-ez) {l+ ~e2 +~f.24 +14e6) 
~ ce) = ( 1 - e2 rq ( l + 7 fl'- + li..€ "I t ~ eb +_1_e8 ). 
. · 4 16 IZB 
These have the values unity w.hen e = 0 and approach infinity, thus 
causing the secular motion to approach infinity; as e approaches 
unity. 




(254) w,: k2,1Sa;(t5 Ma f2£€) +- w:l. Q. (e)) +~.i:: (15 tyi 1 ~(e) t w! ~ (e)), w- f!. · ·· m; 'm,G 02 A m 2 ni;G oi 
wi: 2.S [ k}.1 &ii? m'Z. + '< 3,1 a~ m, J f lE.) , 
Y'I A" rn' A" m~ 3 
~ = 4 s- (\sl, a( ~ + 1<..,,), a 2 ?'.!!' ] f tQJ. 
YI Atq M I A' n1 ~ • 
1. T. s. Sterne, !:!!.!!•, 22_, 461, 1939 .. 
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But ~ = P , where P and P 1 are the orbital and apsidal periods 1 pt 
respective:J.¥. Therefore 
(255) ? = w' + ~ + ~-a • 
p• " n n 
When the components are widely separated w, should give a n 
aufficien tly accurate value of P • To the adopted degree or accuracy 
P' 
the theory predicts a precession. 
It is of significance to note that when the angular velocities 
of. the stars are set equal to n, the mean motion, the .following less 
general expression appears f'or w, . n 
{256) * = 1c~:·s[:~ (is f,µl +~(e)) + <J-2<e>] 
+ k1 Asa; [ :: ('H'l.<el t-<f,.le>) + 'Jice>]. 
In applying the theory of apsidal motion equation(200)c.an always 
be solved and the kj •s dcrternd.ned. For any one-paral'fletf3r family of 
models, e.g. the family of polytropes, the expected rate of apsidal . 
motion may be computed for several values of tha parameter, and by 
inverse interpolation the value of the parameter found which corres-
ponds to the observed motion of UJe apse. In general for any two 
frunilies of models at most only one kj from each family will be equal 
to a kj of the other fa,"nily. There.fore, from the observed motion of 
the apse it is not possible to. calculate k2 , kJ, k'9, without selecting 
some stellar model. Sterne~ Russell~ a"'.ld others~ who have investigated 
1 T. E. Sterne, M.N., 99, 662, 1939. 
2 H .. N. Russell, Ap.J.;-90, 641, 1939, 
3 e.g. J. Ashbrook, A.J;;-~, 2, 191.t.9. 
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the apsidal motion of several eclipsing Pinary stars adopt a one-
parameter family of models and detennine the value of the parameter 
which makes the computed and observed rates of apsidal motion identi-
cal.. The family of polytropes 'fa .'. probab'.cy" the most convenient 
single-parameter family to use. The parameter for this family is 
the polytropic index n• 
An extensive table of values for ~j {a) and kj with argument 
n, bat'.led on the polytropic models, has been published 1recently and 
is recommended for use in computing, since the earli.er tables com-
puted by Gha.ndrasekhar "'apparently contain errors• 
Further, Stern1::? notes that the values of polytropic indicies 
are not very 'sensitive to change in the velocity of rotation w, 
the eccentricity e. or the observed ratio P/P•• 
1 R. A. Brooker and T. w. Olle, M.N., 115, 105, 1955. 
2, s. Chandrasekhar, M.N., 93, 462,1933. 
3 T. E. Sterne, M.N., ~' bb3, 1939 
Gravity Darkening 
The concept of gravity darkening rests on a theorem first 
l ~ 
pro11ed by von Zeipel and later by Chandrasekhar. It may be stated 
formally as follow·s: uThe emergent net flux or total radiation 
over the surf ace of a rotationally or tidally distorted star in 
radiative equilibrium varies proportionally to the local gravi tyn. 
Von Zeipel has shown3 that the surfaces of constant potential 
are also surf aces of constant total presst1re P, density f , and 
temperature T. In this proof he assumes t~".lt the nature of :the 
gas is constant over an equipotential surface, but that .it may 
change from one lewel surface to another. The equation of radi-
ative equ:llibrium in the £om of a di±"ferential equation is.., 
(257) cliv (..L V Pr)= -~ "E f , , · l(.f ., . c , 
p., being the radiation pressure, ~ the rate of liberation of energy 
per unit masa, and )( the opacity coefficient. Since P and Pr are 
constant over an equ:tpotentia.l surface, Pr may be considered as 
a function of P and the above equation may be written 
or 
;3 
L: ~.(..!. . . ~ i dP.)· ::. - 411e: f. , 
i•• dX, H. dP ~ <: 
(258). 
(259) 
l H. von Zoipel, M.N., 841 665, 1924. 
2 s. Chandrasekhar, .d.N:; 93, 51.i.9, 1933. 
3 H. von Zeipel, M.N:;- 84-,;-665, 1924. 
4 Cf., E. A. Milne, M.N.:;-83, 122, 1923; or H. Von 'Zeipel, 
M:. N., §Jl, 668, 1924. - -
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upon using the relation 
i 3 ( \' 
(260) (f) " ~ ~~;·/ . 
The equation of hydrostatic equilibrium given by (164) is 
·(261) _, ~ P = tJ 't : V ( V + VJ. + V,) . r . . . ~ 
But V a.'11.d Vt satisfy Poisson• s and Laplaca 1 s a(iuations, respectively 
and 
'Thus 
div VV = - 4rrGp 
div '\/~:: O 
(262) di.v(t v P) = - '4<r Gr T 2 "''". 
Using thi$ relation, equation (259 )becomes 
{263) 
The right side . or this equation is co ristant over an equi-
potential surface.. Consequently, the left side 1t1ust be constant 
wer a level surface or identically zero• If it were constant, the 
dif.feren'liial dn woald necessaril,y be constant, requiring the equi-
potential surf ac~3s to be parallel. . Another proof by von Zeipel 1 
shows tr~t the level aurfa.cr~s of a rotating liquid or gaseous 
configuration in. hydrostatic equilibrium cannot be parallel... Hence -t 
or 
( 2610 d. (1-_ tBj =- 0 , dP ~ (tt:fl 
1 H. von Zeipel, M. M. 1 ~, 680, 1924. 
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( 265) 
It readily follo·.ra from e:l ther the exact integral equation for 
radiative· equilibrium, or from the different:i.al equation, that the net 
flux across any elementary area of an equ.i.potential surface per unit 
area is given by 
(266)' nf=-~· 
t\ ><r ",.., 
· Use equation (265.) to obtain 
(267) trF,. ~ - '-1 ~~ . 
· lt~rom the differon;tial equation ·· (26i.) one finds 
(268) TT~= -~ ?' d°t t 
dt1 
which is what was to be proved. 
Explicit note should be made of the limitations of" this theorem. 
If convection currents exist ne~tr the stellar. surf ace, the equation 
0£ hydrostatic equilibrium is inapplicable and the theorem is no·t 
vaJid. The source of error arising from the non-hydrostatic state 
near a particular level surface is not as important, however, as the 
deviati.on caused by convecti vs heat transport. The la ttir;rr may rend.er 
the flux over tha surf ace no longer proportional to the tenperature 
gradient and, hence, to the .gravity. E!ven if exact propor:tionality 
holds for the total radiation, it is unlil<ely thatr it 1-rl.ll hold for 
the net flux in a single wu:ve length. Finally, one must realize that 
the rormulae themselves are a good· app:rox:imat.ion for the interlor 
regions of. the gaseous mass, but not for regions too:.:,closa to its 
outer surface. For strict application of the theorem the further 
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assumption must be made that the production of energy in the neighbor-
hood of the surface is ins:i.gnificrmt compared to the total radiation. 
The net flux just below the limiting surface is then very nearly 
equal fo the net flux through the outer st.trface. 
To predict, theoretically the extent to which the gravity darken-
ing theorem should apply in actual stars would be a prodigious task. 
F'ortunately, observations of light between minima. have been .found 
to agree w1 th the predicted variation based on the gravity darken-
ing theorem. Therefore, it is probably safe to assume that the 
theorem idll apply to the total integrated net flux in most cases 
where complications are not known to exist !. priori;. 
On the basis of the theorem the total net flu..ic n F emerging 
normally from the stellar atmosphere varies as 
(269) 
where g and g0 denote the local and mean surface gravi-tw, respect ... 
i vely, n..11d tT F 0 is the value of rrF at g • g0 • From this it is 
apparent that the normal specific intensity :r1 as influenced by the 




where I 0 is the average normal specific intensity, and l\j (a) is a 
constant determined from eq11ation (200). 
I Cf. H. M. Russell., l!.p.J., 901 6411 1939; or Z Kopal, Anna.ls 
1Jew York llcad. Scl., g, 13, 1941..-
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In order to account £or deviations from the theorem a gravity 
darl<ening coefficient 'I' may be introduced in such a way that 
{272) 
where now I ' and ! 0 are for a given wave length. Here T is the 
l,J. 
coe£ficient by '\t1ich the full intensity variation predicted by the 
·theorem must be multiplied to obtain the actual varia.t,ion. If the 
theorem is strictly applicable 'f = 1, arid if the intensity is 
independent of surface gravity ,. = O. By using 1' , no assumption or 
strict applicability 0£ the tl)eorem at individual wave lengths 
needs to be made. 
The appare~t intensity distribution ! ov:3r the surface of 
distorted stars. must still be given by 
(273) I = I' {l .... u + u cos -y ) 
1 being the angle bet\.1(1.en the outward normal and the line of sight, 
and u, the coefficient of limb-darkening. Then 
( 274) I = I 0 { 1 '-1{1 - ! )} (1 - u + u eos ;r ) 
oo 
Physically thia distribution or apparent brightness may be 
clarified by noting that the limb•darkaning tends to make the parts 
of the surf ace nearest the observer the brigh teat, while the gravity 
darkening renders those parts closest to tha star's center the 
1 The coefficient ~ is identical with Russell's y. See Ap.J., 
90, 61il, 1939. 
-- 2 If a star is considered to radiate like a black body, an 
explicit forn1 of T emerges and is given by ,.. = c-i./'l~To{l- e-ciJ>.T0 ), 
where c ~ is a Planck radiation constant, X is the wave length or 
radiation under consideration, and To is the mean effective temperature 
averaged aver the whole star. Cf .• z. Kopal, Harvard Obs. Mon., 6, 126, 
~~. -
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brightest. The effect of gravity contributes two parts: the 
intensity at the poles of a star is increased due to rotation com-
pared to the mean along the equator; and the intensity at points in 
line with the companion is diminished compared to the rnea.n along 
the diametral section perpendicular to this line. If no limb-darken-
ing were present tha iaophotes for each effect separate],y would be 
ellipses, to a ftrst approximation; similar in the former case to 
the projection of the equator, and .in the latter ease to that of 
the diarnetral section, but generalzy not concentric with either. 
When both effects are present and ~hen limb-darkening occurs, -the 
··.' . . l 
:tsophotes become curves of hlgher degree. If the combined effects 
are considered the poi11t of a. distort.ad star nearest the observer, 
and usually the brightest, will not in general be the geometric 
center of the apparent disc. Thus, as would be expected, the 
isophotes are not necessarily radially symmetric. Furthermore, 
·'"the system of. isophotes depend on the phase and v~ry as the stars 
revolve. Lastly, limbi..bri:ghtening is physically possible if a 
distorted star is viewed a.long the direct.ion of its longest axis. 
1 H. N. Russell, Ap.J.~ 108, 3981 1948~ 
Ellipticity and Reflection Effects 
The light variations of close binc>..rJ syst,fim.s are not restricted 
to eclipses, but1 extend over the complete period. Two causes are 
responsible for the· variations. .li"irst, the apparent surface area, 
and hence the observed light, of distorted stars change continuously 
during the co1irse of. a revolution. This is known as the 0ellipticity 
effect0 • Second, a portion of the emitted radiation of. each com-
ponent·strikes the surface of the othar, and is absorbed and re-
emmi tted, or :ts acatt\-,red, in all directions. The portion of this 
"reflected« light1 which reaches the observer varies with phase and 
gives rise to what is known as the "reflection ef£ect0 • These 
changes occur quite independent of the eclipses. The reflection 
effect should, a..11d indeed doa.s, occur in systems consisting of 
spherical as well as distorted components.. The magnitude of the 
ref'lection effect for systems 1dth aufi"lciently wide separation 
to be regarded as having spherical co1nponents is usuaJ.4r quite 
small. The ellipticity effect, on the other hand, occurs. only in 
distorted systems. 
Since .for proximate stars the magnitude of the light variation 
between minima. due ta either effect is appreciable, solutions for 
preliminar; elements from light curves corresponding to systems 
exhibiting s11ch effects must currently be considered under the 
subject or rectification. 
The light changes due to ellipticity and reflection should 
l This includes secondary reflections, i.e., the light from 
one star wh:i.oh is reflected from the second b'iek to the first and 
then aga..in reflected into the line of sight. Renections of higher 
order th~:1 the second are usually neglected. 
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disappear only if the plane of the oroit is perpendicular to the 
line of sight, and furtht~r only if the orbit is circular. If the 
orbit is eccentric, independent of ·the inclination, the separation 
cha.nees and causes the distortio11 and surface brightness to change 
in the orbital period. As a consequence there is a difference in the 
max:tma. of light between minit1a. In addition, the! changing distance 
bet'tveen the eomporlE:u1ts of eccentric systems aJ.so causes the reflect-
ion eff act to Va.r-<J, rendering it no longer symnietrical 'With respect 
to the conjunctions. Each of these effects cont:rl. butes to the so-
called "periastron effect0 • 
M;yers\lnd Roberts,.first explained the continuous .liGht vari-
ations between eclipses ror special systems by the ellipticity or 
the binary components. :t-wers recognized that the ellipticity would 
be ea.used by tidal effects, and noted that t lie:~ shape of' the com ... 
ponents of a close bin~/ system which differ in density distri-
bution also differ in form. 'Oari~d.rf had shown that the figure of 
such stars is probably nearly ellipsoidal, -vdth the longest axis 
in the line joiltlng the cornponents, and the shortest perpendlcu.lar 
to the~ orbit pla.'1.e. To avoid complications ~trers and Roberts assumed 
the binary components to be unif'omzy illustrated similar prolate 
+ s . . 
ellipsoids. ·Russell, and Russell and Shapley· investigated tha photo-
nietrio consequences of uniformly illuminated and complete]\y' darkened 
i G. w. Myers, F>.p.J., 71 8, 1898. 
2 A. W. RobcJrts, Ap .J .; 131 177, 1901; M.N., 63,; 527, 1903, 
M.N., 65, 706, 1905. ~ - - -
- .3-G, H. Darwin, Ph:ll •. Trans .. , 206, 160, 1906. 
!~ H. H. Russell, "''Ap.J., jl}, .54;-1912. 
5 H. N. R.\lssell and H. Shapley, Ap.J., 36, 385, 1912. - -
similar ellipsoids. Wnlter'l. interpreted the light changes dyna.mi-
ca.lly, and .011 the basis of the observed light variations between 
minima and concluded that irrespective of limb-darkening, the 
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components would have to be nearly homogeneous. This contradicted 
conclusions based on the theory of intern~l constitution of the 
stars, because such configurations of lmt density concentration 
were believed to be unstable. The ¢1 .. fficulty tlfas resolved by Takeda~ 
who .found tha.t the photometric effects between minima for close 
binary systems are strengthened ~J graVity-darkening. Refinements 
in the previous investigations have been made by Russell~ Sterne 4 
and Kope.l~ These form the basis for the present discussion, 
although Sterne•s work is followed more closely than that of the 
others. 
The object now is to investigate the theoretical light variations 
between minima as ea.used by ellipticity. The accuracy of the results 
obtained \dll exceed the'.·exactneaa requisite for rectification 
procedures, but m~ be :round useful in later stages of analysis-
not treated here -- when the exact light curve is represented. 
The radius vector to any point of.· the surface of the primary 
star is given by 
{ 275) 
where 
1 K. ~Jalter, Konigsberg Verof.f., 2, 193L. 
2 s. Takeda, Kyoto Mem., A., 17, 197, 193b. 
J H. N. Russell., Ap.J. 1 90, bfi:l, 1939. 
· 4 T. E. Sterne, proc; Ifat:' Acad. Sci., 27, 99.: lo6, 1941. 
5 z. Kopal, Ann.nls New York Acad., Sc1.:;-h1, 13, 1941; and 
Harvard Ohs. Mon., I, l3l, 19hb. 
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(276) 3 z v~ = A2. a, w, ·' "3 ~.a 
and 
(277) WJ~I: 
~j+r m2. A j ( • 
\1\ I R 
The rotational. distortion will add no observable eff acts to 
the light betwe<·m minima since the orientation of the axis of 
rotation ·with respect to the line of sight is fixed. HoY..~Vt~r,, this 
distortion must be included in the analysis to avoid making a syste-
ma.t:tc ·error in the derived lurninosi ty, which is to· be free i1um the 
affects of the unequal distribution of intensity over the surface 
of the distorted star. To be consistent with the· degreecor ·'accuracy 
adopted heretofore the squares and.cross products of the S's will 
be neglected, thus raa.king the fractional effects of different 
distortions additive. Therefore the tidal and rotational distortions 
may be considered separately. 
For the tidal distortion the radius vector to a poirrt on the 
surf'aee is 
(278) 
Now express the position of a. point P on the unit sphere in terms 
of astrocentric spherlcr1'.1 polar coordinates r.r, where 6 is the 
angle between rand the line or centers, andfl"is the azimuthal 
angle measured in the dta.meti"'al plane fvom. the plane o.f the orbit,. 
From figure ( 8 ) one readily finds 
( 279) cos S = sinJ-. cos°'¢". 




r = ~.{l + "?.. li!J',, PJ· (cos S ) 1 • r=2. , J 
The polar coordinates of the outward mormal to the surface at 
the point corraapon<ling to P may be denoted by ~~/"' ! Realizing that 
~ I " p;:G + ar 
~ 
, 
to the first order in small quantities, and noti...TJ.g that 
dr a - 3 11 sin S cos~ - w (l~ sin~ cos& - .3 sinS ) r dC ~,t 1)3,t . . 
'1 3 ' - w (35 ain1i oosS - 1;) sin6 cos s ), -4,t 2 
one f.inda 
(281) cS:~' - Jw
2 
ainS'coeS' -11 (15 ainS'cosi'-3 sinS') 
. ,1 ·~t3,r 
-w .._ (35 sins' coS3s' - 15 sin 8' cos s'). 
2T1f 
The difference batwee11 the angles,, being s:maJ.11 permi·ts one ·to tiiet 
th1-; cosine 
(282) 
Figure 8. y 
~rho aurfaoe elament :ts given by dA1 = r2. sins d6 cy &..nd 1nust be 
expressed in terms of the coordina:tas S~ to facilitate integration. 
Performing these substitutions there results 
· 1 ·.Since a. tidally distorted star is symmetric about the 1.i.ne 
of cent era, )'- does not change. 
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dA, =a;{ l - 1 w,.,1 °V2 lc.os ~) - l0w!,f ~{ct>s i') - 18 w4,, ~Cctist))Js\oi~&'dt, 
or 
(28)) dA, =a, .. { l -4 w,11 'P,_(c:osa') - 10 w?>,t ~<.cos~') - 18 w1,,1>~(~6') }dil., 
where dn is an element of solid angle in the no:c. .. mal systan • This 
element may, of course, be expressed in any convenient coordinates 
compatible with the normal system when the integration is performed,, 
providing ~propriate quantities are substituted for cos s' in equation 
(283). It is prudent to utilize al\f symmetry properties which exist 
when the co1.1rdinates are chosen. 
In the e.bov(~ ease adopt a rectangular reference frame x 'Y 1z • 
with Ol'"igin at the center of the primary star, the z 1 - a.xis 
coincident with the line of sigh·t, and the x' -axis in the plane 
of the sky towards the apparent canter of< the secondary component. 
Let r, ~ ( be the SI}harical polar coordinates in this. system such 
that ;r, the polar: angle, is equal to the angle of foreshortening 
and.~ is the azimuthal angle measured froin the :x: 1-axis. 
The direction cosines o.f the line of centers in the primed 
system are sin,.6 1 o, cos€ , where 6 is the angle bett-reen the 
z t -a:-::is and the x-axis. F'rom figure ( 9 ) one obtains 
( 284) COSE.,.. Sill i COS cp , 
cp being the true anoma~ of tho secondary component from inferior 
conjunction. It is ensily seen that+ is the same angle intro-




Furt ..hermore, one finds 
In the~ l ayst,em 
(286) d.Il=- sivt ldrd~ .. 
Therefore 1 usil1g equations ( 2 ) and ( 3 ) , the relative flux 
density of monochromatic light of the primary component outside 
eclipse as seen by an observer is 
.ur I 
( 287} Jt1 ~ a~ l, ~ J. cl - u,+ :1.<,co; s ';' >[1. - "'•, • <~ •• +1)~ (co• b') 
100 
-w3 ,(®.3 +lo)lirc.osi') -~ (~+1e)'P..<ccs'1} sin 7' c.os7 cU'd~ , 
I ~ ~· ~· 
where ®.=1"1[1-tll:(a>]. Upon substit,uting equation ( 285) into ( 287) JI l 
and integrating1one obtains 
! Ail the integrals involved are elementary. 
(288) Jt, • na; I,. (l- ~)f l- w._,1 <fA.• H)(IS" +•,) fi<c:.os el 
2. (3-u,) 
101 
- Wi 1 (83,1 +to)"' 'Pa(cosE) + ~., (<@.f,t +10)(1 -lA,) ~(c.os €)1 · 4 (3-}(,) 8 l 3- "4-,) 
For rotational distortion 
(289) 
Because of rotati.ona.l synunetI"J about the z-a:ds it is convenient 
to formulate the problem in a different coordinate system than was 
employed before. The spherical polar coordinates of" the radius 
vector to the point P on the m1it sphere in terms of. the original 
x y z system are :7, f, and those of the outward normal to the surface 
at P are, say )~ "/' • One easily obtains 
to the first order in small quantities. Also 




r" = a,f l - vr,, l;,_c.cosJ'Jj. 
The surface element of the pri1nary as influenced by rotation only 
becomes 
or 
(290) dA, i: Q;f 1-t 'f Vr, 1 P~lcos~')]dfl., 
where d.Q. is again an element of solid angle in the normal system. 
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Adopt a new rectangular coordinate system xnyuzn with origin 
at the center of the primary component, the z"-axis coincident with 
the line of sight, and the x.11 -axis in the plane of the sky along the 
projected a.""tiS of rotation. Let Y', l, J be the spherical polar 
coordinates in this system, where -Y is the polar angle - the angle 
between the surface normal and the line of sight - and r is the 
azimuthal angle measured from the :x.11-axis. In this system 
·and 
( 291) . C.0::. ~
1
:. C04i i C..OS T + S1H'\ i s'tn r COS f, 




From equations ( 2 ) and ( J ) the contribution to the relative 
flux density of the primary ata.r outside eclipse as influenced by 
total distor·cion only is 
2.1' ' <2 92) J,., = a?" Io I i (l- .. ,-t-1(,""9r){1 t v.,,lE>,,, + 4)~ (cos ~Jsiri i W> rd)' dL 
0 0 
where ®is defined the same as before. Substituting (291) into ,,, 
(292) and integrating, the latter becomes 
( 293) J., • IT a.' I,, (l - ~ >{ l ~II t; 1 ( /iil, 1 +'1)(1 s ..-~,)'P~ (co., i) } • 
1.0 ( '3 -1"'.,) 
Since this relation is independent of <P it is apparent that the 
light variations ·will not depend on this tenn. 
Combining relations (288) and {293) the total flux density 
contributed by the~; primary star at any phase is 
!294) J, -: TTQ~ I 0{l- ~){ l + Vr,t (®2,1 i" 4){1S" +M-1) P.i(c.os i) 
2..0 ca- M...) 
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. - w-'1, (B,,, +'I ~S" +-&t) lie se'nic.osr) -w.a,(§,;t to)",'P~(slnicost ).+ w ( ®. ~ 1 ~x l ~ u, ~<s•ni c.osc1i) }-
l0( 3 - u,) 4'(~-l-l,) Bt~-u, 
A similar rel,;:.tion holds for the light of the secondary. By 
introducing another constant the above becomes the £ollo11ing 
equality to the present order of accuracy, 
where 
(296) 
w2.., (@2 ,, + .cl)(1s +u ,) 
20 U-14,) 
Z3 1 = \11.r (B.,, 1 +1'0) U, 
' 4(3 -aic.,) 
' 
I 
z.. •. - - ~, (8 ... , + 1e)(1-u.) , 
eo-u.,) . 
and where 1 1 is the light of the primary star free from effects of 
rotational and tidal distortion, -Villari expression(495) is integrated 
over.a sphere to find the total energy par unit time at a given 
frequency, the surface harmonics contribute noth.ing; L, depends 
only on the lu.minosi ty of the prima.r:J and. its distance from the 
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observer, if reflection is neglected. It is of interest to note 
that a variation of light arises from the third order harmonic 
only if there is limb-darkening, and a change results from the 
!ourth only if the limb-darkening is not complete. This property 
1 of harmonics higher than the second was first noticed by Russell. 
Equation (295) applies to any stellar model for which the components 
move in a relative orbit which is circular. 
For completeness one must consider the expressions a.rising when 
the orbit ia eccentr:la. This introduces additional complications 
because the distortion and hence the distribution of intensity over 
the surface of each component will change. Let the semi-major ~~is 
of the relative orbit be A, and the distance between centers of mass 
of the two stars be R. *l'hen 
(29?) A 
R 
(L t ecosv) = 1 +- e s\V\ (w-cf>) , 
l - e~ 1- e.2 
·where cf.> -=- w + v - 90° as given by equation ( 89). In order to 
generalize equation(295), wj,l given by expression ( 277 )must be re-
placed by2. 
(298) 
Making thia subat:i.tution, the light from the primary becomes 
(299) 
1 H. N. Russell, Ap.J., 24; 1, 1906. 
2 A small systematic error is introduced here because the mean 
radius will also change with the ·distortion. Th:ts effect is undoubted-
ly negligible within the adopted degree o.r accuracy as it is a second 
order affect small compared to the change in n. Hence, w~ a.nd v_,,·: 
remain essentially constant. over the entire period. J J 
where 
. (300) 
z~,= w:i:, (®,,,,+4X1s +M.,) , 
, 2.0 ( 3 -1.4.,) 
z.~,, =- - wi,, (0,.,,+ 1s)(l-1.4} . 
8( 3 - Lt,) 
The corresponding expressions for the combined.light o.f the 
primacy and secondary stars moving i~l circular orbits become 1 
(301) J. = (!~ + l~ ) .;. (z2.
1
tn: + z.2,fl.~ ) F 2. (sin i cos cf) 
-(z,. l~ - z tt~ ) P3{sin i cos¢') .. ,, 3,2 ~ 
-(z t~ + z .. 19~ ) P4 (sin i cos 9') , 4,1 ..,~{: 
where 
and 
w:i,2. (~,2 .f4)(1s+ I.ta.) _, . 
20(.3- 1-4..J 
(303) w~.· (®al...+ ro) L<2. 
4(3- tA.z.) 
- w"', i. {®.,·• +.1 e)(l- uz.) . 
. S(3-u.2-) 
If l ~ + !~ is S<~t equal to 1,xn and the ooef"ficients or the 
Legendre polynornials, 1-:hicll are weighted means of the z 1 s, are re-
placed by a single let.tar zj, where j den~tes the order 0£ the 





I· In equation (295) one must remember that for the secondary 
component + must be replaced by (180 -+ ~ ) • 
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For the combined light in eccentric orbits one finds 
(305) £::.cl"+ 1Wl) -(z' ~m + z I 1zrwi)B(s1'nicos~) [lte.sin(w-4)]3 
I '2. 21 1 I 2,2. (l-e:ZJ3 
-(z~, f,wa - z;a.R.zW1)l~(s'micosc;)[l+esin (w-4>)14 
I . (1-e~)4 
- (z~ 1 ~m + z~ ~ t:) P.4 (sin i cas 4')[ l +e. sin ( w-cf')J5', 
I . I (1- f2.)5 
or if l[" +- i..'!;' = l and the weighted means are denoted by zj L then 
4' ' } (306) .e: ~M { l - ~ 2.~ pJ, {Sirl i C.OS'f>) r l + e Sit'> (W -t >JJ'f-I • 
J='- l t 1- e2 
A close inspection of equation ( ) reYeals that small differences 
in the combined light should occur at <J:> = 90° and 'I' : 270, i.e. 1 
roughly half vra;y between minima, except when tu = 90 or 270. 
2. 
The refleoM.on effect was first noticed by Dugan in 1908 
during his study of RT Persei. Shortly afterwa17d it was discovered 
independehtly by Stebbins3 and Nordmann~ All of these pioneers 
correctly explained the effect. Eddington5 first investigated the 
physical processes underlying the effect and pointed out that the 
heat albedo of stars in radiative equilibrium must be unity. He 
derived expressions for the ref'leated to·ta.1 ra.diat:t on based on 
Lambert's law of reflection. ' .. Later, Milne .formulated the equations 
of transfer of reflected radi&tion and obtained an approximate 
. 7 solution using the method of linear flow., Milne gave an alternate 
1 The zj. 1 and z;, 2)are obtai1.1ed from zj,, a~d z.1, i , respe7tively, 
given by (296) and {303 by replacing Wj,1 b:>r . ju ana wj,z. by wj1 fh 
2 R.S. Dugan, Science, 28, 854, 1;;08; Gontr. Princeton U. Obs., 
l, 1910. -
- 3 J. Stebbins, Ap.J., 32, 213, 1910. 
b O. Nordmann, Ir:K:'"N.,27, 145, 1910. 
5 A. S. F:Adington, M.H.;-86, 3201 1926. 
6 g. A. Milne, M.N.-;-F?f', 43, 1926. 
7 In addition to B~. A 7Milne •a 1926 paper, see his article in 
Handbuch der Astrophysik, ~, 134, 1930. 
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reasoning for the heat albedo requirement, which contains the follow·-
ing ideas. 
The heat emitted from a star in the absence of incident radi-
·ation, is generated in the deep interior. The outer layers merely 
adjust themsel'~.res so a.s to let this heat pass through. This flow of 
energy will not be influenced by radiation incident on the outer 
layers, because the resulting increment in radiation pressure is 
quite small and is incapable of altering the rate of energy product-
ion in the interior. The incident radiation maintains the outer 
layers at a higher local temperature than they would other-rrrl.se possess. 
:&"or a star in radiative equil.1.brium this temperature increase is 
just sufficient.to enable the outer layers to radiate out into spaoe 
· an amount of energy equal to that incident on them, in addition to 
the energy which they would radiate if no external radiation were 
present. Otherwise the outer layers would be transmitting the 
missing heat to the i.nterior and the net flow from the interior 
would be reduced--contrary to the assumption of radiative equi-
librium. Thus a.11 of. ·the incident energy must be returned to space, 
which is equivalent to saying ·t,hat the heat albedo is unity. 
Before considering the method or transforming a heat curve into 
a. light curve f.or a particular frequency range, it is necessa:F.f to 
note the wa.y in which energy is redistributed by reflection. 
The approximate distributio11 of energy re-erd tted by a sphere 
exposed to a uniform .. beam of parallel radiation was determined by 
Milne, assumi.ng an opacity coefficient independent of wave length. 
He detc~rmined the ratio 1 s ( ~ ) , of the reflected integrated flux 
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density at arry phase angle to the ordinar.r integrated flux density 
at full phase. This ratio is given by 
2. 
(307) s ( E )= X,. ( !:!) f( e) r, ~ 
if the secondary is the illuminating component and the primary is the 
reflecting component. In this e.xpression t, and X2 are, the true 
luminosities, r, is t.he radius of the primal"'/ star 1 R is the distance 
between centers or the stars' and r ( E. ) is given by 
{308) fCE\ ~ sin~+ (Tf-E\t.osE + ( 1.-c.osE: )(l- 3c.ose ).Qt1 ca! E. 1" 1-t- ScosE , 
3'TI 32.. c.os .L 6 i 1'1 
' 2. 
or, in terms of a numerical expression, by 
( 309) ftE-) =- 0.2.?0 + o .. :H7 c:.os ~ + o.on co~ 2<: +o.oos c.os "3~ t-o.ooa. cos 4e .' 
It is apparent that such a ra:tio ·will also hold for the integrated 
flux density received by an observer. T'n:l.s is the type of expression 
of interest here. Theref ora, at aey phase the integrated flux density 
'f.' ( ~ ) reaching the observer t\tlich results from re.rlec·t,ion of the 
I 
aeoonda.ry 1s lig)rt, ~ , as increased by light from the primru.y, from 
the pri:rnacy is 
( 310) 
where f ( E ) may- have several forms depending on the accuracy and the 
method of derivation. The first of these .ior:ms, which was obtained 
by Milne, is g:tvan by equation ( 309) .. 
The result found by Eddington using La.lllbert•s law was 
(311) f.( E ) : 0.270 + 0 • .333 cos E. + 0.060 cos 2 G- + 0.002 cos 4 ~ 
l ' ' 2. 
Sa.ha.de and Gesco ealcu.lated f ( <=) using Chandrasekhar •s method 
I !~uoted from z. Kopal, Harvard Obs. Mon., §_, 154.t 19h6. 
2 · S. Chandrasekhnr, Ap.J .. , 161, 348, 19h$. 
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in the fourth approximation and obtained results in close agreement 
with Milne's values. 
The close agreement obtained. for r . ( €. ) in the first order 
reflection effect us:i.ng kunbert •s law has prompted others to investi-
gate the problem in more detail, assumlng this law to hold for higher 
order reflection terms a:nd taking into account the finite size of the 
reflecting and illumil1ating components. Such results ru."e probably 
more exact 'than the above expressions, but no completely satis-
factory theory of the reflection affect, applicable to any stellar 
model, has appeared, even for spherical stars. Departures from 
Lambert ta lal'r become important in refined work and must be taken into 
account in a definitive treatment; At the present stage of knowledge 
these ref'inementa would require detailed numerical integrations. 
Takeda2.initiated the· t•efinements using Lambert 1s law by taking 
i.nto· account the convergence of the incident beam. He carried the 
solu·hion to the fourth order in the fractional radii of t.ho com-
ponents, but m.ad:e the mistake of eArtending the cone of incident 
light beyond the horizon oi'" visibility of the illuminating point 
source, thus vitiating the r ourth order term. His analysis was 
further limited to systems for which i: 90°. 
Sen 3correct<:?d '£akeda 's :results and found for the light reflected 
from the primary component, in the present notation 
l A detailed i11vestigation of the related problem of diffuse 
reflection .from planetary atmospheres, reflecting with ru'.\Y arbitrary 
phase function, has been made by H. Q,. Horak, Ap.J., 112, 445, 1950. 
2: s. Takeda, Kyoto Mem., A, 17, 197, 1934:-- -
3 H. K. Sen, Proa. Nat. Acad:-'Soi., 34, ·311, 1948. 
{312) !(E ) : {o.2.70 ;- 0.0b2(~) +0.069(~)} 
+ {o.3~3 + o.2so(~)} c.oCJ. e: 
+ {o.Obo + o.1ss(ft) + o.02.'a(~)'} cos 2~ 
+ \o. 002. -o.oso (~)°"} c.o• 4e • 
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Clearly this method does not account for the influence of the finite 
size of the illuminating component on the reflected light. 
Russelli first ma.de a recon11aisance of the penumbra.1 part2. of the 
., 
reflection effect by an approximate method which would be very 
difficult to generalize. li.ussell. conolt1ded that the contribution or 
the penumbral 1.;0ne is probab'.cy less than one per cent of the total 
reflected light. He also fGund that tht~ effect outside eclipse 
yields the tert!ls 
)
2 l.. 1 
(313) '1f(e) c 0.49 (~ -o.032 (ft) cc:s2f - o.ao'(-ru c.os ~f , 
whioh are to be added to expression ( 312). 
Kopal3 has recently considered the mutual illumination of two 
finite $pheres, again reflecting according to Lambert's law • 
. Further, the finite size of the illuminating component and the 
contribution. of light from the panumbral zone are included. IJ.mi-
tations or th'.ls treatment mainly involve tho extent to which the 
true reflecting properties of the external layers of a star dev::tate 
from La.TO.bert ts_~ law, the degree to which both components may be re• 
garded as spherical, and the.measure to which the line of sight ca.n 
l H. Ill. Russell, Harvard Obs. Circ., No. 452, 19h9• 
2 't'he penumbral zone i:tt the region on the reflecting star in 
-vthich a.n observer would see the . apparent disc of the illuminating 
star partly belo~ the horizon. 
3 z. Kopal, ~., 114, 101, 19.5li. 
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be considered to lie in the plane of the eclipsing orbit. ~'iuantities 
to the fourth order in the :Ci·actional radii or the components were 
carried throughout this investigation. Kopal found f(6), in the 
pres-ant notation, to be 
where 
(314) f<E> • { o. 2. '° +o.o~i(W} + o.oi>s rnY - o. 202 k(lf r} 
(315) 
+ { 0. 3 33 1" o.2.50 (~)} c.os € 
~ { o.01:.0 + o. I 8 8 ( ~) + 0.027 (~)'" + G.135 k(~n cos l~ 
+ { o.002.. t- o.oso (.~)"° +o.027 k(~)J c..os 1f , 
k~ l-I2.(S+(TT-5)&{:LJ• 
TT 3 - V.z. 
His results indicate that the contribution of the penumbral zone is 
greater than Russell estimated. It should be noted that there are 
l some difficulties in Kopa.l's analysis stemming from Sen 1s formulation 
which may influence the magnitude of. the penumbral zone effect, 
although the writer is not in a position to state their influence on 
the value of r (e ) given above, except to mention that probably they 
are small. 
2. . Cowline pointed out that if Kopal ts phase law ware t.o be comploto 
! Kopa:Ii:-nplies that his basic equation [37] is exact, while 
actually it is not. Hol,rever, his equations and analy:-tis are likely 
to be closel¥ a.pproxin1a.te .for components which are sopl:':'~>.ted widely 
enough to be considered spherical. 
2 This was noted by Kopal in an addendu..rn to his paper M.I~., !!-J±, 101, 1954. -
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'1. 1 
to quantities of the order of {~) , the effects of secondary 
reflection should be included. This is easily adjoiM.d if .f: denotes 
the intrinsic light of the secondarr.r component, and J~ that of the 
primary. Tha actual light, of the secondary ·will be increased to 
In fin.al form Kopalts phase law for reflected light becomes 
(317) 
The phase law, as expressed in the various forms, can be made 
to apply to the light reflected from the secondary by replacing r, . 
by r and '€ by 11 - E: ! 'The total a.mount of integrated light added by ,_ 
reflection to the intrin.<3iC light Of the system is given by 
(318) t°<.el~ J,~I +((El~ '2"ti rf(e) + .q ~rfCIHI 1-~( i~f~4 (ir-EJt-E K'] • 
3 
where in general cos c:: = cos <P sin i , if cf> denotes the true anomaly 
of the secondary co~ponent measured from inferior conjunction. 
'When cf> : OQ the hotter star, i .. tl,. 1 the primacy, is behind the cooler• 
As· equation ( 318) stands it applies whether the relative orbit 
of the two components is circular or eccentric. If the orbit is· 
circular, R is constant and € ia d.irac·tly proportional to the time~ 
1 The reason why Takeda, Sen and Kopal only considered terms up 
to and including the fourth order can be aeen as !oll~ws. According 
to the previous resu.lts regarding distorted stars, the distortion will 
manifest i tsalf in terms of' the order or (r1/~ The reflection effect 
itself. is proportional to the exposed area, a quantity of degree{~fR)! 
Thus the total reflected light should be affected by distortion in the 
terms (-ftfand higher. Havlng considered spherical stars, these authors 
were restricted to quantities or the order(~~. 
2 !n Kopal ts expression (314), .. \l~Of (JIS) must be replaced by u 1 • 3 Although none of the phase laws have been derived using .an 
a.rbi trary inclination, this approximation is customarily used. 
h Thia is true only if i = 90 • 
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If the orbit·is an ellipse cose is the same as noted above, and the 
'Sep8,ration R varies as 
(319) r = r ( l T e sin (w - <#> ) ] • · 
R A (! - e~) 
vJhen relation (319) is substitu~ed into (318) the amou.nt of reflected 
light t·d.11 be observed to vary, and it t4ill .become asynunetric with 
respect to the conjunctions. 
'.t'o the degree of accuracy necessary in a solution for the 
preliminary elema..~ts by the procedure of rectification, the express-
ion 1 
(320) HE) = 0.29 + 0.38 OOSt: + 0.09 cos 2E 
may be adopted a.a a. good genem l app1"orl.mation for the ef'f ect of 
reflectio11 £rem the priw..acy. 1rhe combined ef feet of reflection 
then becomes 
l ( e) = t.(*f i'(e) d~(ftf f(tr - E) 
= [f@r+ 1.~f1<0.29 + 0;09 cos 2f. ) 
+ o.3ap~f- -'i~f] cos~ , 
or 
(321) J'(~) = [f{~f + .l~Iif]<o.29 - 0.09 cos"i + 0,09sin1 i cos 2+) 
+ o.3a[J~~)· ~ ,e{~)ji1in i cos <I • 
The t.erm. in cos 2,p· merges with the corresponding terms due to 
ellipticity and diminishes i:1hem numerically. The term in cos <f led 
1 11his eJ..'})ression is obtained by substituting into Kopal •s 
equation (3lh) the values !J = r.a.= 0.2, and u = o.6 • 
R R 
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to the discovery or the effect, but it disappears for stars of equal 
surface brightness. 
Equation ( 318) and ( 321)' apply to the total integrated radiation, 
since it is only for this case that the heat albedo in lm~m. If the 
theoretical results ob tainecl are to be useful in comparison with 
observation carried m1t in any spectral range, it must be possible 
to translate the heat aurves into light curves tor any given wave 
length. It is impor·tant to note that if the illuminating and reflect-
ing component are or differa11t spectral t>ypes, the incident light ldll 
be returned to the outside by gaseous matter whose temperature is 
different from that of the emitting source. If Thomson scattering 
predominates, as is likely in the atmospheres of early type stars, 
the spectral distributi~n of the returned light wi~l remain practically 
unchanged. However, when the reflection effect is dom..i..nated by the 
process o.f absorption followed by re-emission, the spectral distri-
bution of reflected light~ may differ greatly from thR.t o.r the inoi-
dent radiation. Unless the tentperatures of both components of a 
binary system are the same - neglecting scattering by fr.ea electrons 
- the observed eff.ieiency of the incident and reflected radiation 
will generally be dif.ferentt Consequently, the observed monochro-
ma.tic reflection me\Y be greater or less than that appropriate for 
total radiation. 
Lat B, and E ,_ represent the 'luminous e.ff:l.ciencies of the 
primary and secondar.r stars, respectively, a.".ld let J 
1 
and J 2. denote 
the respective monochromatic flux densities of either star at the 
other. Th<~ energy from the secondary incident on the primacy is J /g • 
2; z. 
11.5 
Suppose this is absr.'>rbed and re-emitted with luminous efficiency E, • 
The light stimulating ability of the secondary will be given by 
J ...,/ ... i':J !!,.; 
& I ~ 
This quantity may be substituted for i~ in equation (321), 
if the corresponding light stimulat~ing ability lp!JE, of the primary 
is substituted for ~rn • Tha term on t.he left will then be the 
contribution of monochromatic flux density at. any phase by reflect-




Then equation (321) beeom.ea 
I 
(324) A(€ ) = (G2 + f\)(o~~q -O.Or/t.os~ i +o.oq sit?l'.i c.os 2.cfi) 
- 0 .'38 (G2. - G,) s'tt'> i cos ct> • 
If I
1 
and I2.denote the mean sur1~ace brightness of the primacy 
and secondary stars then t..T =I ("'z.)2 
2. 2 ra and 
(32.5) . ~ ... =- I1/e~ . 
G, 12./E: 
F'or the purpose or rectification it is sufficient. to set ~/I2. equal 
to the ratio of the eclipse depths, recrt.ified for ellipticity •1 
The values or E,and E2 are more difficult to determine. 
The obvious assumption that stars radiate like grey bodies is 
weak in this connection, Not only are the energy curves of normal 
stars distorted by variations of opacity with wave length, but also 
they are modified by molecular absorption, in the cool stars, and by 
the hydrogen absorption, in class A stars. In B type stars electron 
1 H. N. Hussell, Ap.J., lOh, 157, 19146. 
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soa.tt.ering becomes important and light ·is. refl.ected ;without. appreciable 
change of wave length. 
An investigation by Pismis1or the differences between the 
observed reflection effect and that computed for integrated light 
from the elements of several eclipsing systems showed a systematic 
trend with the ratio of luminous efficiencies of the two components. 
The ·systematic trend was largely removed by an application of the 
grey body values for the luminous efficiency. 
Presently, grey body theor.1 :ls probably the best guide available. 
The follomng:table of values was given by .Russell~ and is based on 
C 2./ X T ::: 4, for which E is ver; near its ; ma.xinnnn value which is taken 
as unity. On the grey body assumption I/E2.depends only on thetempera-
ture. Kuiper•i te.mpe:ratures ~orresponding to pa'r'ticalar spectral 
types were used in the calculation of this tabl€. 
}.. :: 5290 
-
Type BO B) AO 1\$ FO li .. 5 GO dGS dKO dMO 
0.og I l.h4 l.05 0.67 0.35 0.17 -0.08 -0.23 . -0.46· -0~67 -1.54 
log T/~ ... .,, 3.12 ·1.81 0.93 0.41 0.18 -0.01 -0.19 -0.35 -0.}+5 -0.66 
tlog I 1.21.t. o.85 0.38 0.02 -0.22 -o.S4 -0.11 -0.98 -1.26 -2 .35 
tlog I/B 2 .37 1.29 o.h$' 0.01 -0.18 -o.4o -o.48 -o.56 -0.62. -0.62 
1 P. Pismis, Ap.J,, lob, 161, 1946. 
2 H. N. Rust:H:-Jll, Ap.J ., 104, 156, 1946. 
3 G. P. Kuiper, Ap. J., ~, 429, 19.38. 
1 Russell and Merrill have plotted these values, in a later 
publication, which makes the data readily accessible. They con-
clude that it is better to use the value of I/I derived from the 
I 2. 
depths of minima even if the spectral ty-pe is known, because the 
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spectral type of the bright side or the seoondar,y may be greately 
altered by ionization due to the radiation o:f the primary. 
To use the table it is necessaey to know the spectral type 
of the system. Usually the obserifed sp eotrum of the c anbined 
light tdll be that 0£ the ·primary component. Thus the values of 
! 1 and ~/E~ can be determined. Then with sufficient accuracy one 
may assume the ratio I/I to be equal to ·the ratio of the depths 
' 2. 
of minima, rectified for ellipticity. The value of I.imay then 
be caloula t9d and vr~: taken from the table. . 
l H. M. Russell and J.E. Merrill, Contr. PrincetonU Obs., 
g§_, 47, 1952 .. 
RECTIFICATION 
T'.ne manifest properties of eclipsing bin,;'ll"'f systems which 
require the use of the ellipsoidal modal, and hence rectif ioation, 
were discussed earlier. The process o.r rectification will now be 
investig~ted in detail; 
Consider two stars or any eq1.1ilibrium form and of any distri-
bution of intensity over their surfaces. The variable light f g f:ron1 
the larger star as influenced by its changing presentation but not 
by eclipse will be related to :i.ts contribution Jg ·to the observed 
light by 
(326) 
where F 8 is the i"ra.ctlon of f g lost by eclipoe at any- phase. A sim.:llar 
equation holds for the smaller star, 
(327) 
The combined 1.1ght of the sys·tem at any phase t-tlll be 
( 328) 
1 Then during occultation 
( 329) 
and during transit 
( 330) F ' g =!}~lg. 
In order to e:xpress F s and }"g conveniently in terms of the 
functions ·which apply to the spherical model, the geometl""lcal and 
ra.diative properties or the idealiZied system mu.st be related simply 
l 'Ofheae opening arguments were ad'\tanced by H. M* Russell, 
Ap.J ., 108, 390, 1948, and Ap.J., lOt(; 153, 1946• 
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and uniquely to the parameters u, k and p, which appear as arguments 
in tables or the spherical model functions <ti and /3 • 
The ratio of the radii or the cirdular discs, k, in the spheri-
cal model is equivalent, ·in a given idealized system, to the con-
dition that the apparent discs must at all phases be bounded by 
similar curves. This requires the surf aces of the components to be 
similar in form, the ratio of. the dimensions being k. 
The same significance for p may be retained if one assumes that 
the boundries of the discs are"centralq symmetrical, similar and 
similarly orientated.. If 6 is the apparent distance of the centers 
at any phase and a5 and a g are the radii or the discs along the line 
joining the canters~ then the .. relation 
( 331) 
will make p = -1 at internal tangency 1 p • -1 at external tangency, 
and p = 0 when the center of .the snaller disc lies on the boundry rt 
the larger. 
By requiring F to have t,he circular value, f, for ·two uniformly 
illuminated discs,, one demands that these discs shall be reducible 
to circles by transformations in which the area or everJ element in 
the plane is al·tered in the same ratio. This and the restriction 
of central symmetry demands elliptical discs and ellipsoidal com ... 
ponents. 
Assuming that these restrictions have been made, it is now 
possible to write equation {328) as 
(332) J.= .lg(l -<Xtrt) + 18 (1 - ococ) = Jg(l - fg) +.P8 (l - f 6 ), 
where ~0~. 0 except during oocultation, and ~tr= 0 except during 
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tranai t. Hence, outside eclipse ..d: la + ~ g. During occultation 
(333) 1°". ia +J.g -rlt:.R. s = £5 + Jg - r~.res 
and during transit 
(334) .€tt;: ;s +lg -<X*"p'rrl.g • 1s + J.g - rggg • 
In these relations f. is the obse!"Ved quantity and l.5 and lg are not 
known individually• 
'When the proced.ure of rectification was first in~roduoed it was 
applied to uniform.1¥' illuminated discs only. In view of ir,!?reased 
knowledge abbut variations in intensity OVE3r the surface of distorted 
components, the question arises as to whether this condition is a 
necessary one. Obviously it.is not. The process of rectifioatlon will 
still apply exactly to limb• and gravity-darkened ellipsoids provided 
that 
l) the isophotes on eaeh apparent disc of the distorted com-
ponenta, a.t arv time, are curves similar to and concentric with the 
1itrib, and 
2) the apparent surface brightness along an isophote of 
dimensions sin o times that of the limb is I 0 (l - u + u cos '1' ) • 
Mow one may ask whether the isophotes on the apparent discs or limb-
and gravity-darkened ellipsoids ever constitute such a family of 
curves. 
l. 
Russell investigated this problem in detail and found the above 
conditions to be satisfied in two eases: when the di.sos are uniformly 
illuminated; and when they are completely darkened and the gravity-
darkening coefficient is given, in the present notation, by 
l H. N. Russell, Ae .J •; 95, 352, 1942, and Ap .J., ~' 11, 1945. 
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( 335) T : 
5 - ~2 , 
where d2 =: 2 
5 , . and '12.(a.} is the solution of equation {2.0o) 
.. YJ2(a) 
for j = 2. 
These oxpressions f cr ·the laws of surface brightness, "Which 
together make the isophotes on the apparent discs similar to and 
concentric 1;1rl:th the boundries, ma:y be derived as follows. 
Let the ellipsoid E be giyen by 
The transformation 
x. = ax• , 
(337) y =by' , 
Z a CZ 1. t 
~rlll convert it into the sphere S' defined by 
(338): 2.. ~ ~ x J + y. + z t = a.'' . 
Any line - including the line of sight - with direction 
cosines 10 , :rn0 , n0 transforms int,o a new line with direction casinos 
f~, m~, n~ given by 
I io lo= 
hi 






(340) h). = -'. z. + n'J.. +~ !!a. . a:a. b2 02 
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A plane tangent to the ellipsoid at any point of its surface is 
given by 
(31+1) J.x + nw .. nz • p ,· 
where J., m, n are the direction cosines of the outward surf.ace normal 
at the point of tangency. This transforms into 
where 
(342 ) 1.' x,t +- rr{r 1 + rl:z t = pt , 
(343) 
P. 1 = ai 
1r' 
m' • bm 
1f ' 
n• - en -- ' H . 
p• = 0. 
The quantity H is expressed by the relation 
(344) 
To the first order in a, b, c, the distance r to any point on the 
surface of the ellipsoid from its center is r :aa H. 
The angle ; between the normal to the plane (341:) and the line 
of sight is given by 
(345) cos r = .f 10 + mm0 + nn0 , 
and the angle i' between the transformed line of sight and the trans-
formed plane becomes 
(346) cos r'. 1•1~ + m•m~ + n'n6. 
The substitution of expressions (339) and (343) into (346) reveals 
(347) cos T : hH cos r' 
An elemen·t of surface dcr on E with direction cosines R., m, n 
:transforms into an element dO'• on S' with direction cosines .t; m; n~ 
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f dtr dy dz b 
.,l1dt1' = dy ldz I::. C ' 
m do- :: ~ :. ac , 
m. 'd<r I dx fdz f 
H do- = a.be dcr• 
(350) cos '¥ d • abch cos 1' du'. 
Let I be the monochromatic specific intensity of.any surface 
element da- on E as seen by an observer 0 at a great distance~ • 
The flux density reoei ved ~J the observer 0 will be 
(351) dJ = I cos r dcr • 
t\2. 
An observer O' at the same distance t:.. from S' will receive the flux 
density 
{352) dJ ': I ' cos i dcr' 
ll~ 
, 
where ! 1 is the corresponding specifi.o intensity at a given frequency 
of element dO"' • on S • • If the trans format ion is to be useful the 
observed £lux densities from each element rnust be the same, requiring 
that 
(353) I': abch I , 
where h is independent of position on E or S' but depends on the 
direction from which E is observed. 
The isophotes on the apparent discs of E and s• will pass through 
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corresponding points according to the transformation (337 ) • Ii' the 
isophotes on S' are concentric circles, those on 1~ will be ellipses 
l ·similar t,o and concentric m th the limb, and vice versa, Use the 
preceding results and the expression 
(354) I= I 0 (1- u -u cos 7' ){ l -T(l -10 )}' 
giving the distribution of intensity over the surface of a distorted 
star, to find the conditions for which the isophotas on s• are oon-
centric circles. 
Upon considel-ing ellipsoids, on~ the second order harmonic 
terms in the expressions for distorted stars need to be considered. 
Realizing this the value of the relative surface gravity becomes, 
using equation (223), 
. l - ! = ( l -l'la.(o.)1 ·{Sr+ s~J = [2. .. l)· (Sr + s2. ). 
go ~1 
(355) 
On comparing equation (208) VO. th r =a. H one finds 
(356) 
Substituting (347}, (355) and (356) into (354) yields 
(357) I=.·· I 0l (1 - u)(l - qs)-!- uh{l +a - qs) cos I'}• 
where 
s • Sr + 52. • 
Equation ( 3 57) beoonH:m aimple in only two cases, ~ when 
t; : q = 01 for which 
(358) and 
and when u = q = 1, for ·which 
(359) and I ' • I 0 abc!f cos 1': 
l z. Kopa.l,, Harvard Obs. Mon., 21 200,, 1946. 
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The first case corresponds to uniformly illuminated discs with -r • O; 
the second corresponds to complete limb-darkening and the partial 
gt•avi ty· .. darkening 1" = _$ ___ .l\_2_ • '.In either cane the isophotes 
I' = constant yield concentric circles on S' and concentric ellipses 
' l 
on E, irrespective of th~ phaae.- A F>imila.r theorem holds for powers 
of cos 1 and h., but the only cases. er physical significance are those 
~ . . 
cited here. Kopal rem~rks that if an extension to higher harmonics is 
made the iS.ophot~~s can under no circmna.tances form a synunetrical . 
family of curves, whatever· the amount of limb or gravity darkening. 
How substitute relations (358 ) and (359) indiVidual~ .. into (352) 
and integrate to obtain the respective total relative monochromatic 
flux densities of E toward O, or S• toward 0 1 , 
(360) J = n a.2. ;J.bch ! 0 , 
(361) J = 2. rra\ibeh I 0 • 3 . 
rrhe direction cosines of tho line of sight with respect to the 
.R0 = sin i cos i:P , 
(362) m0 = sin i sin t1' , 
no= coa·i. 
'J.lhe equations or this section are still quite general if the 
follm:ring substitutions are made 
(363) 
ai: 1 
c2 : 1 - ea.. a:t ~ 
where ee. denotes the eqttatorial,an~ e"' the meridonal eccentricity.· 
1 H. N. Russell, Ap.J., 102, 11, 1945. 
2 z. Kopal, Harvard Obs."'"MO'n., ~, 203, 1946. 
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1tt1hen equations ( 362) and ( 363) are used in ( 34~ there results 




(366) l - ~= tan2 i : ~~ • 
l - e:, tan2- j ca 
It :Js custox-ary to write (364) as 
(367) 2 "{ ' 2. 1 h • h0 l - z cos ~J 
with 
(368) 
z being called the "affective ellipticity" .. 
The light received at a distant point by either component will 
be 
'\ J. nm . 2. ....... 
5 g=-ls g(l - z cos«P)"~, ' ' , ' (369) 
if u : 0 and .( = 01 £ ms a being t,hs max1:mum light due to the particular H)' 
component. Similarly, 
( 370) R.8 r:r:; R rn (1 .... z cos~) Ju s,g 
if u = l and ,. is given by ( 335). 
It is now instructive, although not very practical, to consider 
the process of rectification for the auove two cases. For these cases 
rectification is exact, In practice such conditions are seldom , it 
ever, encountered. For the ellipsoidal model, with primacy and 
secondary components denoted by "111 and 11 2n respectively, one finds 
using (369) and remembering that l = constant 
l. 
( 371) l = gi. = (l - z cos'-• ya • 
i/tt ~,,, 
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The total light then becomes 
(372) J_ =1. mc1 .... ·z cos~)ft 
when the effect of eclipses is not included. If equation (372) is 
1 
divided by (1 - z cos~ pr to obtt1-in 
(373) lr = .R. m = R.. .i. ' 
(l • z cos~ )a 
the effect of elliptiai ty is eliminated and the rectified light 1 r is 
constant between eclipses just as for the spherical model. The 
reotified light at any phase is readily obtained by replacing £11 by 
equation {332) written f'or the maximum light. Thia is permissible 
1 ... 
since the phase variation is included intiraly in the (l - a cos~)!:! 
term. 
The total light corresponding to (370) is 
When this is divided by (1 - z cos~+) one finds 
- {375) Ir = p_m = . 1.. 
-(l---Z-00-· s-::a..-C#>_..) 
, 
which is again completely rectified. An analogous statement applies 
to the light at any phase as is given above. 
From equation (304) it is clear that only tida.1 distortion gives 
rise to light variations between minima, the rotational distortion 
merely having the effect of introducing a term, which is constant for 
8.Y.V given model, into the apparent light of ea.ch star. The influence 
of the slight changes in inte11sity distribution produced by rotation 
on the light received from a.n eclipsing system ·will be apparent o~ 
in ·the shape of the minima. These changes may be r&::lga.rded as refine-
ments, which should be handled by perturbation methods. If all the 
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elements of two distorted stars are the same up through the second 
order harmonic terms, except the~lengths of the polar rotes, the light 
observed from them uill be identical outside eclipse if the value of 
j given by (366 ) is the same; 1rhis is the justification for consider-
ing the ellipsoidal model to consist of proiatc ellipsoids. 
EmplcnJ this model and take the sm.~ller and larger stars to be 
s::i.milar prolate ellipsoids w'ith semi-major axes a8 and ag, and 
semi-nilnor axes b5 and bg, respectively. Assume the eccent1 .. icity of 
the meridian section to be evn • In projection on a plane perpendicular 
to the line of sight tho two ellipsoids will appear as two elliptical 
discs whos~ major axes coincide with the line of cent1~rs.. The semi-
minor axes b~ and b~ of the apparent discs i.:dll a1ways be b5 and bg1 
but the projected semi-ma.jor axes a~ and ag 'Wi.11 usually be smaller 
than a.a or ag• At a.ey instant ag is given exactly by 
(376) ;lg1 = ag (1 • z cos2.+) , 
1vhere 
(377) 
Since equation (331) holds for the appa:rent distance & bet1~een 
centers of the two components., the fundamental equation ( 60) now 
becomes 
( ). 2. 2. .~ '( . \2.( 2.) 378 cos j t- sin j s1n ~ • ag 1 + kp, l - z cos ~ • 
Remember that for circula~ orbi:l:s <:f>= e . This equation mcy be 
. . & 
modified for phase by setting 
(379) sint0 = sin,,.+ 
1 - z cos2+ 
1 Theoreticall.,v this applies only to the two special cases of 
darkening discussed previous],y'. 
2 It may ba possible to rectify for phase in eccentric systems 
nppr.oximately by assuming the components to rotate uniformly rather 
thP..n with the variable angular veloci·ty ns indica.ted in the equili-
brmm theory of tides. 
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Then 
(380) l - z cos~; = 1 - z 
l - z sin2 €) 
• 
Placing (380) into (378) yields 
(381) cos 2 j + (sin"'j - z ) sin'l-e = a.g(l + kp f .. r=-z·. l - z 
Define a new fictitious inclination ir by 
(382) cos'" ir • cos'l.. j 
l - z 
Hence, equation (381) becomes 
• 
(38.3) cos2 tr ~ sin2. ir sin2<:> = ag (l + kp r, 
which is identical ~·. 1 form m th the equation for spherical stars 
moving in circular orbits •1 
In summary these results show t.hat if' the ob~lerved light .f , 
given by relation (372) or (374), is rectified by dividing by 
1 . 
(l .... z eos'l.<P )~~ or (1 - z cos~), respectively, and the observed .. 
mean anomaly is rectified by equation (379), the resulting light 
curve ·will be identical with that produced by a pair of spherical 
stars having ra~ii ag, l'ag and moving in a cbcular orbit with 
inclination ir• 
Having rectified the curve in the previous manner and solved 
for ag, k and ir by methods outlined in the section on circular 
orbits, the remainimg elements may be determined. From equations 
(366) and (382) one f'inds·z.. 
(354) tan2.ir = (l - z) sec j - l = (1 - a;;> tan2 j 1 
and then from (368) 
• 
l n. N. Russell, 0
6 
.• ~., !2.§_, 388, 19.hB. 
2 From equations ) and (384) it follows that 





(386) and bs • kbg , 
·The quantity z may be determined by plotting the observed values 
~?..' given by (372 ), against cos2.'P 1 or l , given by (374), against 
cos 2cP • The first factor of (372) and (374) ¥Jill be coMtant outside 
minima. The plots near cp • · 90° will be straight lines with slopes z, 
which rnay be found q~:ite readily. i. 
l'ho realization that virtually all eclipsing systems show inter-
med~ate degrees of da:rkeni:ng should also suggest that the f orogoing 
reot1.fiaation procc~dura will no longer be e.."'tact if a.pp lied to· such 
systems. It is at this stage where the significance of. the term 
0 model" becomes salJent. 
1rhe theoretical expression for the light a.t any phase between 
minima, neglecting reflection$ has already been given by equation {304). 
If only first order terms are retained one obtains a formula. useful 
f~r rectification purposes. *l'he earlier conclusions concerning 
distorted stars indicate that the tidal distortion s2. makes the 
surface· of a strlr approximate]¥ a prolate e;LlipBtiid :·rith the gl"eatest 
axis along the line of centers. Since only the tidal 'distortion 
influences the observed light befa·reen minima and. the expression for 
the combined light involves ·weighted means of the z•s, one may assume 
the tidal oblateness E'Min t;he principle :me:ddia.n ~to be the same for 
each component. The neglect of rotational ·dis.tortion demands that 
i This method £or dete1~ining z was advanced by H. N. Russell, 
Ap.J ._, 2§_,?4, 1912. 
2 11he expression to be used for e""' is obtained from equation 
(218) by neglecting the rotational pa.rt a.~w 2 A,, •. . 
3m G 
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sin i be replaced by sln j as indicated before. Thus equr:J-..ion (304) 
for the total light between eclipses of stars moving in circular 
orbits b_eoomes 
(387) 
where the constant term of _the seoond order Legendre polynomial is 
absorbed in .£ m. 
This may be coxnpared td th the expression corresponding to 
uniformly illu.'ninated discs, which in the present notation becomes 
(388) 
In the derivation of ( 387) and (388), onJJ" terms of the first 
order .in the oblateness were retained. To this degree of accuracy 
'the tidal oblateness €""and the eccentrloi ty elVI of the principal . 
meridian are · relatt~d by 
(389) 
At the preliminary stt:vges of analysis one can ·on~ make some 
very general assumptions about i;he syst13m in. order to perform the 
initial rectification, unless some speotrosco:'ic data are available. 
Hare rec·tificn.tion for elllptioity will be pursued when the only 
information at one's dispom;\l is the photometric observations. 
H.usse111 suggests, f"1•om a study of the apsicial motions, that 
actual stars are considerably coneentrated; ,siifficiently concentrated 
for the values of ~,_Co.) = 3, dari ved for the Roche moael, to be 
adopted. as a first approximation. Let this be used for each com-
poncnt, and set m = m to obtain 
' '2. 
(390) Z =l !,! (15 + u)(l -t T) 
2 J i> - Su 
The darkening coaffidients may be assumed equal at this point. 
Introducing the eccentricity int·o equations ( 38V and (388 ) , 






M : {15 + u )(1 + ,. ) , 
i$ - su 
1'o the nrst order, therefore, the combined effects of limb and 
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gr::l.vity-darkening upon the. light curve between minima nla.y be represent-
. . 
ed by increasing the true ellipticities in the ratio {Fi, or the 
effective ellinticity in the ratio N. Ruaselll:-calls the l~;tter 
increased vtluo the "photometric ellipticity". 
Let the observed light between eclipses, as influenced by 
ellipticity only; be represantad by 
(394) 
where A'l- is negative. Then 
and 
(395) 
(396) zN = -hf1 
N0 - A~ 
, 
'Iha rectified light Rr.is then .found by division according to the 
relation 
(397) 
1 H. N. Russell, ~E·J., 90, 641, 1939. 
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The phase is again rectified by equation {379). 
Obviously this rectification procedure requires a knowledge of 
u and If' • The correlation between u and 1' is probably sufficient to 
, i 
perm.it N to be estimated from u. Hussell and Merrill suggest using 
the tentative values for N of 2.2, 2.6, or J.2, corresponding to the 
respective values for u of o.h, o .. 6, or o.8. 1rhe uncertainty in the 
adopted value of N will affect only the rectification p£ phase and 
the calculated eccentricity. Fortunately the effect on rectification 
will be small. 
In order to perform a complete rectification it is necessary to 
account for the reflectiQn effect. Because of the presence or terms 
in cos <P , with opposite signs, in the uneclipsed light re.fleeted from 
the components, it is i1nposaible to assume the ratio of either to 
their sum is co.nstant. This immediately excludes rectifica t:ton by 
division which was used for ellipticity. The terms in cos ct> must 
be removed before rectification by division can be attempted. Such 
a removal of terms n1E!.y be accomplished in two ways; by subtracting 
z. from the observed light the quantity 
(398) I Jl = (Oi.+ a, )(O.tq - o.~ eos1 i + o~oq eiri'" i cos 2.P ) 
-0.38 (G'l.- G,) sin i cos c:P 
C I I I = 0 .... Q I COS c$ + Q a. COS 2 cp I 
or by adding to the observed light the quantity 
l H,~ N. Russell and J. E. Merrill, Contr. Princeton u. Obs., 
26, h2, 1952. 
2 ·whether i, j, or ir is used for the .inclination is quite 
immaterial at this point because the reflection formulae were derived 
for an inclination of 90°, and thus are only appro.Jd.mate at the outset. 
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(399) .,t': (G.1. + G, )(0.29 .... 0.09 cos~i + 0.09 sin1 i cos 2cp) 
+ 0.38 (0 2 - G,) sin i cos c:p 
= 00 "t C 1 cos cf' .,... G a. cos 2 ~ .. 
When rectification is performed by subtraction .one inunedia.te];y· 
obtains the light curv~ as ini'luenced by ellipticity only, except for 
an error within m:lnilna due to the subtracted light. At this stago 
there is no wey to compensate for the difference between the true 
loss of light(including reflection) of the eclipsed star and the 
recti .. f:i.ed light obtained. The result will be that the shape of the 
rectified minima may h<.)t be ·3xact1y repr~:lsentable :by the ellipsoidal 
model. The total light of e.aoh star as calculated from either minimum 
of the rectified crurva wll~ be influancad by the 0rx·ors in light at 
mid-minima. The subtraction· of light \d.11 render the m.tn.i.ma too deep, 
thereby making the computed light too ama.1.1 by· O. 76 G, .for the primary 
star, and by 0.076 G,for the saoondary. In order to obt.Qin the light 
or· e.~ch star the follmtlng corrections must be applied. 
(400) AL,= + o. 76 L,,(~·J{t) 
AL.2 : + 0.76 t, (~}(lt) 
When rectification is perf orm.ed by addition, the symmetric pa.rt 
of the reflection allect is doubled. It nay be removed h'/ introducing 
appropriate terws in the process of rectific.r1tion by division. From 
eqaation (399) it is evident that the addition of light tliminishes 
the appa1"'ent effect of elliptici·ty. 111e addition ~f light ·will make 
the rectified minima too shallow, thus maldng tlH:} computed light too 
great by 0.76 G, for the prinv.i.:r-:t star, and by 0.076 Oz.for the secondarJ. 
To obtain th~ light of each sta1 .. the calculated values must be reduced 
l The light as corrected will still be influenced by distortion. 
(401) A L, = - o.7C. L:t (~f (.t) 
LlL,_ = - o.76 L, ( ~r ( t2). R E, 
If the observed light outside eclipse is represented by 
( l.i02) ).. = A 0 ~ A cos -I> + A cos 2 c:p I 
' 'a. 
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then A , t-tlll be influenced by reflection only·, but A 2 by reflection 
and elliptici't;y. In this eA-rpression A 1 and A 2are both negative if cp 
is measured trom· mid ... prima:cy mn:Lrnuni. Hence from e:~ression (324) 
i"or tho actual . contribution of reflected light onB fir1ds 
(403) c' = - (0.1' - 0.24 0002 1 ) ~.·,) A cac i , 
o \G ... - G_ ) r t. r 
where c: :Ls nagativa and C& and 01 ~~ positive. If one corttparos ( 32.i) 
with tJv? -cenr..s ( ~ crq) to be added in rectification one finds 
(404) 
01 ::: -0.14 (G2. 1" G, ) A sin i , {G - G} 1 
~ I 
wher1;) all of the Qtf3 ru:."a positive. 
A csc i , 
I 
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For·praotica.l application of either method the values of Q~~md G, 
mu.st be known. The method of finding I 1 and G'3. has been discussed or4 .y, G', 
page 11S • However; i~ 2,·,, is greater than two, oqua.tiona (403) or (404) 
G, 
may be used. vm.en deterrl'.'iJ'lir..g . the elements fo.r the first time one 
muat sot nin i = l, muons ~ batter value ·is available. · 
·;rJhen t~he dept.ha. o.i' rni.11.iraa are nearly equal then the· term A , is 
so am.all tha.t it is usefu:t only for re.n1ovin.g .the term A ,cos q:, -
The values of Gi.. !imd G1 baco2ne approx.una.tely the sa"lle and the va.luos of 
the C's and the 0 '-ts art::s poorly dot.ernd.ned by (403) and (404), render-
ing the reotificatiun proced~re outlined above inaccura~e. In such 
cases equations (398) or (399) must .be empl<11Jed. From equation (322) 
and ,(323) one finds 
(405) 
1rhere the first. i .. acto1'\ ha~J a value close to tt10. -' I !. The term. ( .J, J:i. ):J is 
at most O.)O. Ir either eclipse shows a. constant phase_, the loss of. 
. ,. t 
light 1..n ·it -rectified .£01~ ellipticity is J,; or J,. and. the second 
I J. I f u.ctor is obtail1ed e.."'l::..:tetfy. Should the eclipse be partial, Jt and :J. 
ar~J greater than tho losses in prima~.r and second.nr.y tninima, respective-
:cy-. Russell and Memll1 found that .for a dep·th of p = 0.20; (~,' J~)·1·~.h0; 
hence, the error of nssum.ing a mean value· Q.45 1J0Uld seldom excaed ten 
per cent. 'rl'1e va1ue ct the last factor can be est~i.~ated from the 
duration of eclipses. ~:Iri ting equation ( 6 0 ) for the times of external 
i H. N. ttuasell, aY1d J. · g. Merrill, Gontr. Princ0ton U. Obs. 1 
g§_, 49 I 1952 • 
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contact and conjunction when c:p = e e. and c:p .. 0 , respectively' one 
obtains 
(406) • .1 {) . i l i' F .- ~11 i ~ . r, r 'I.= sin e a n = sin ~e s n J. • 
R2. (l - PoH2 +- k ,.. kP0 } . 
1 The following values of It" are typical for certain eclipse types. 
T.rP.e Po k = 1.0 k =a.a k = o.6 k = b.4 
Ver-3 shallow part~al -o.5 o.571 0.62!5 0.690 0.769 
Shallow rt o.o 0.333 0.357 0.384 o.hl7 
Deep tt -os 0.267 .0.278 0.290 0.303 
Grazing total ...;1~0 o.2so 0.250 0 .. 250 ·. 0.250 
Concentric total -1/k 0.250 o.2w 0.234 0.204 
Depth f <>:r total eel. ( u: O) oso 0.39 0.26 0.14 
Combining results for thE; three faotora, relation· (405) becomes 
approximately 
(407) 
for to·ttal eclipses •. This value is the same for grazing total eclipses,· 
but it increases with increasing eclipse depths as the eclipses 
become partial. Deep partial eclipses are mor~ likely to be 
observed than shallow on$s, so a tentative value of o.Jo for the 
coef'l?iclent may be used when the rn.inima are of: nearly equal depths. 
lror the particular case under consideration, rectification for 
reflection can be made by subtracting f-ron1 or by adding to the 
ob~3erved light the quantity 
(408) 
1 H. N. Russell and J. E. Merrill, Contr. Princeton U. Obs., 
~, 50, 1952 
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for complete eclipses, or 
(409) Jl :: (0.087 .... 0.027 cos 2 ct:>) sin 2. ee 
for partial eclipses.. Also the term A, coscp derived empirically !ilust 
be subtracted in both cases •. In the above eJt"'::>ressions 6e is to be 
estimated from the light curve. If the ellipticity is large, a 
preliminaey rectification for it may be necessary before the estimate 
can be made. 
At the stage of analysis thus reached one might suspect that 
according to the model proposed, there would be .a possibility for . . 
significant outstanding er:ro:rs to remain when the observations are 
represented by equation (402),marely due to neglect of higher order 
term.s in the distortion. Indeed; the entire run of obsorvations out-
side eclipse may be represented by 
(410) .. ..R. = Ao '+'A ,cos~ "'\' A2cos 2E: ~ A /:!OS )E + A'fcos 4 E' , 
. J 
to the accuracy which the terms have been retained in the theories 
of ellipticity and reflection. However, in practice one cannot de:t;er-
terr.rine, from the observations, a.11 of the above coefficients simul-
taneously with sufficient accuracy to be of any value~ Hence, one· 
must use values of A3 and A., computed from theocy ui th, the a.id of 
preliminary elements. Their values are quite small in the majority 
'Z.. of cases and should not ba considered as a part of the determination 
of preliminary elements. 
Despite the fact that expression· ( 402) should closely represent 
the light between minima, often it will not. Asymmetries of the 
l z. Kopa.1, Harvard Obs. Mon., 8, 129, 1950. 
2. H. M. Russell mentions that a.ccord:lng to the actual physical 
model, . equation ( 402) should rt::?prf'Jse.nt the light of the system out-
side eclipse to within a f aw thousandths of a nw.gni tude. Cf. Ap. J., 
!Q§_, 405, 1948. 
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light curve both inside rL."'ld outside minima a.re frequently observed·. 
When these variations are periodic the non-eclipse variations may be 
represented by the first few terrns of a general Fourier series 
(411) 
No theories ·are currently available to e1{}'.)lain the presence or the 
sine terms. ·At present only <:ln empirical rectificat.ion method is 
used, which is without a. sound theoretical basis. 
The light, loss due to eclipse can presumably be doterroined by 
extending the curve (411} across the ndnima. The actual light loss r 
at eclipse, which: .. should be used in determining· the elements, mny be 
qui ta different. li'\urthennore, t.he processes which introduce the sine 
terms rnay also influence the'coaine terms, thus affecting the values 
of ellipticity and reflection derived from observation. 
At the outset it is unkno~ whether the complications arise in 
. l one component or both, or in what proportion. Russell rema.rks; 
If they aff eet the brightness of both in the same proportion 
but produce no ~symmetry of aha.pe or surface bdgb.tness, their 
effeot a.an be completely removed by division by A0 + B1 sin8 + 
B'l.sin 2 G, leaving a symmetrical. light-curve for discussion in 
the usual way. Tf they affect star 1 alone (with the same 
res·t.rtctio:ns), ·the subtraction of B, si11 + B2 sin 29 from the 
observed light should give a symmetrical light curve for the 
eclipse of st.g.r 2 and outside eclipse. Correction during the 
other eclipse demands the subtraction of (1 - £1 )(B, sine +··P~sin2S) 
from the observed light, or the addition of r, (B 1sin6 + B~sin.26) to the light correct.ad as above. 
If J, and 12 are known approximately, r., is given by a slight m.odi.f'ica .. 
' . 
tion of { 3 33) and the rectification for asymmetries may b_e made. The 
standard rectification is then carriei out and the elements deterrnined 
as before. The a.e·curaoy of the derived elements will be low, but 
worst of all, their precision J.s incapable. of being estimated. 
l H. N. Russell, AE.J., 108, 405, 1948. 
A brief summary or each ?! the standard rectification procedures 
is now in order., Either type 0£ rectification is practical when the 
light between minima may be l'.'l~presented by 
(412) , 
where A 1 and A :i: a.re negative if + is measured from primary minimum. 
In a circular orbit f = G • 
Rectify the observations for reflection by subtraction according 
to 
(413) i J I I I = - 0 - a oor.:1..11 - t1., cos 2~ r obs o ' ..... T v.... T 
where f Qbs is 'th$ light obse:rrved at any phase. lfor the light out-
side eclj:!)se 
(414) jr = (A0 .... C~) + .(A2. - C~) cos 2cp • 
The constants 0 1 are obtainei from (4ID3) by setting sin i ::: 1. Thus 
(415) 
!formalize the curve to tha light at c:p : 90° by notit1g Jhab _ 
(416) 1 ~ = ! 0 - C • - A + Cr .. . . 0 a. 2 • 
Theoretically the light due to ellipticity should vary as 
(417) .Rr = '-mr(l - ZN - ZN cos 2 cf') • 4 4. 






( 420) ).r ~ £~ {1 + A2.• CJ.. +- (A 1 - C~) cos 2cf> } 
A0 - 06 - A~ + OJ A0 - CJ - A~ ~ ~' 
:: .Q~ A0 - 06 .f. (A:i - OI) cos 2 + } • 
· A0 - 06 - A 2. + c~ 
Rectify for the actual ellipticity by 
( 421) 4 : J ~ = fr ( A0 - 0 1 ... A2. + Ci ) 
Ao - CJ + ~A'2. - cl.) 'cos 24> • 
Rectif:tcation for reflection by addition is carried out accordine 
to 
( 422) , 
where again P obs is the light obser-V"ed at any phase. For the light 
outside eelips·e 
{ 423) 1.r • (A0 + 00 ) + (AL+. Cl.) cos 24' • 
The constants 0 are obtained from equation ( 404) by setting sin i = 1 • 
. There.fore, 
0 1= .... A, , 
O:z.• +0.3 ?o , 
where all the C's a.re positive. Normalize the curve to the light at 
1' = 90° by noting 
( 425) J..~ :: Ao + 00 - (A'2.. + 02. ) • 
Theoretically the light fr to be treated.for ellipticity should vary a.s 
.<426) tr =J.~(l - zM - zN c.os 2~) • 
4 4 






(429) Jr= i~f 1 + (A._+ 01) +(A ... +C~) cos 2<#' 1 
A0 + C0 - (A2 + C2 ) A0 t C0 -(A~+ C2 }J 
= J.~ [ A0 + 00 + (A:i. + 0.2.) coa 21' } •. · l A0 + 00 - (A2. ~ 0,,. ) 
Rectify for the apparent ellipticity by 
,;; : .R ~ • ~r [ A0 -1 ct - A.. - c,J 
Ao + Co ..... A ... 0 z. j . c OS 2 f 
(430) • 
Rectification .for phs.se1 in cireular orbits, is made by division 
by the equation 
( 431) sin 0··= ·sin cP 
l • z cos1tf;> 
·where 
(432) zN = -4(A6- C~) 
Ao - Co - A.1. + 02.' 
or 
(433) zN = -4(A1- c~) 
Ao - 0 0 - A 2. + c, 
depending on 1\thd.clLrectification procedure is used for flux density. 
Actually the · expr~::1si,::~n~ for z.N" are identical. 
The constants J.0 , A1 ·, A?.. are compu·t;ed from the light between 
l . . . . . . 
minima, and 00 , C ; C , and N from reasonable estimates using 
procedures outlined in the text. The eccentricity of the components 
· :may be found from 
After the light curve is rectified, solve for the elements 15, 
a-g• k, ir using equation { 383) just as 1.ndicat8d in the i:iection on the 
spherical moB.el. F1"c:m t,hosa elements find ag, a5 , bg, b5 by equations 
(385) and ( 386)1 and i from ( 384) - if a reasonable estimate of b/c 
. l A very expedient method for finding the A's was advanced by 
J. E: .. Merrill and is given in Ap.J., 108, 388, 1948. This article 
also includes a discussion of the choice of observations which are 
most .favorable to current techniques of analysis. 
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can be made from theory. The light of each component is obtained by 
applying to the values obtair1ed from the rectified curve the cor-
rections given by (400), if rectification by subtraction was used, 
or by (401) if rectifim:~tion by addition was used. 
UNSOLVeO PROEI~HS 
The field of eclipsing binaries is still confronted 1-.ri.th some 
practical and theoretical difficult1.es to challenge the taental acru. ty 
of investigators •. A~ present, the determination of physically sound 
expressions for the reflection effect, both inside and outside eclipse, 
and the explanation of the observed a~.m.etries and.period changes 
remain as the foremost problems. Explanation of these observed effects 
will probably uncover new and more difficult problems, but with the 
consequence of helping to illlhirl.nate men ta nrl.nds ·with the light of 
understanding that may assist posterity to discern the workings or 
nature. 
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